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The hard disk
you put

in your pockets

MacEurope's MegaDrive
Jasmine announce the first

successful, reliable, affordable

combination of hard disk speed

and the endless expansion and

Security of a removable floppy.

For many, security will be a key reason to choose

MegaDrive. Sharing disk space always involves the risk

of deliberate or accidental exposure, modification or

total loss through reinitialization. MegaDrive offers the

ultimate in security: the drive doesn't exist which can

read data riding around in your pocket or locked in your

safe.

For everyone, MacFuropc's MegaDrive from Jasmine

offers high' performance in a compact package half the

height of Apple s hard disk, with the same footprint,

Careful design ensures protection extends to isolating

your data from power surges, by providing full

Reliable because MegaDrive is extremely crash-

resistant, unlike previous attempts to achieve the elusive

goal. Fast because you get SCSI performance.

Expandable because each floppy is a rugged 10MB

disk, toughened to protect your data against extreme

mishandling, yet light enough to cany around or post.

Affordable because MegaDrive is just £875.

MegaDrive possibilities are limitless; lawyers, doctors, protection on all 3 power lines. And there's excellent

designers, artists, business users, accountants -everyone- resilience to physical shock.

can guarantee data security by removing their disks Every single unit is tested with real rime diagnostics

when they quit prior to shipping, unlike manufacturers who cut costs by

And occasional users, such as students, each unable to testing random samples.

MegaDrive is a great solution to your storage

problems. It's only available from MacEuropc, Jasmine's

partners in Europe, who provide all the sales and

engineering support you expect from a major

manufacturer.

Give Colette Fanning a ring on (01) 965 6905 for a

data sheet and the nearest MacKurope dealer to you with

MegaDrive to demonstrate. Demand for this successful

drive is very high, so please do not delay seeing for

yourself how your system can benefit from MegaDrive.

justify his own hard disk, can easily share a drive

without clogging up costly online disk space.

With MegaDrive, your data library expands

inexpensively. 10MB floppies allow endless storage of

data, high-res scanned images, clip-art. and archived

material at a far low*er cost/MB than hard disks without

sacrificing speed of operation or involving you in a

confusing jumble of S00K disks. And 10MB is a sensible-

size to ensure against the soft floppy shuffle whilst

you're working.

MegaDrive makes a superb backup device for your

hard disks. Faster and cheaper than tape when you

consider your backup device is a production
J

MegaDrive
TeL (01) 965 6905 Telex 265871 Ref72:MAG20278
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EDITORIAL
The last two years have

flown by and I now find

myself entering the third

year as editor/ compiler, the

challenge is still there, new
products and new-

techniques arrive by the

bucket full and I intend that

yourjournal will change for

the better.

The last six months have
been traumatic for the Apple

II user, it appears that Apple
UK have almost given up on
this front. Many dealersnow
find it hard to explain what
an Apple IIGS is, let alone

stock such a rare beast.

Sadly this attitude is

spreading very fast and the

Macintosh seems (lie only

interest to many in the

trade. This attitude has in

the past killed off some
really good machines, the

Apple III was an exceptional

machine but was not
supported in this country
and hence died very quickly.

My main concern is with

the amount of Apple II

articles being submitted - if

you wish to keep the

machine alive as USERS
you will have to start

contributing - do not expect

Apple or any other
organisation to help, WE
have to do it ourselves and
that means all interested

parties making sure that

they contribute something.

So come on all you Apple II

USERS send an article, tip

or anything useful for

inclusion in your journal.
I hear that the

management at Apple are

changing and that David
Hancock the M.D. is being

promoted to Apple Inc with
responsibility for the Pacific

region. We wish him well in

his new post.

The MacUser Show will be

upon us shortly and I expect

many ofyou will attend - but

I would just like to give you
a warning - your presence is

not really wanted - you see

apparently USER GROUP
members are not the market

the organisers are after. You
will get your free ticket in

this issue - but it is not really

free because the group has
been forced to pay
commercial rates for a stand

at this USER'S Show.
The massive advertising

campaign in this journal to

get you to attend proves the

point above!

On to better things -
1 was

invited to represent the

group at the MacSeptember
event organised by the East

Midlands Macintosh Group
and MacTel at Nottingham

University. The event was
exceptional , the lectures

were informative and the

company great. The only
thing missing was the MUG
or to be precise the man who
runs that organisation. I

hear that the organisers

could not afford his fee!

I hope to have a full report

of the event with pictures in

the next issue! Thanks to

David and David for the first

of many USER EVENTS.
Right offwe jolly well go - If

any ofyou would like to help

us on the stand at MacUser
please drop a line and let us

know what day or part day
you could help. It is

important that we gain as

much from this show as

possible and your help

would be welcomed.

Jim Panks
Chairman/Editor

P.S.

I have just had news that

we can offer 3.5 inch disks

at £1 5 inclusive of VAT and
P&P. The disks are Double
Sided Sony unbranded and
come in a FREE plastic box.

I suppose I had better get

some money out !
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Club News
TIPS FROM THE

HOT LINE

Anumber of parameters associated

with Dos 9.3 are set to a maximum of

32767 bytes for some unkown rea-

son. For Instance you may only

BLOAD a file which is no longer than
32767 ($7FFF) bytes long when there

seems no reason why longer files

should not be supported. In fact Dos
3.3 maintains a table of maximum
sizes and amending the appropriate

one will allow you to BLOAD larger

files. When in the Applesoft prompt 1

Just type the following:

POKE 43364.255

A similar problem occurs with the

BYTE offset keyword when you are

accessing textillea. This has a maxi-
mum of 32767 bytes too. Peter Ed-
wards found this a problem but
changing the maximum value in the

table of maximum sizes in Dos 3.3

from 32767 ($7FFF) to 65535 ($FFFF)
appears to have solved his problem.
Here's how II is done :-

When the Applesoft prompt appears
type :-

POKE 43372,255

©
As discussed last time Applewriter

ProDOS versions 2.0 and 2.1 work
just fine with the Apple I1GS except
that the program hangs when at-

tempts are made to print through the

printer port. Many callers have com-
mented upon this problem and until

recently the only way was to use a

printer card! That position has now,
however, changed.
Don Lancaster, one of the foremost

Applewriter experts, has published a
patch lii the July 1987 edition ofCaU-
A.P.P.L.E magazine. Many readers
will no doubt know that that maga-
zine is published by an Apple users
group which is a little larger than
Apple 2000! The problem occurs be-

cause Applewriter attempts to set

serial data values in a non-existent

6551 chip!!

program, based upon
" article should do the

10

: PRINT Om$(4)"BIOAD
AHD.SYS,AS2000,TSYS"

: POKE 19888,96

: POKE 20327,16

: POKE 20334,19

20 PRINT CHRS (4) "UNLOCK AWD.SYS"
; PRTNT CHRS (4) "BSAVE

AMD. SYS, TSYS, A$2000, L$6020"

: PRINT CHRS (4) "LOCK AWD.SYS"

30 HOME

! VTAB 10

: HTAB 10

; PRINT "DONE! ! "CHR$ (7)

The patch for version 2.1 is a litUe

different but I have left that out since
I believe that it was not published in

the UK.

GOLD CHARGES
SCHEDULE

The following changes to the Telecom
Cold Charges Schedule will be

with effect from 1st

1987.

CONNECT CHARGE
Charges for (he connection for any
purpose to the Service.

Standard Rate -

6.op per minute

4p per 512 characters

Cheap Rate
2p per minute
lp per 512 cl

Note: The character charge is the

sum of the number of characters

passed to and from Ihe user's termi-

nal and the system. The character

count is rounded up to the nearest
multiple of 512 characters for each
connection.

DATABASE SERVICES

Infocheck
300 penre per minute or part.

SUBSCRIPTION

All accounts will be subject to an
additional subscription of £5 per
month per mailbox.

In the past five years the service has
undergone considerable develop-

ments and the facilities available to

users arc now much more extensive.

Telecom Gold have found 11 necessary
to make the above revisions to the

chargesand will continue to enhance
and Improve the service.

The NEW charges and the

FORCE.

We now have the new charges from
BTG and we can tell you the Good
News as well as the not so good news
iii detail.

First the Good News .. as you know
BTG have decided to surcharge every

box by a standing charge once per
month. We are pleased to announce
that we shall only pass on toyou £2 of

the new£5 charge. This will be added
to your present standing rate of £3
making a standing charge of £5 per
month on each box. This charge will

take effect from 1st October. We hope
we can maintain it at this rate for

some time to come, but aswe are only

just covering the actual system costs,

we may have to review this in Ume.
The charging structure Is to be

changed. At present you pay a time
charge which depends on the time of

day you access ihe Force From 1st

October this Will change to a split

charge, a reduced Urne charge and a
character charge for all data trans-
mitted. BIO will waive the first 512
characters which copes with the lo-

gon and headers and notices that

they put up themselvesl
For those who only send an cxlrf

mailbox .. or are slow typists, the new
charges may actually mean their

monthly bills arc less, for the others,

there will be an increase depending
on the kind ofaccess they use, we can
do nothing about those increases.

Full details of ALL the new BT
GOLD charges can befound on
the FORCE in the FORCE NEWS
area.

If you use the FORCE please
download the charges so that
you are aware and do not get a
sudden shock I
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SOUTH EAST ESSEX MAC GROUP
CONTACT Mick Foy Tol

VENUE D.P.S.. Acorn House. Little Oaks,

Basildon, Essex.

MEETS First Monday of overy month

THE MIDLAND MAC GROUP
CONTACT Ivan Knezovich Tel

: SUP ti ft ff

VENUE Spring Grove House, West Midland

Park, Bewdley, Worcestershire.

MEETS 7.00pm on the first Tuesday.

THE NORTH EAST APPLE USER GROUP
CONTACT Philip Dixon Tel :

^
VENUE AppleCenue North East, PonteFand

Pontcland, Newcastle upon Tyno

MEETS First Wednesday ol every month

THE NORTH WEST APPLE COMPUTER CLUB
CONTACT Jim Rosco Tel :

iii*an i* < i I

VENUE Horse & Jockey Pub.. Winwick Road,

Warnngion

MEETS First Monday of every month

APPLE DEDICATED GROUPS
STARTING-UP

DONCASTER - SOUTH YORKSHIRE

Mn Withington. a Mac User in the Doneasier Area is

interested in helping to start a User Group.

Colin can bo contacted on-»™»"'! or by post at

DORCHESTER
CONTACT Ron Hoars Tal

Aeolus, 11 Redbridge Road, Crossways, Dorchestar.

Dorset.

POOLE MACINTOSH USER GROUP
CONTACT Apple Dealer -Poole. Dorset

SOUTHAMPTON
CONTACT Geoff Parson Tel

:

n.niiiiii •! ir u m|i

ACTIVE APPLE DEDICATED GROUPS

APPLE II PROGRAMMERS CLUB
CONIACT Philip Dixon TEL : (ftfliMBtfl

VENUE None - operates as a postal group via a

monthly newsletter

BENTWATERS APPLE USER
CONTACT John Thomas Tel

:

of each month

BRISTOL GROUP ( B.A.U.D

)

CONTACT MIKE FARMER Tel

:

VENUE Decimal Business Machines.

Queens Lane-, Reddiffe

MEETS 7th of each month, or the Friday nearest

if the 7ih falls on a weekend.

CAMBRIDGE APPLE USERS GROUP
CONTACT lan Archibald Tel : :

::.

VENUE Varies. Isons Cycle shop. 72. Chesterton

Rd.. Cambridge.

MEETS Fortnightly

CROYDON APPLE USERS GROUP
CONTACT Graham Attwood Tel :

h

VENUE 5l5.Limplie!dRoa .

MEETS 7.30pm on the third Thursday.

Surrey

EAST MIDLANDS MAC USER GROUP
CONTACT Nick Helm Tel: Sit ><

i

VENUE Wilford Cncket & Rugby Club. Nottingham

MEETS 8.00pm on the first and third Wednesday .

EDINBURGH GROUP
CONTACT Adam Gilinsky Tel: W M M
VENUE Proteus Micro Systems. 55. Frederick

Street, Edinburgh, EH21LH
MEETS Monthly, check w.th Adam.

ESSEX GROUP
CONTACT Pat Bermmgham Tel: 1

VENUE Trie Y.M.C.A.. Victoria Road. Chelmsfort

MEETS Third Friday of every month

GATEWAY COMPUTER CLUB
CONTACT Robert D Hall Tel . *rMM

VENUE Bob Hope Recreation Centre,

R.A.F MikSenhall

MEETS Normally meets at weekend .check, with

Bob before going along.

GLASGOW GROUP
CONTACT Donald Davidson Tel :

'ft

VENUE Proteus Micro Systems. 1 7.

Place. Glasgow

MEETS 3 4 times per year, check with Donald

HANTS 4 BERKS GROUP
CONTACT M.ke Hollyfield Tel :

i - h

VENUE Thames Valley Systems . 1 28 High

Street. Maidenhead. Berkshire, SL6 1PT

MEETS 7.0Gpm on the second Monday.

HERTS & BEDS GROUP
CONTACT Norah Arnold Tel iflSBfffiliB
VENUE The Old School, 1 . Branch Road. Park

Street Village. St Albans. Herts

MEE IS 8.OCpm on the first Tuesday.

KENT GROUP
CON! ACT Richard Daniels Tol : «;;-.-

VENUE MICROSPOT. 5-11. London Road.

Maidstone.

MEETS 7.30pm on last Monday of each month.

LONDON APPLE II COMPUTER CLUB
CONTACT Chns Williams Tel:"

VENUE Studio 8, Wharfedale Projects, 47.

Wharfedale Road. London. Nl 9SE
MEET S 6. 00pm, first Wodnosday ot ovory month.

LONDON MACINTOSH GROUP
CONTACT Maureon do Saxo Telrffl

VENUE Room 683, London University Institute of

Education. Bedford Way, London. WCl
MEETS 6.00pm on the second Tuesday.

MACINTOSH USER GROUP (CAMBRIDGE)

CONTACT Patrick Winterson Tel

VENUE Formal venue now

MEETS Every three months.

MACTAFF • SOUTH WALES MAC GROUP
CONTACT Lorrarn ThornbecK Tel:*

VENUE Apple Cenire South Wales. Longcross

Coun, 47 Newpon Road. Cardiff

MEETS 7.00pm on tho first Thursday .

MIDAPPLE
CONTACT Tom Wright Tol: m
VENUE I.T.E.C.. Tildasley Street. West Bromweh.
MEETS 7.00pm on the second Friday

MULTI-INTEREST GROUPS WITH APPLE USERS
AMONG THE MEMBERSHIP

CREWE COMPUTER USERS CLUB
CONTACT Paul Edmonds in m «• :twn

VENUE Christ Church Hall. Crewe

MEETS Fortnightly, Fridays. 7.30pm to 10.00pm

LEICESTER GROUP
CONTACT BobBown Tel |K!S»Rrcsrj

VENUE Shakespearo Pub, Braunstono Lane,

I eicester

MEETS 7.3Cpm to 10.0pm on first Wednesday .

THE NORTH WEST APPLE USERS GROUP
CONTACT Max Parrot Tel

:
re !:; :..»

^W-Bfiyiff* W^^'^"^
VENUE Staff House ( 2nd floor

),
University of

Manchester Institute of Science &
Technology. P.OBox 88,

Sackville Street, Manchester, M60 10D
MEETS 8.00pm on the last Thursday.

WEST MIDLANDS AMATEUR COMPUTER CLUB
CONTACT JohnTracey Tel :

n - nna

VENUE Hill Crest School. Simms Uno,

Nesherton. Near Dudley.

MEETS 7.0Opm on the 2nd & 4th Thursday.

APPLE DEDICATED GROUPS
IRREGULAR ACTIVITY

FUHNESS AREA
CONTACT Alan Corliss Tel ll

NOTE There has been more activity in this area

recently. I have been unable to coniact Alan for some

time so check with him yourself.

APPLE USERS IN CONTACT
NO ORGANIZED GROUP

HARROGATE AREA
CONTACT Peter Sutton Te

A number of keen Apple osers in contacl with eat

LIVERPOOL GROUP
CONTACT Irene Fiaxman Tel in

MEETS No regolar meetings being held.

GENERAL INTEREST CLUBS
NO APPLE MEMBERS

BRIGHTON, HOVE 4 DISTRICT COMPUTER CLUB
CONTACT - George Seears ' » -

;

I rt>

NOTE There are no Apple members in this club at

present but they welcome users oi all machines. If

you're in that area you can at least enjoy the

companionship and help of other micro users.
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The Apple Directors Chair - just one of the superb items available

in The Apple Collection. Apple are pleased to announce the launch of

The Apple Collection, a special range of items designed with the needs

ofApple enthusiasts in mind, each one carrying the Apple name-

as a guarantee of the highest quality.

The Apple Collection is available exclusively through Authorised

Apple Dealers, so for full details of the Collection range and how you

can order your items, pull up a chair at your nearest Apple dealer now.

Take your Pick fromThe Apple Collection §jt
Apple and Appk- logo an.1 Iradeniarks of Apple CompUMf In* ' I'HT AppU- Compuivi I'.K Lid



« News from the 'Apple World' *
TV "

« Compiled by Jim Panks 4

APPLE ANNOUNCE PRODUCTS
Apple Computer Inc announced new
software and hardware products for

the Macintosh and Apple II range.

HyperCard.

HyperCard is a tool that lets
i

use information in new and
ways.
A personal toolkit that allows

Macintosh users to access, customise
and create new information of many
types, such as text, graphics, video,

music, voice and animation. In addi-

tion, it offers an easy-to-use English
based scripting language called Hy-
perTalk which enables users to write

their own programs if they so wish.
HyperCard lets users work with in-

formation the way they think by as
sociation and context as well as hier-

archy. Its unique navigational
method lets people browse and
search quickly through large
amounts of information, making It a
vital tool with the advent of mass
storage optical media technologies.

HyperCard is based on a simple
Idea - a stack of cards, leach contain-

ing information. The number of

cards, each of which is created with
the familiar Macintosh point and
click technique, is limited only by the

storage capacity of the user's disk
Users ran browse, sort, make notes,

type or draw on these cards..

One of the most powerful features of

HyperCard is the ability to create

"buttons' by pointing and clicking the

mouse. Buttons can be activated to

link one card to many others, either in

the same stack or different ones.

Using HyperTalk, a
button can launch an
application directly

from HyperCard, or
perform a wide range
of tasks such as driv-

ing external devices

like optical disks or
CD-ROM. sorting a
stack or performing a
calculation, according
to the user's require-

ments.
HyperCard - the

culmination of a three

year team effort led by
Bill Atkinson. Apple

Fellow and developer oi QuickDraw
and MacPaint - is software which
Apple considers to be a fundamental

^tackWare' is the category ofappli-

cations that Apple expects to emerge
from HyperCaid technology, al-

though unlike other software applica-

tions, the quality of the 'StackWare*

will depend more on the author's

ability to create content than the

author's proficiency with computer
code.
John Sculley said "HyperCard is the

foundation for what we believe could

be a new HyperCard application in-

dustry, bull! on the expertise of both
commercial developers and special-

ists in certain fields'.

As an example, a television pro-

ducer with no previous programming
exper ience has created a multi-media
electronic atlas, which combines
thousands of photos, maps, charts,

sounds, and film clips from around
the world, allowing
users to easily scan
and select visual in-

formation about life

on Earth.
HyperCard's casc-

of-use and extreme
flexibility will give it a

broad range of appli-

cations, including
business and govern-
ment, education and
training, and per-

sonal use.
In a corporation,

for example. Hyper-
Card is an ideal front

end to large databases, or as a presen-

tation medium for interactive training

courses.
In education, scholars in all disci-

plines can use HyperCard to develop
course materials. StackWare can
then be purchased or created for inte-

gration into the curriculum, with an
unlimited potential to customise in-

formation as required.
HyperCard comes on three disks

plus a back-up. You will get an online
Help facility, a diary, an address file

and a 'to do' list. Also provided are nu-
merous examples of card, button and
slack ideas.

HyperCard runs on Macintosh
Plus. SE and II with a minimum two
800k drives although a hard disk is

recommended.
HyperCard will be provided with all

new Macintoshes after October 87.

Other users will be able to purchase It

for an undisclosed fee.

(We have been lead to believe thai It

will be around the £50 mark. Sec the
next magazine).

MultiFinder

MuIUFinder is the first generation
multi-tasking operating system for

the Macintosh family of computers.
This powerful enhancement of [he

Macintosh operating system oilers

fast switching between applications,
allows other tasks to be performed
while printing, and provides a plat

form for the creation of applications

that can perform tasks In the back-
ground - full multi-tasking.

Pogo6



MultiFinder allows users to view
multiple applications concurrently
and to move quickly between them, ft

also allows for rapid cut. copy and
paste between these applications,

whilst retaining the look and feel of

the Macintosh and the same ease of
use found in all Macintosh products.

Users can benefit from MultiFin
ders mulli-tasklng capabilities in a
number of ways. For example, at the

start of the day, they can open all the
appl [cations they lypically use so that

they have instant access to all their
key productivity tools. This saves
time and enhances system utility.

MulliFinder provides a variety of
ways to switch between applications,

either by selecting from active appli-

cations listed in the 'Apple' menu, by
clicking in the desired applications
window, ordouble clicking its icon on
the desktop. A small icon in the upper
right corner of the screen indicates
the application which Is currently

example, with the Mac 286 card from
AST, Macintosh II users can run Lo-
tus 1-2-3 under MS-DOS in a Macln
tosh, window and copy and paste
information directly into a Macintosh
application with a few clicks of the
mouse.
Developers can now create applica-

tions that take advantage of MulliFin-
ders abilily lo perforin multiple tasks
concurrently, such as file processing,

electronic mail, terminal emulation,
disk backup, data recalculation and
data analysis.

MulliFinder is compatible with the
Macintosh Plus. SEand Macintosh II.

as well as the majority of existing

Macintosh applications.

MultiFindcr will be available in the
U.K. during the Autumn, and is an
integral pari of the Macintosh System
Software Update which will be in-

cluded !n all new Macintosh comput-
ers from that time. MultiFlnder will

also be available lo existing users

quality dot-matrix printer with di-

verse paper handling capabilities for

such tasks as processing multiple

part forms, printing labels, address-
ing envelopes and producing colour-

enhanced text and graphics. Its 15-

inch carriage can handle full sized
spreadsheets and wide forms.

The ImageWriter LQ's 27-pin print
head produces letter-quality text and
graphics at 2 1 6 x 2 1 6 dots per inch. It

has double the dot density of the

ImageWriter II and prints in three

modes: draft, near letter-quality and
letter-quality.

The impact print technology of the
ImageWriter LQ accepts multiple-

layer forms of up to five pages. Its

paper handling capabilities include
push tractor and pull tractor mode
and bottom feed, which allows pin-

feed paper and multiple-part forms to

be processed directly beneath the

printer, preventing jamming associ-
ated with top-through feed.

An AppleTalk option allows the Im-
ageWriter LQ to be a shared printing
device on an AppleTalk network. The
ImageWriter LQ can also be config-
ured with an optional expandable
cut-sheet feeder, enabling unat-
tended sheet feeding while operating
on a network. The feeder can have up
to three bins, allowing a variety of

paper to be used, and it has an op
llonal envelope attachment.
Like the ImageWriter II and Laser-

Writer, the ImageWriter LQ offers
users great flexibility with standard
features such as automatic page size
reduction, vertical or horizontal ori-

entations and cut-sheet feeder hin
selection.

The ImageWriter I.Q also offers ase-
lection of Macintosh fonts: Times.
Helvetica, Symbol and Courier. Resi-
dent, fixed and proportional fonts
offer Apple U owners a variety of
styles. Colour printing is available

from Apple II and Macintosh prod-
ucts using an optional four-colour

ribbon.
The ImageWriter LQ will be avial

able in the U.K. from November, and
fill details of pricing will be an-
nounced shortly (A LITTLE FAIRY
SAID ITWILLBEAROUND £1000). It

will replace the ImageWriter 15".

COMMUNICATIONS

Apple Computer has extended the
Macintosh computer's communica-
tions capabilities with the introduc-
tion of three desktop communica-
tions products. The Macintosh II

EtherTalk Interface Card, Ap-
pleShare PC and Apple File Exchange
oiler integration into other computing
environments and allow alternate
systems to take advantage of Maclu-

File tdit

Alarm Clock

Calculator

Camera
Chooser
Control Panel
r mil Fiin

Key Cops
Scraobook

being used.
A maximum of 30 applications can

be open simultaneously, limited by
the amount ol memory available. For
optimal use and planning, the Macin-
tosh Finder displays the amount of
memory used by each application.

The ability to concurrently view
documents from different applica-
tions is particularly useful in desktop
publishing where items copied from
other applications can be edited by
simply moving back to the program
that created them. For instance, a
graphic pasted into MacWrite can be
altered quickly by copying it into an
open MacDraw window - without
quitting the application.
With the appropriate hardware.

MulliFinder also makes it possible to

concurrently work in and integrate

information between different operat-

ing systems, such as MS-DOS. For

through Apple dealers. Its price will

be announced shortly.

The System Software Update will

include the latest version of the
Macintosh System. Finder, MulliFin-
der, Apple File Exchange, and new
Macintosh utilities and complete
documentation.

ImageWriter LQ

Apple Computer have announced
the ImageWriter LQ. a 27 pin. letter-

quality, wide-carriage dot-matrix
printer offering versatile paper han-
dling lo satisfy a broad range ofoffice
pi inting needs.
The ImageWriter LQ. compatible

with Macintosh and Apple II comput
ers. rsponds lo a demand from busi-
ness and education users lor a high-
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tosh capabilities.

EtherTalk Interface Card.

The EtherTalk Interface Card pro-

vides the Macintosh II with a direct
connection to existing Ethernet-
based networks. It extends the func-
tionality of the AppleTalk architec-
ture network by providing a higher-
speed alternative cabling system.
The EtherTalk Interface Card gives

Macintosh II users access to the 10-

megabit-per-second Ethernetwork
for higher data throughput capabili-

ties In data-lntcnslve applications
such as transaction processing, data-
base processing and technical engi-

neering applications. Large
workgroups can be accomodated on a
single network - up to 254-nodes and
1,000 meters of cabling. An onboard
transceiver offers optional use of thin
Ethernet coaxial cabling.
This product should be shipping by

the end of 1987. Price TDA
t

AppleShare PC

When used with the AppleTalk PC
Card. AppleShare PC software lets

IBM PCs or compatibles share or gain
information stored In the AppleShare
File Server. Information from the
Macintosh and the MS DOS environ-
ments can now be transparently
shared, allowing users to integrate
MS-DOS documents into Macintosh
applications, such as desktop pub-
lishing, productivity, and business
management. Through AppleShare
I*C, IBM users can transparently use
files from the AppleShare File Server
as though they were on local disk.

IBM PC users gain access to the
AppleShare File Server by using a
pop-up menu modeled after a Macin-
tosh desk accessory. The memory-
resident pop-up window can l>e

opened bu using a 'hot' key from
within any application, or it can be
executed from the command line in
the same manner as other MS-DOS
applications. A non-windowing com-
mand-line interface is also provided.
AppleShare PC requires an IBM PC

or compatible with a minimum of384
kilobytes of RAM, MS-DOS version
3. 1 or greater, an AppleTalk PC Card
and an AppleTalk Connector Kit.

This product will be shipping dur
ing the autumn. Price TBA

Apple File Exchange.

Apple File Exchange translates files

or documents created by an applica-
tion into the format required by an-
other application and gives Macin-

tosh users the ability to transfer and
translate documents created in MS
DOS and Apple II Pro-DOSS environ-
ments. For example, a document
created In DlsplayWrile. an MS-DOS
application, can be translated Into a
format that can be used with Mac-
Write.

Apple File Exchange transfers and
translates between Macintosh and
MS-DOS environments using the
Apple PC 5.25 inch drive or between
Macintosh and Apple 11 Pro-DOS
environments using the Macintosh
3.5 inch (BOOK floppy), offering
greater flexibility in data sharing. It

can also be used with the data tiles

transferred to the Macintosh via net
works such as AppleTalk and Ap-
pleShare or other communications
links, such as modems.
Apple File Exchange Includes three

of the most common translators. The
text translator translates bldirectlon-
ally between plain text formats (AS-
CII) ofMS-DOS. Pro-DOS and Macin
tosh; binary Is primarily used for

transferring documents without
modification and allowing them to be
Imported directly into another appli-

cation; and DCA-RFT/MacWrite
translator translates bidirectionally

between IBM Document Content
Architecture / Hevlsable Form Text -

commonly used In the MS-DOS envi-
ronment - and MacWrite.
Apple File Exchange allows transla-

tor configurations to be saved for cus-
tomizing the conversion procccss for
commonly exchanged documents,
and it offers batch translation, which
automates the translation of large
numbers of files or documents from
different applications.
Apple File Exchange provides the

platform on which third-party devel-
opers can build translators. One such
translator is MacLlnk Plus Transla-
tors from DataViz Inc.. which pro-
videws translations from popularMS
DOS word processing, spread sheets,
and database programs. The stan-
dard architecture provided by Apple
File Exchange assures users com-
patibility with other translators de-
velo|)ed for the Macintosh.
Apple File Exchange requires a

Macintosh 512k/800, Macintosh
Plus. Macintosh SE or Mac-inlosh II.

Apple File Exchange, projected for
delivery in the autumn, will be in-
cluded In the system software of all

new Macintosh computers. The In-

Stalled user base can purchase it as
part of a SYSTEM SOFTWARE UP-
DATE. Price TDA

The Apple Collection.

Following the successful US range
of Apple branded products, a selec
Hon of Items including directors
chairs and sweatshirts, mugs, disk
holders and Filofaxes are now avail-

able in the UK through authorised
Apple Dealers.

i

The Chinese Macintosh.

Apple Computer International has
announced the introduction ol

Zhongwen Talk, an easy-to-use Chi-
nese operating system for the Macin-
tosh family.

Apple now produces Macintosh In

22 localised versions, including all

major European languages, Arabic
and Japcnese. From Its inception, the
Macintosh was designed with the
International markets in mind. Its

unique Interface and graphics capa-
bilities facilitate the development of
software In a variety of languages.
The Chinese Macintosh reinforces

Apple's commitment to make tech-
nology accessible to individuals
around the world." said Michael
Rashkin. general manager of Apple
Computer International Ltd in Hong
Kong.
"The operating system makes the

translation of third-party software
fast, effortless and inexpensive and It

provides an environment for the de-
velopment of specific Chinese soft-

ware products. It Is the most sophis-
ticated and flexible Chinese solution
on the market today."
Zhongwen Talk allows for Input and

output In Chinese on any Macintosh
personal computer. It offers users the
choice of several Lnput methods, in
eluding the standard Pin Yin phonetic
method as well as stroke ordering and
coding systems, which take full ad-
vantage of the Intuitive Macintosh
user interface. Zhongwen Talk also
features a built In dictionary of 6.763
Chinese characters and the potential
for users to create thousands more.
The Zhongwen Talk operating system
is available in both simplified (mod-
ern) and standard (traditional) char
actcr versions.

i

Gassee on the way UP!

Apple Computer Inc have promoted
Jean-Louis Gassee from vice-presi-



dent of product developement lo sen
ior vice-president of research and
development. To coincide with the
promotion, the company has made
organisational changes to combine
it's advanced technology and product
developement groups under Gassee's
leadership.

An Optomistic Outlook

Apple chairman and chiefexecutive
officer. John Sculley told security
analysts that he expects revenues ior
the company's fourth fiscal quarter,
which will end on 25th September
1987, to be in the range of between
$725 million and $750 million, an
increase of over 40 per cent over the
same quarter a year ago. Speaking at

the company's quarterly review meet-
ing with analysts in Palo Alto. Califor-

nia. Sculley said he expected "good
profits" for the fourth quarter. He said
his outlook for 1988 was "optimistic".

OTHER NEWS

Database goes USA bound.

Database Software has announced
a deal with ShareData. pioneers ot
budget software in the States, to pro-
mote the best ofBritish and European
software developments in the USA
market.

*

SMARTPAD from Blyth

Blyth have introduced a new desk
accessory for the Mac which stores

and retrcives textual data in a note
pad form. Each SmartPad page can
have up to 32000 characters, and a
fast search routine finds all pages
containing the words or strings you
specify. This makes it ideal asajotter,
diary, database, reference book or
whatever you want it to be. It will be
on sale at £49.00.

1

Lode RunnerScreens Disk

MGA Micro Systems of Tenterden
now have in stock a Screens Disk for
Apple // Lode Runner and Champi
onship Load Runner containing 150
user- created screens to bring new
variety to this splendid game. Price is

£6.95 inclusive ofVAT and pp.

Levco & SuperMac Merge

Levco Inc., a developer ofMacintosh
enhancement products, has been
aquired by Scientific Micro Systems,
and will merge its product line with
their SuperMac Technology division.

Levco are well known for their mem-
ory and upgrade boards for the Mac.
and SuperMac manufacture the large

screen colour monitor for the Mac II,

and the DataFrame hard disk sys-
tems.

4

Computer Images Show

On October 14lh the Film Festival

will be held at the Wembley Confer-
ence Centre to find the best in com
puier-animated images and effects.

Entries from nine countries will com-
pete in a total ofe ight different catego-
ries and will be Judged by an iritexria-

tional panel.

DeskTop Publishing Show

The Business Design Centre, Isling
ton will stage llie Desktop Publishing
Show from 1 5 to 1 7th October. All the
major forces in DTP will be repre-
sented including Apple. IRM. Lino-
type, McQueens and Heydcn & Sons.
A full programme of seminars will be
run during the period of the show.

^

OMNIS Express

Blyth have released Ornnis Ex
press, a program lo make the creation
oJ new Omnis 3 Plus applications
much simpler for the user. The pro-

gram automatically creates file for-

mats, entry layouts and reports, and
claims to cut by half the time spent in

production, and is a valuable hcJp to
the newcomer to Omnis 3 program-
ming. The price is £4$.00 to regis-
tered Omnis 3 Plus users.

i

Crossword Puzzles

Solve some of the original cross-
words from The New York Times with
this program for the Apple // ma-
chines. Available from MGA Micro
Systems it has a "special clues' func-
tion to help you. and built-in word
checker. Price is £19.99 plus VAT.

i

DTP Yearbook

One of the benefits of going lo the

DTP Show is a free copy of the Desk-
top Publishing Yearbook containing
practical articles, and information on
all the latest hardware and software
in the DTP market. The book will be
available from booksellers at £5.00.

#

DTE takes off.

DeskTop Engineering Systems, the
first third-party company to deal

exclusively in Macintosh engineering
solutions has been set up by the

Stanhope Group. The company has
already secured the exclusive rights
to a number of DeskTop Engineering
products now available. These in-

clude. MGM Station CAD. MGM Sta
lion CADCAM. ArchiCAD. Dimen-
sions. McCAD Schematics. MCAD
SMT/PCB Design, Simul and Pa-

rameter Manager Plus. For further
details contact DeskTop Engineering
Systems. Tel (0895) 637037

Ready, Set, Go 4.

Letrase t UK have announced they
will release Ready Set Go 4 at the
DeskTop Publishing Show in Octo-
ber.

It has over eighty new features and
these include Hi-Resolutlon Graph-
ics, bigger pages (up to 99 x 99
inches), and style sheets.
Some of the poor features ofRSG 3

have been Improved. There arc new
Tab facilities, facing pages and glos
sarics. You will be able to view this en-
hanced software at the DTP Show,

*

ImageStudio

ImageStudio is designated as an
Image IVocessing System which goes
far beyond the normal 'paint' type
programs in manipulating images
produced by scanners.
ImageStudio gives the user camera-

ready art work from scanned Images
and will be launched at the DTPShow
in October.

i

Dealers/Distributors - send any news
to the P.O.Box. Enclose any graphic/
picture for added exposure oJ your
news or new products.
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High Level Communications
Macintosh to IBM / VAX / Other networks.

Interested?
Why not come along to our FREE seminar?

Andy Seymore of Apple Computer will be giving
a lecture on this highly complex subject. It will

Include a formal afternoon session and two
informal sessions where YOU can find out
abouth this important subject.

FRIDAY 27th November 1987
The AppleCentre - Business Design Centre

Islington, London.

Time
Informal Sessions 1000-1200 & 170O-1900

Formal Session at 1400
First Come First Served - Book now at the

PO. Box or by phone

MACTEL
THE EUROPEAN BBS FOR MACINTOSH USERS

NOW MULTI-USER
V21/22/22bls/23

8 BIT - NO PARITY - 1 STOP - FULL
WdhErtfjfjfcm BflS »t3B4^m*

mLff 5ffl <ws& wo*.* 9&aa<'i*9

"SPECTRAGRAM"- INTELLIGENT
RGB COLOUR CARD
FORAPPLE II& He

255 useT - definable colours 16 text/foreyround colours -

16 full flood background colours reduces or removes colour

anomalies colour under full software control - commands in

programs can change colour while running - simple pseudo-
animation of graphics by changing colours without re-plotting

- included monitor cable and demonstration disc with utility

programs to control colours - extensive manuals explains

programing, animation, true 3D pictures.

Now only £75

RGB COLOUR CONVERTERFOR lie & lie

{TIL OR LINEAR)
Plug in module for lie connects to slot of the mother board OR

plugs to video socket of Ik - no additional power supply

required - XR KG XR X4 TTL available - SOFTWARE
TRANSPARENT- high definition, saturation & sharpness

240 useful combinations of colours - switch selectable

functions: 16 foreground/text colours
: 16 full flood

background colours - DUOCHROME - cleans up iuzzy hi res

text - solid or striped video reduces fringes.

Reduced to £65
Prices arc exclusive of VAT (Postage £1 .50)

kovzona

KEYZONE LTD
U14, Acton Business Centre,

School Road, Park Royal.

London NW10 6TD
Tel: 01-965 1684/1804 Tlx: 8813271

RADCOM SYSTEMS
Adobe Illustrator C454.25 Works £230.50 Witness £32.99

Basic Compiler £165.00 Write Now £145.03 Wordstar Pro lie £438.90

Basic Interpreter £82.50 Balance of Power £29.65 Wordstar 3.33 CP/M He £324.50
Copy 11 Mac £44.85 Bureaucracy £38.49 2ork1 £32.99

Double Helix £544.25 Colossus Chess £32.95 Accelerator - Titan Tech £224.25
Excel £285.23 Cop/ II Plus £55.00 Accelerator - Transwarp £286.35
Right Simulator II £39.10 Cut-throats £32.99 AST 2000 20MB*29MBb/uHard £2,194.50

Fontastic £43.95 Dazzle Draw £55.00 16K Buffer -Orange Micro £16.50

Fontastic Plus £82.45 F-15 Strike Eagle £24.15 Champ Parallel Printer Card £53.90

Fontographor £378.35 Hacker £32.99 CP/M Plus System - Cirtech lie £132.00
Fullpaint £108.90 Hitch-Hickers Guide £32.99 CP/M Program Pack lie Cirtech £97.90

Jazz-Lotus £316.25

£224.25

£104.50 CP/M lie Cirtech £132.00

Just Text £108.90 CPAii Program Pack Cirtech £97.90

Lightspeed C £165.50 Mufti Scribe 2.0 £75.90 CPM Plus Words tar/I Ic Cirtech £308.00

Lightspeed Pascal £121.00 Paintworks Plus GS £38.25 Grappterltc- Orange Micro £119.90
Mac3-DVer2 £217.55 Print Shop £43.99 Microstar 10MB b/u - AST £1.650.00

MacPalette £53.90 Shanghai £27.49 Plusram256K RAM Cirtech £94.30

Paintworks £38.45 Skyfox £1975 Plusram Extra 1MB RAM Cirtech £188.60

PicturflBase £48.30 Solo Flight £21.95 Z80 Card lit Cirtech £49.50

Ouark Express £684.25 Spellbreaker £32 99 Z80 Card lie Cirtech £49.50

Reflex £72.45 TASS Times - GS £27.49 Z80 Card 4 CP/M lle/+/GS £143.75

Sargon3 £44.00 U.S.AAF. £32.99 Nightingale Modem V21/23 £96.53

Silicon Press £82.45 Vicom-Comms Software £86.25 Linnet Modem Auto D/A V21/23 £136.00
Super Paint £87.02 VfP Professional c/e £218.90 Pace Series 4 M.2123S/V21/23 £261.33
Text Effects £1044.50 VIP Professional GS £251.85 Pace Series 4 M.I 200S/V2 1/2/3 £411.14
Thunderscan Digitizer £273.90 Visualisor c/e £86.90 Pace4M.2400SV21/3/2/2Bis £514.18

VicomV2.4 £155.25 WsualiserGS £97.90 Data Highway V2.0 £67.85
Word Version 3 £290.95 £32.99 Mastercard II £79.35

Prestel Colour Palette £79.35

RADCOM SYSTEMS 10 Gedge Close, Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk IP33 2HD
Tel: 0284 704923 (24 hrs)
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Document The bes

The be

to spclH

to spelU Checker
Nigel Bradley tears up his dictionary

and goes electronic with the latest

Spell Checker from Pinpoint.

DOCUMENT CHECKER comple-
ments PINPOINT Desktop Accesso-
ries (reviewed in this issue) . It Is a
stand alone program as opposed to

being an accessory accessed via the
PINPOINT menu.
The package includes a small hut

comprehensive manual and a double
sided disk. One side holds the main
program whilst the other side holds
the dictionaries. The dictionaries are
the same ones as used by the
PINPOINT SPELLING CHECKER
reviewed in the August 87 edition of
Apple 2000 magazine..
The DOCUMENT CHECKER can

carry out individual or batch checks
on AppleWorks word processing files.

AppIeWrtter text files or ASCII text

files of any size.

After booting the disk a main menu
appears from which four options are
available.

• View/check documents
Olher activities

Set configuration defaults
• Suit

Use the up/down arrow keys or
press the initial letter of an option to
select thai option.

CONFIGURATION DEFAULTS

This allows the user to set the de-
fault directory of the dictionaries by
either slot and drive number or by
ProDOS pathname.
You can aslo set the following par

ametres:

• The name
dictionary.

• The marking character (see

later)

• Trie omit line character (see

later)

Duplicate word checking on
or off

• Interactive document
checking on or off

OTHER ACTIVITIES

This allows the user to set the de-
iault directory of the documents.

• List files in current directory
• List all volumes on line

Delete tiles from the disk

VIEW/CHECK DOCUMENTS

This is where the real work is done.
Another menu allows selection of
Checking a document. Viewing a
document or Examining the word
cache contents.

Selection ofCheck a document pro
vides a catalog of the disk containing
the documents. Assuming that Inter-
ne! ive checking is ON then a display
will show: Document check in prog-
ress (interactive mode), the number of
files to check and the amount of the
file to check in percentage.
As the document checker finds

incorrect words the user has the op-
tions of adding the word to the auxil-
iary dictionary. Ignoring the word,
editing the word or accepting a word
that has been suggested. Apart from
the obvious words it will suggest
words with the first two characters
reversed or words that it suspects
should be split, e.g If II finds a word
like "pathname" it will put a space
between 'path' and 'name' and sug-
gest this spelling.

If 'Duplicate word check' Is ON then
DOCUMENT CHECKER will also
show duplicate words as suspected
errors, i.e. Apple 2000 is is the best
ever Apple mag. (tcan 't rememberhow
many times I've done this).

when the document has been
checked, a summary for the docu-
ment appears. This summary shows
the following: How many lines
checked, how many words checked,
how many suspect words found, how
many correct woids found, how many
words learned, how many words ig-

nored, how many corrections made
and finally how many words in (lie

vocabulary.

At this lime the opportunity to save
any corrections is given: should the
user choose SAVE then the corrected
document is saved tothediskwilh the
same name as the original unchecked
document and the original un-
checked document will have a \B*
appended to it. At this time a warning
is given that the document may need
reformatting, (see later)

Assuming that interactive checking
is OFF then the DOCUMENT
CHECKER will check the document
as above but will not stop on any
errors encountered. At the end of the

document check, a file called
DOC UMENT.LOG is saved to the
disk. This file is an ASCII text file and
contains a list of words that DOCU-
MENT CHECKER suspects are er-

rors. This file can be viewed from the
View a document option on the menu
or can be converted to an AppleWorks
word processor file and the errors can
then be manually corrected. II this file

contains no valid errors then of
course no further art ion is neressary.
If it contains valid errors then check
the document again with interactive

checking switched ON.
This non interactive checking is a

useful feature when batch checking
files (botch checking of up to 20 files

is possible). You can even go and have
a quick pint and check the
DOCUMENT.LOG file when you come
back! Each file checked will produce
a new heading surrounded by •***

's

in the DOCUMENT.LOG file so It is

easy to see which errors belong to

which document.

REFORMATTING.

The reformatting of a document is

due to the fact that DOCUMENT
CHECKER adds a 'marking' charac-
ter into the checked file at the place
where the correction was made. It Is

very easy to rcibrmat the document,
go back to AppleWorks and replace
the 'marking' character with 'noth-
ing-.

The standard 'marking' character is

V TILDE (thejunny squiggly tine to
the left ofthe -RETURN' key). . The only
other character which has a special
meaning to DOCUMENT CHECKER
is the full stop. This is termed the
'omit line' character. When a full slop
is placed at the beginning of a line of
text this forces DOCUMENT
CHECKER to Ignore this line . Quite
handy when using AppieWriter
printer commands or when a line of
text contains initials or hexadecimal
numbers which will be flagged as
errors when in fact they are correct.

SPEED.

DOCUMENT CHECKER will check
at a rate of20 words per second (that's

slow I hearyou gasp) . But this rate it

is claimed will be uprated to 150
words per second (PHEW!!!!) due to

the word cache.
Whilst checking a document, the

word cache (empty at the start) is

filling up with all the words In the
document and therefore DOCUMENT
CHECKER -remembers" every word
in the document. This increases the
speed of checking Tiles because
DOCUMENT CHECKER looks at the
word cache before looking at the dic-
tionaries to check words.
Each document checked during a

session will keep adding words to the
cache and therefore the more docu-
ments checked the larger the cache
and the faster the checking.
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GS TlPS
by Graham Attwood

CONCLUSIONS

Tills Isaveryhandy program indeed
for anyone who writes lots ofletters or

management reports etc. (You don't
want the boss tojindout thatyoucan't
spell)

.

The main problem with this park-
age is the Main dictionary file. It is the

same one that Is used with the PIN-

POINT SPELLING CHECKER and is

full of American spellings which
causes valid English spellings to be
flagged as errors and therefore slows
down the document checking until all

English spellings are learned and
added to the Auxiliary dictionary.
PINPOINT please note:— It fs about
time that an English dictionary be
made available or at least the facility

to modify the existing Main dictionary.

To get full benefit from this program
I would suggest that a RAM drive is

needed and that the program should
be called up from the PINPOINT
RUNRUN Desktop Manager (see Pin-

point Toolkit review) to facilitate fast

switching from AppleWorks to

DOCUMENT CHECKER then back to

AppleWorks for printing the corrected
document.

All in all another very good PIN
POINT product.

SUMMARY

The summary produced by DOCU-
MENT CHECKER for tills review was
as follows:

• 157 lines checked.
• 1 160 words checked.
• 5 suspect words found.
• 1 152 words correct.

• words learned.
« 6 words ignored.
• 2 words corrected.

365 words in vocabulary.

The check time was 1 minute and 8
seconds Hie words Ignored were
....uprated, squiggly, reformat,
mag. phew, and reformatting. The
words corrected were ....beginning (I

missed an 'n') and don't (I forgot the

apostrophe)
A second check was made after the

word cache had collected the words
from this document and the check
time was 24 seconds, (that's fast)

According to AppleWorks this docu-
ment Is 9k in size. Obviously this

summary was not included in the
check.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

You will require one of the following

machines to run this program and as

indicated above it is desirable to have
extra RAM fitted.

• APPLE //r. Enhanced
APPLE //c.
APPLE IIGS.

*

Ed's Note: The 'summary' details are
for normal Apple II output.

WHERE'S THAT DRIVE GONE?

Normally the 3.5" drives (daisy

chained to the drive port) are to be
lound as Slot 5 Drive 1 and Slot 5
Drive 2. However, when you set up a

/RAM drive from the Control Panel
this puts itself in the Slot 5 Drive 2

position and becomes /RAM5. Your
second 3.5" drive which is often used
as a data disk is now to be found in

Slot 2 Drive 1. which may not be
where your software expects it find it.

Pascal for Instance will not see Slot 2
as a disk drive. The moral is to set the

RAM disk to zero if it is not needed for

an application, or to refer to a volume
by pathname rather than by its ap
parent physical slot location.

WATCH OUT

Keep your eyes open for some new
software for the GS to be available

following release at AppleFest In San
Francisco during September.
Highly recommended is Mean 18,

which is a golfgame like MacGolf bul

in colour and with sound - very de-

manding but great fun. Also expected
soon are Silent Service and Gunship
for the games enthusiast.
There are even rumours that the GS
Finder will be around soon - don't

hold your breath, it may just be a
rumour!

APPLE ll/PC

Applied Engineering are launching

their PC Transporter card (after all the
•Little Blue* rumours it is actually

info

Product : Document Checker

Publisher: Pinpoint

Available from:

Bidmuthin Technologies.

P Box 264

Harrow

MiddxllA3 9AY

Price: £69:00

Value: *****
Performance : ****
Documentation : ****

happening), which puts a 7.2MHz
MSDOS processor into the Apple //
machine. The card includes both 3.5"

and 5.25" drive controllers. 640K
RAM and CGA hardware, with a
socket for a maths coprocessor. Now
you can run IBM software on Ihe

Apple, and with the right drives move
data from one format to the other. The
price in the States will be around
$bU0, which I guess will be £550 by
the time it gets here.

UPGRADES FOR THE GS

Owners of earlier IIGS machines
should by now have been advised by
Apple of two free upgrades available

from any Apple dealer. The ROM
upgrade corrects some minor bugs
and gives some extra features for

future software releases. A new Video
Graphic Controller chip (VGC) has
been needed to cure display problems
in text and double hi res modes. That
pink fringing effect on Mousedesk
and other programs should be gone
forever.

If you have not been notified of the

upgrade and have not had a recent
motherboard swop contact your
Apple dealer quoting your machine
serial number. He will tell you if the
upgrade Is required.

KEY COMBINATIONS

From the frequent discussions I have
with new owners of GS machines. I

find there is a lot ofconfusion over the
accessing of the control panels and
other functions from the keyboard.
Here are some of the common ones -

Control Panel
O Apple + Ctrl + press Esc
Change slots, display, clock, [RAM
etc.

Master Control Panel
Master Control Option + Ctrl + hold
down and release Reset.

Reset system to default settings.

Self Test
Option + O-Apple + Ctrl + hold/re-
lease Reset.

Tests machine routine . RAM and
screens.

Cold Boot
O-Apple + Ctrl + hold down and re-

lease Reset
Restart and reboot

Warm Boot
Ctrl + hold down and release Reset

Hail program and usually quits to

Basic.
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MultiScribe GS
Graham Aitwood asks — x

i$ this

MacWrite for the Apple IIGS?'

When the Macintosh first came out,
one if the few programs thai were
provided with it was a word-
processing package called MacWrite.
It did not claim to do anything spec-
tacular in terms o! wordprocesslng.
but it made the most of all Uhe advan-
tages of the Mac environment • true

WYSIWYG on screen, mouse control,

icons and pull down menus. The fad
that it was easy to learn and to use,
has kept it as one ofthe Mac programs
still In regular use. and often reverted
to when one of the latest fancy pack-
ages seems ioo complex for simple
text preparation or letter writing.

With the advent of the new GS
machine with its Mac-like screen
handling and mouse operation, there
was obviously an opening for a Mac-
Write type of wordprocessor to do a
similar Job for the GS.

MultiScribe

Styleware having successfully pro-
moted their MultiScribe program for

the Apple // took up the challenge of
designing a similar product for the
OS. TheirApple // version was proba-
bly the first wordprocessor on the //
machines to give a true WYSIWYG
display on the screen, and with Its

wide range of fonts and mouse con-
trol. It left behind the Apple Writer
and AppleWorks types of programs
with their embedded text formatting
commands and awkward keyboard
editing.

Dave Ward reviewed the //e version
of MultiScribe in the June edition, so
here I will try to outline the similari-
ties and differences of the GS version.

Screen layout

The screen is arranged like the Mac
with a menu bar along the top. a scroll
bar on the right, and the document
taking the rest of the space. You can
resize the document area by clicking
on the bottom righthand coiner and
dragging the document to a new size.

This only becomes necessary when
you want more than one document in
view on the desktop to take Informa-
tion from oneand ropy it intoanother.

Editing

Almost all text manipulations are

done with the mouse, for example, by
positioning (he input cursor and
clicking the button you can start text

entry from that point. You make
changes to existing text by Selecting
the relevant letter/word/paragraph
by dragging the cursor (with mouse
button down) across the parts to be
changed, and once selected, altera
tions can l>e made to the font (ype.

size, colour or style. Selected text can
be cut. copied and pasted to and from
the clipboard.
The find/replace option allows you

to make changes selectively or
throughout the whole document, and
can be set to take account of upper/
lower case letters.

Formatting

The format of the text Is controlled
by the settings on a Ruler and affects

tabs, indents for paragraphs, justifi-

cation and line spacing. A ruler
changes the settings for all text up to
the next ruler. If part way through a
document a new ruler is inserted then
later you want to revert to the earlier
settings, the simplest way is to Copy
the original ruler and paste it into the
new position which saves having to
recreate all the tab settings again.
Working with adocument which has

several rulers tends to reslrtct the
amount of text space on the screen
because each ruler is quite large. A
menu option lets you display all rul-

ers or hide them all from view; unfor -

tunately you cannot have some on
and some off.

Fonts-types-sizes

The Font menu lists 10 different
fonts, and the Size menu shows sizes

from 8 to 24 points, but the adual
number of useable font/size combi-
nations is limited to 24 because only
certain sizes are available in each
font.

For some strange reason, when a
passage oi text is selected and the size
menu opened, all of the point sizes
appear to be available i.e. show In
black whereas non-existent sizes
should be dimmed. Also the current
font should be 'ticked* In (he font
menu but it is left blank. This makes
it difficult to find ouj what theeurrem
settings arc and whether the changes

you are malting are having an effect.

Once the text is deselected both these

menus work fine. I must admit that
this fault is mentioned by Styleware
in the fly-sheet Lhey included in the

manual, but they do not say why it is

so - apparently all will be OK on die

new version when that comes out.
There is no font editor as there is on

the Apple // version, which is a great

pity. No doubt someone will come up
with a font building utility for the GS,
and I believe there will be ways to

convert fonts from other applications

and put them on the GS. but that Is in

(lie future.

Style - Colour

Text can be shown in colour on the
screen, and printed in colour on an
ImageWriter U. Your choice is limited

to a menu of8 colours; even so. some
of these do not not show up veryeasily
on the white background, so it is best
to stick to the darker colours.
There are three style enhancements

to the standard fonts that can be used
to make the text more prominent -

Bold. Italics, and Underline Two
other styles Shadow and Outline -

which featured on MacWrite and
Multlscribe // are missing, which
again is disappointing and suggests
they have haa problems with thefonts
for the GS.

Multiple Windows
You can have up to 12 documents

open at one time but they normally lay

one on top of another so that those
other than the current one are hidden
from sight. Fortunately there is a
command available under the Op-
tions menu to 'stack* the windows to
reveal those underneath. Any select-

ed document automatically comes to

the top of the stack.

Saving - Loading

You save a document to disk in ei-

ther oi two types offile - formatted and
plain ASCII. You would normally save
as a MultiScribe file since you would
want to retain the formatted setting

and font selections. The alternative
save as ASCII text produces a file

which can be read by other GS pro
grams e.g. AppleWorks, or can be sent
by electronic mail via a communica-
tions program.

Printing

Ofcourse the most Important aspect
of any wordprocessor is how it pres-
ents the output on paper; after all, the
quality of die printed result Is usually
one of the main objectives oi using a
computer for the job.

MultiScribe GS has two potential
output devices, the Imagewriter and
the LaserWriter, Output is automati-
cally directed to the built-in serial
port, and there is no option to address
a slot resident card or non-Apple
printers.

The Imagewriter II print quality is
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good for a dot matrix printer, and
quite acceptable for normal corre-

spondence, but if a better standard is

required, for instance ifthe document
is tobe subsequently printed for pub-
lication, then the extra quality of 300
dpi on the I-aserwrlter is what Is need-

ed.

Unfortunately, the LaserWriter driv-

ers were not activated on the version
being distributed at the time of writ
lng this review, so the performance In

this area could not be judged, but
there is no reason to think that it

would be ulher than indistinguish-

able from that of MacWritc.

Clock

A clock desk accessory Is included
on the program diskand can be called

up by clicking on the apple symbol on
the menu bar. The time and date are
picked up from the GS on-board clock
and being Interupt driven are con-
tinuously updated unless another
activity. e.g. the mouse, is using the
Interupt
The only problem with the clock Is

that it behaves as If It were a window
and gets covered up as soon as an-
other text window Is selected the
current window is always brought to

the front of the desktop stack. If you
want it visible you have to resize the
current document leaving a space for

the clock; It would have been nicer if

you could pop it out of the way on the
unused end of the menu bar.

Version 2.0

Since the distributed version is ad-
mitted by StyleWare to be less than
perfect, they offer a free upgrade to
version 2.0 which will have, the
proper printer drivers, a few bugs
eliminated, and I hope a better

method of launching the program.
The drivers are rumoured to be near
to release so it should not be too long
before the new version is around: in

the meantime, tfyou have an Image-
writer then the program is quite use-
able.

Conclusion

Some of the "Undocumented Fea-
tures' (a polite way of saying "bugs') I

have come across are. firstly, when
two lines oftextwere ofdifferent sizes,

the leading' (the space between them)
should be determined by the first line.

I found the reverse to be true, giving a
wider than expected gap between
lines. Another problem concerned
reading in ASCII text files created on
another program (AppleWorks). I was
amazed to see that all capital I's were
missing - nothing else, Just the I's.

MultiScribe GS looks very Mac-like
in use, and has most of the features of
MaeWrite. The new version 2.0
should put right the deficiencies In
the current release, and since this will

be free there is no reason to defer buy-
ing the program which in other re-
spects works well.

Tips & Techniques

A selection of tips to help the Apple II

User.

Apple He Technical Manual Self test on the Apple IIGS

If you are trying to move an area of
memory between the primary 64k
and the 64k on the memory card you
should be aware that the location
staled by the manual is wrong. The
manual states that AUXMOVE starts
at location C31 1, but the locaUon is

actually G3 12.

Thanks to Bob Piatt ofWAP.

Checking the BASIC

language version

If you are working In machine code
and you need to check from within the
program to sec which version of
BASIC is in motherboard ROM, sim-
ply add the following code to your
program:
STA $C080 : to access; the moth

crboard
LDA $E000

Integer BASIC is in ROM If the accu
mutator equals $20. Applesoft is In

KOM if the accumulator equals $40.

info

Product : Multiscribe GS
Publisher : StyleWare Inc

Available from :

MGA Microsystems

Bidmuthin Technologies

Apple Dealers

Price : £ 89.99

Value:

Performance : *
Documentation :

Control-Option-Open_Apple-N
Try the above key combination when
you have the 'rolling apple" on the
screen (Check Startup Device!)

Spreadsheet tip

To calculate the number ofweekdays
between two dates, you will probably
want to set aside a couple of cells In

your spreadsheet. It is calculated as
follows:

Weeks - INT((datc2 • datel)/7)

UoWI = MAX(MOD(datel 1.7J.2)
DoW2 = MIN(MOD(date2 - 3).7).4)+2

DoWDifF - !F(DoWl < DoW2. DoW2 -

DoWl, 5 - (DoWl - DoW2))
WcckDays * 5 • Weeks t DuWDIlT

A couple of comments are In order.

Weeks is simply the number of full

weeks between the two dates. There
will be 5 weekdays In each of these
weeks.
The Day ofWeek numbers are calcu-
lated on the scale

= Saturday
1 Sunday
2 = Monday
> >>

6 = Friday

so the calculation for DoWl pushes
the day up to Monday If it falls on a
weekend. Likewise the DoW2 pushes
It down to a Friday for weekend days.
At this point you have two days of the
week between Monday and Friday. If

they are in the same week (DoWl <
DoW2) you compute the difference. If

they are in adjacent weeks, you com-
pute the complement of the differ-

ence. These formulae need to be
modified slightly If you want (he cal-

culation to include the final day {the

version above excludes It).

Members Tips Wanted
We welcome members tips • send
details in so that other can benefit.
Best Tip received by October 31st
wins a £10 voucher for

*"

items.
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3.5 Inch, 800K Drives
ItNLY Hilt A\AIMTOSH
£269 FOR APPLE //E
Compatible with Macintosh, IlGS, //e and Laser 128!

Now you can add 800K of Apple

compatible storage to your Mac

orApple II at an affordable price.

These 3.5 inch drives are func-

tionally identical to Apple's 3.5

and Macintosh drives but cost

balf as much!

Works with a
Macintosh:
These 3.5 inch drives d

connect to a Mac SE, Mac Plus

or Mac 512 enhanced computer

through the external drive port.

No interface card is necessary.

Ideal Drives foran
Apple II:

Our 3.5 inch drives connect to

an Apple //e, Apple II Plus,

Apple lias, or Laser 128 via our

"Universal Disk Controller." This

remarkable interface card allows

you to connect two 3.5 inch

drives for a total of 1.6 mega-

bytes of Apple Unidisk 3.5

compatible disk storage.

Works with a IlGS

Using our Universal Disk

Controller, connect two of these

3.5 inch drives to your Has at a

savings of over $300!

Now super quiet-includes LED "in-nse" light!

Central Point
Available Now!
Call today and order your 3.5

inch disk drives. Find out just

how inexpensive it can be to

add an 800K disk to your Apple!

MGA MICROSYSTEMS
140 HIGH STREET
fENTERDEN, KENT
TN30 6HT ENGLAND
TEL; 058064278

TLX: 8950511 0NE0NEG (BOX 13311001)
COMPUTfcH SOUWAHfc & ACCESSORIES

Software
^IS'COHPOHATF.D

3.5" BOOK DISK DRIVES
Drive only (tor Moc) £195.00

Universal Disk Controller £95.00

Drive plus card £269.00

10 blank 3.5 DS disks £16.99

Copy II Plus (smart filer) £34.99

LniDOS Plus (DOS 3.3) £27.99

LniMate (CP/M & Pascal) £27.99

BARGAIN CQMBOs
Drive plus card

with Copy II Plus £289-

Two drive plus card 439-

Two drives plus card

with Copy II Plus

& ZO blank disks 489-

(pftees exclude p&p/VAT)
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By Tom Wright

Our August issue listed twenty eight
groups/clubs, this issue lists thirty
one. Two of the latest additions are in

process of forming and the third one
has apparently been established for

some time. O.K. greed (in my case)
knows no bounds, lets llnd or start

some more!

New Groups

The club which is already in exis-

tence is based on the Apple dealer in
Poole (Dorset), at time ofwriting I have
not been able to obtain an accurate
address or contact for this group but
we shall have them available by the
next issue. The Poole group is appar-
ently a Macintosh one which may be
a sign of it being dealer originated. I

should be able to call in and find out
during September, meanwhile don't
delay folks, I've visited the Poole
dealer before and they were a friendly

bunch.
Dorset Apple users who don't want

Macintosh oriented groups need not
despair however, Ron Hoare is an
Apple He user in Dorchester who
wants to start a user group in that
area. There must be more Apple
users in that area, some years ago I

used to spend time In an Apple deal
ers premises in Weymouth during my
holidays. Aias that dealer was not to

be found during recent years but they
sold some machines while they were
there and they can't all have van-
ished. Apple users of Dorset unite,
you have nothing to lose but your
isolation, and a lot to gain by ex-
change of information as well as good
companionship. Don't forget that we
don't transport people these days,
even if they are Apple users from
Tolpuddle! Ron Hoare will be pleased
to discuss Apple matters with anyone
who cares to telephone or write to

hirn. Count two for Dorset.
Southampton is another area

where I had not previously been able
to And anyone running a group. Geoff
Parsons is Interested in starting a
Macintosh group in the Southampton
area and already has two other con-
tacts. Geoff is a consultant Psycholo-
gist and is therefore well qualified to

keep an eye on any of the more ex-
treme Apple related oddities that may
manifest themselves. Geoff already
has premises available for meetings
so everybody who contacts him can
look forward to a fairly easy start to

the group. GcolT also has some expe-
rience of clubs from when he was In
New Zealand which will be a great
help. I suggest that users of Apples
oilier than Macintosh derivatives

contact Geoff as he sound keen
enough to encourage ALL Apple us-
ers.

All Change

!

For the next issue 1 hope to rear-

range the group list oi contacts to
reflect the difference between Apple
anything groups. Mac groups. Apple
II groups and multiple interest
groups. As well as list even more
orchards for all Applc2000 friends
convenience.
My notes about newsletters In the

last issue prompted some enquiries
which have led to my provision of the
following brief notes. User group
members generally comprise a very
mixed range of interests.

Hobbyists are often the largest pro-
portion of a group but "business"
users appear to be Increasing In pro-
portion. Apart from the hobbyist/
business user interest ranges there
are other significant differences
which have to be catered for in a
successful group. Long established

groups sometimes forget that some of
their members have onlyjust started
out with their Apples, tlielr require-
ments are those "basic things" that wc
all take for granted after the first few
months (eg what is/are D.O.S and
ProDOS? What is hex? Why is there
more than one programming lan-

guage? etc. etc). Some people have no
Interest at all in programming, they
simply want to learn about commer-
cial application packages. Many us-
ers have no interest in games and are
unlikely to return to a group where
games are the main activity. A small
n 1 1 niber ofusers are very interes ted In

music via computers, a larger num-
ber are interested in graphics, and a
very small minority are interested in

so called Communications. The
number of group members who are
genuinely very advanced in terms of
machine language programming etc.

appears to be fairly small. When plan-
ning your group's timetable don't fall

into the trap of pleasing a small num-
ber of people most of the time. Of
course there is always the problem of
finding out what the members want
from the group, but thats a story in
intself and there is no easy answer to
that problem.

I seem to have been almost totally
occupied with work of one kind or
another during the last few months
and as a result have not been able to
contact many groups, hopefully \ can
remedy this state of affairs soon.
Enjoy your groups and don't forget

that they represent the cheapest form
of user training and help that you are

likely to find anywhere.

i

Let Tom know of your local group
activities, if you want to start a new
local group Tom can help you - give
him a ring or drop him a line.

Telephone i-;:-" -:: •
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FORMAT - 80 : ENHANCED
WORD PROCESSING SO ADVANCED ANYONE CAN USE IT

FORMAT - 80:

SCIENTIFIC

d x

i ^
2,1 + 1

True scientific word processing

on //e, //c, //OS- Supports Irna-

geWriter, Spinwriter and Epson

compatible printers.

MULTILINGUAL
FORMAT - 80

FORMAT - PC

The logical choice if you choose

an IBM compatible. All the sim-

plicity of FORMAT - 80 with

even more power.

£245

A discount off this price is of-

fered to FORMAT - 80 users

and a data transfer service is

available.

P| ijr 4 Hawthyland Drive

ELI 1 C Hailsham

SOFTWARE ^ssex

COMPANY Telephone: (0323) 845898
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FORTRAN
In the second part of this se ries we
look at the oldest and most long-lived

of languages.

The name FORTRAN derives from the

phrase 'formula translation'. FOR-
TRAN was developed in 1955 by IBM
as a means of allowing mathemati-
cians to formulate problems without
resorting to assembly code. As the
name suggests it translates these
specially-coded formulae into the
required machine code.
Although originally a mathematical

language. FORTRAN is the first main-
stream general purpose language to

be implemented on a computer. Us
main applications, though, still lie in
the mathematical field. Most large
mathematical software is written in

FORTRAN along with much numeri
cal modelling systems and virtually

all large graphics packages.
The more unkind amongst us

maintain thai FORTRAN allows
mathematicians to screw up the
computer in a way previously pos-
sible only with the most devious of
assembly code. I think that this is

rather unfair. FORTRAN, like some of
the other 'more mature' languages,
has been under some quite consider-
able criticism recently. Possibly this

is because It is no longer the newest,
most 'gee-whizz', language with the
most bells and whistles. I am sure,
though, that after some of these
woncier-laiiguages have been forgot-

ten. FORTRAN will still be with us-
not least because it has such a huge
user-base. The cost of throwing out
all the millions of FORTRAN applica-
tions would be astronomical.

In its history FORTRAN has under-
gone four major revisions. The origi-

nal FORTRAN was standard ised into

KORTKAN-II and then FORTRAN -IV

in the 1960s (I don't know what hap-
pened to FORTRAN-III). In 19f>GFOR-
TAN-66 was defined. This Is based
upon FORTRAN-IV but included
character handling. Until recently
FORTRAN-66 was the most common
version. In 1977 the International
Standards Organisation issued the
latest standard for FORTRAN: FOR-
TRAN 77 which introduced a stan-
dard method of file handling and
other advances. There Is talk of the
newest version of FORTRAN; FQR-
TRAN-8X but it looks as if It will not
appear before the turn of the decade.

Originally FORTRAN was entered
via punched cards. This is still evi-
dent In its source code format shown
in table 1. Column six is used to
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indicate a continuation line should a
program statement be loo long for one
line. This is done by inserting a non-
space or non-zero character in this

position on (he continuation line or
lines. A comment is indicated by an
alphabetic character, usually C. in

column one.

A FORTRAN program is split into

segments. Each segment contains a
subprogram which can either be a
subroutine or a function. The vari-

ables in each subprogram arc local to
that subprogram: there are no such
things as true global variables. There
are two ways which data can be ex-
changed between subprograms:
parameters and 'common blocks'-
more about these later.

Segmentation Is a very useful fea-

ture because various segments can
be in seperate source files. FORTRAN
allows them to be compiled seperately
and linked together at a later time, it

allows for libraries of FORTRAN sub-
routines to be easily built up. This is

the first example of a 'modular pro-

c
c

c

gramming environment' although It is

rather crude when compared to some
of the more modern lanuages.
FORTRAN has seven basic types of

variables: Integer, real, double prect
sion real, logical, character, complex
and double precision complex.
Logical variables have two possible
values: .TRUE, and .FAKSE.
Complex variables arc two real vari-

ables which represent a complex
number, the first value is the real part
and the second is the imaginary part
such that the complex number is

equivalent to A + square root of - 1 B.
"What is a complex number?" I hear
you ask. Well, for the answer I suggest
that you ask a mathematician be-

cause 1 don't know either-

Double precision variables are
twice as long as their normal forms
thus increasing their resolution.

FORTRAN is very flexible in defining
the lengths ofvariables: the program-
mer Is free to define the actual lengths
of variables in byte-sized increments
thus:

CHARACTER*80 CHAR80
INTEGER*2 INTEGER2BYTE
LOGICAL*! LCGICAL1BYTE
REAL*8 REAX8BYTE

1 he above types. ^ ^

Because there are so many types,
special declarative statements, like

those above, must be included in the
code to tell the compiler what vari-

ables axe of what type. This is called
EXPLICIT TYPING. FORTRAN also
has a form of IMPMCIT TYPI NO. Un-
less otherwise stated FORTRAN will
assume that all new variables begin-

ning with I to N are integer and all

other variables are real. Implicit typ-

ing can be spread to other variable

types as well. This has one major
draw-back: unless implicit typing
has been disabled, any new variable
will automatically be created and
typed depending upon the first letter

of its name. Many a bug has been
caused by a careless programmer
mistyping a variable's name. Unfor-
tunately many FORTRAN compilers
have not the facility for disabling
implicit typing.

FORTRAN has six basic types of
statement:

1 . The declarative statement such as:

These statements do not produce any
code: they give the compiler extra Iri-

2. The assignment statement:

1 = 2
C SIN and COS ara functions

S = SIN (X) * COS (Y)

3. The GOTO statement. This is the
simplest method of jumping to an-
other part of the program although
the destination statement must be in
the same program segment. The des-
tination statement is marked with a
LABEL. This is a decimal number

columns: 1-5 6 7-72
1

73+

use: labels line program
continuation statements

comments

PROGRAM FRED
INTEGER VAL
Num ia a real array dimensioned from 1 to 9 and NUM2 is
a two dimensional array dimensioned from 1, -4 to 10, 5
REAL NUM (9), NUM2 (10, 5)

LOG is a logical array dimensioned from -4 to 7



from 1 to 99999 placed in columns 1 -

5:

GOTO 99

99 D = 1.2

4. The CALL statement- This rails a
subroutine with an optional parame
ler list:

CALL SUBROUTINE (X, Y, Z)

FORTRAN always altem ps to return

any new values set to parameters in-

side the subroutine. So If the above
subroutine set the third parameter to

0, then Z would also be set to zero.

Obviously this can not happen if a
constant were specified such as:

CALL SUBROUTINE (X, Y, 4)

Most FORTRAN compilers (but. un-
fortunately not all) arc smart enough
to cope with this by Ignoring the as-

signment.

5. The IF statement- This has three

main forms:

Theolclesl for m is now seldom used:

it is the ARITHMETIC IF the given
NUMERIC expression is evaluated
and if it be negative then the first label

is jumped to. if it be zero the second
label is jumped to and if it he positive

then the third label is jumped lo;

c
c

IF (I) 10, 20, 20
10 I - -I
20 CONTINUE

The LOGICAL IF is far more common:

Some compilers use a modified, non-
standard, version of the DO state-

ment which does not require that the

last statement of the loop be marked
with a label;

SUM =
DO I = 1, 5

SUM = SUM + AKRAY (I)

END DO

Tlie? DO WHILE statement, a non-

standard feature often supported by
compilers, allows statements to be

executed while a condition remains
true:

c

EWTXSTILE = .FALSE.
DO whttj: (.NOT. ENDOFFILE)

CALL PROCESS (ENDOFFILE)

END DO

FORTRAN also has many input and
output statements. For a language so
old it is suprisinfl to note that its input

and output features are still regarcd

as being very comprehensive. Most
have been In the language in a stan-

dard form since the days of FOR-
TRAN IV.

FORTRAN generally uses record-

based I/O (that is whole groups of

data are read/written at once as
opposed to single characters). The
precise formal of the data can be

specified using special format state-

guage in supporting device independ-
ence: exactly the same I/O functions

and formats can be applied to virtu-

ally all I/O devices (within reason
though: you can not read from a card

punch or write to a keyboard no
matter how hard you try).

FORTRAN provides two very power-
ful data handling features. One is the

common block. This defines a group
of common data which can be ac-

cessed by more than one subroutine.

A program can have many common
blocks. The useful feature here is that

whole packages can maintain their

global variables in common blocks

which the application programmer
never has to know about. They live In

their own common blocks and. pro-

viding that the programmer does not
redefine a common block by mistake,

are quite safe and independent from
anything done in the application pro-

gram.
The other feature is that variables

can be overlaid via the EQUIVA-
LENCE statement. Originally this

was used to save storage space but it

is useful since it allows often cjuite

complicated data handling. One use
is to access the elements of an array

explicitly as opposed to the usual
method of supplying the array name
and subscript. This is done by over-

laying a series of single variables over

the array allowing FORTRAN to simu-
late some ofthe more fancy features of

later languages such as Pascal's rec

ords. Variables can also be preset

with an initial value via the DATA
statement.

All in all FORTRAN Is a well sup-
ported, and comparitively uniform
language. It is THE language for

mathematical work: it has amassed a

host of standard external functions
and routines to provide various
mathematical functions and. be-

cause it is relatively simple, compilers
are fairly quick and produce quite
efficient machine code. Its inbuilt

support of library routines makes the

task of prod! icing packages very easy:

you just write your procedures and
"then compile them all. All the applica-
tion programmer has to do is to com-
pile his/her program and then link

the produced object code with the

package's object files.

On the minus side. FORTRAN is

veiy loose: it allows the sloppy pro-

grammer to get away with murder
(alihougn in my experience, if the pro-

grammer is determined enough, even
the most structured language can be
coaxed lo produce absolutely appall-

ing code). FORTRAN, though, often
seems to go out of its way to cause
trouble. Fur instance it does not
check thai parameterlists are equiva-
lent. Obviously If the subprogram is

external (i.e. already compiled and

C Test for I being > 3 and < 5 and then set I to -9 if so

IF (X .CT. 3 .AND. I .LT. 5) I = -9

The BLOCK IF is the newest form ments which are associated wiih el-

(introduced in FORTRAN-77) and al- iher a single I/O statement or can
lows several statements to be exe- refer to many statements. They lake

cuted in one group. U also allows the the form of special character st rings

optional use of ELSE IF and and which arc inserted into the code and
ELSE: actually interpreted when the pro-

C Test the value of I and if it ba 1 than call Rl, if I be
C 2 then call R2 otherwise call RREST

IF (I .EQ. 1) THEN
PRINT *, 4 I equals 1'

CALL Rl
ELSE IF (I .EQ. 2) TOEN

PRINT *, »I equals 2'

CAT.T. R2
ELSE

PRINT *, 'I is neither 1 nor 2'

CALL RREST
END IF

5. The DO statement. This is the main gram Is executing- a sorl of low-level

method ofcontrolled looping (short of I/O minilanguage!

using GOTO): FORTRAN is unusual for an old lan-

C Calculate the sum of the five elements of an array
SUM =
DO 10 I = 1, 5

SUM a SUM + ARRAY (I)

10 CONTINUE

Evaluate the absolute value of a variable
(note the use of the dummy C statement CONTINUE)

Process data until an end of file condition
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walling to be linked into the program
later) then the parameter list can not

hie compared. That \s no excuse not to

check the parameter lists of those
routines actually defined in the pro-
grain.

Another fault is that it will happily
define new variables for you when
really you have mistyped a variable's

name in a statement. Its loose typing
of variables and implicit typing
causes much trouble. For instance
examine the following statement:

VALl - NUMB / NOMC

What if VALl should have been
VALl [the I and 1 look similar) or If

VALl and NUMC are defined as real

but NUMB is not defined at all? In the
latter case NUMB will automatically

be defined as an Integer which will

cause a slightly odd answer to result.
Also FORTKAN's punched card-

based format (FIXED FORMAT, as it

is called) is an irritation.

Conclussion

Generally FORTRAN provides a
useful tool suited for numerical and
mathematical applications even
though it is somewhat dangerous in

the hands of a careless and sloppy
programmer. It is here to stay,
though, if for no other reason than
because of the volume of existing
FORTRAN software.

Example FORTRAN Program

This program reads in an integer
number from the userand then prints
out the following Information: Its

sign, its factorial value and whether it

be even or odd. Processing continues
until a non-numeric value be entered.

i

Part three in the December Issue will

look at;

COBOL
(he language that was to make busi-
ness computing a practical possibil

ity.

PHUCHAM 1
-

INTEGER NUMBER
LOGICAL ISHINUS, ISKVEN

z Program to reaa in a nunoor ana print out it* sign. factorial value ana
C If It M ever, or odd

C Bead In the numtoor- if It bo non-numeric then l»b*i 900 Is jumped to

100 print •. VIMS* enter an Integer numoer (anytntng else to enai'
MEAp C. ERA - «0t KUKBEA

C Print out vhotHer the number is -vc or *vo via a call to the LOGICAL function
C iSMrNUS- not* the use of the FORMAT tateMOta (!* *ean* Insert The specified
c four-digit integer numoer Into tne format at tnat position)

ir 1ISMIKWS (NUMDERJ) THEN

PR INT 10. NUMBER
10 FORMAT P me nuaiwr \ U, 1 is noQKlve'l

PRIST 'A negative nunoer has no factorial value'

ELSE

20 rSttS^f- ShT'nl.t** «, 14, ' is positW)

C calculate the factorial of the number and print out the result only if the
C numner ne .ve

30 FORMAT I* The factorial value of *,
'
14, • Is H)

END if

C Dotermlno vhother the number be even via a oall to the subroutine EVEW

CALL EVEN I1SEVEM. NUHBtSKI

IF 1 1 SEVEN > THEN

PRINT 4 0, NUMBER
40 format I* The number \ 14. ' Is even'

i

ELS*

?R1NT SO, NUM3EH
50 FORMAT r The number \ U, • Is odd'

I

END !F

C Do ay* in

GOTO 100

C End message (note the method of Including a quote in the textl

Mfl PRIKT -That". »U folk.'

STOP
BHD

LOGICAL FUNCTION ISMINU5 (NUMBER)

C Function to deteiminw wlmthet the iiumbei be -ve ut *ve

INTECER NUMBER

IF (NUMBER . LT. 0) THEN
ISHINVS - .TRUE.

ELSE
rsHimo - ifkm.

END If

RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE EVEN I ISEVSN. NVMBM)

C Subroutine to determine whether the number bo evon/odd

INTEGER NUMBER
LOGICAL I SEVEN

IP ( (NUMBSR / 2) « 2 EQ. BuWKRJ THEK
ISEVEN - -TRUE.

ELSE
I3EVEN - .FALSE

END IF

RETURN
ISi

INTEGER FUNCTION FACTORIAL (NUMBER

J

c Function to return the factorial of the passed numner

INTEGER NUMBER, TACT, I

FACT - 1

DO 10 I - 1, NUMBER
FACT - FACT • I

10 CONTINUE

FACTORIAL - FACT

RETURN
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APPLEWORKS
AND IIGS

APPLEWORKS 2 EXPANDER

The Appteworks 2 Expander is an enhancement program lor Appleworks 2 which

enhances and expands Appleworks 2 when used with certain memory cards.

Here's a list of trie AppleWorks enhancements created by the AppleWorks 2

expander when used with GS-RAM Plus cards on the IIGS:

* Word Processor and databaso Clipboard expanded to 2,042 lines

(versus 250)

* Up to 22.600 lines in the Word Processor (versus 7,250 lines)

* Up to 22,600 records in the Data Base (versus 6.350 records)

* Variable size printer buffer

* On-screen time display

* Automatic tima'date entry into the databaso

* Print-file cache (i.e. ALL of AppleWorks is loaded into memory - so

doesn't access the disk to print)

* Expander options menu

* Multiple disk file saving capability

AppleWorks Desktop expansion to 8 Meg

Other features: GS-RAM and GS-RAM Plus are totally compatible with and sur-

pass the Appio GS Momory card standard.

The AppleWorks 2 oxpandor is supplied FREE with GS-RAM and GS-RAM Plus.

Prices (excluding VAT)

GS-RAM 256K

GS-RAM 512K

GS-RAM 1 Meg

GS-RAM 1.5 Meg

GS-RAM Plus 1 Meg

GS-RAM Plus 2 Meg
GS-RAM Plus 3 Meg

GS-RAM Plus 4 Meg
GS-RAM Plus 5 Meg

GS-RAM Plus 6 Meg

GS-RAM Plus 7-8 Meg

256K Upgrade Kit

1 Meg Upgade Kit

. ; ;
—

BIDMUTHIN Technologies
implementing your ideas

£169.00

£319.00

£399.00

£629.00

£W9.G0
£1059.00

£1259.00

£1419.00

CCALL

£40.00

£240.00

9 AppleWorks 2 Expander also works with, and is supplied FREE with these

other memory cards:

for IIC

Z-RAM Ultra 2 - 256K

Z-RAMUUra2-512K
Z-RAM Ultra 2 - 1 Meg
Z-RAM Ultra3 - 256K

Z-RAM Ultra3-512K

Z-RAM Ultra3.iMeg

65C61S 16 Bit Option

£269.00

£309.00

£389.00

£329 00

£369.00

£449.00

£79.00

Enhancements as for GS-RAM and GS RAM Plus but maximum desktop is 72/K

( 1 Meg Z-RAM Ultra) and printer buffer is fixed at 64K, The in-built clock also

provides He dato/time siampmg as well as other time options. AppleWorks is

fully pra-loaded into RAM. Also provides most of the enhancements lor ALL ear-

lier versions Of AppleWorks.

Other facilities: 16 Bit Option, clock

Z-RAM Ultra 3 includes Z-80 co-processor and CRM.

for He

256K Ramworks III

512K Ramworks III

1 Meg Ramworks III

1.5 Meg Ramworks I

3 Meg Ramworks III

Fnhancements as for Z-RAM Ultra, but separate clock (e.g. TimeMasteror

SerialPro) required for time/date features and printer buffer only works with Super

Serial Card (orSerialPro).

Other features: 80 column display built in. (Replaces 80 col card). RGB option, lor

He

256KRamFactor £239.00

512KRamFactor £269.00

iMegRarnFactor £31*00

£179.00

Enhancements as for GS-RAM but no printer buffer and separate clock (e g
TimeMaster or SerialPro) required 1or time/date features. Max desktop 1 Mog.

Other features: Allows AppleWorks V1 .3 to run on II.. Also enhances

AppleWorks VI .3 on He. Battery back-up option for permanent data storage, can

boot from RamFactor. on-board partitioning firmware. Functions as full RamDiSk

onGS,e&4.

OTHER HARDWARE

) teavy Duty Power Supply (e/+) £75.00

tic System Clock (c) £49.00

Phasor Music£peech Synthesizer (o/WGS) £1 79.00

Pinpoint Apple He Enhancement Kit (e) £29.00

Pro-Apple 20 Mb Hard Disk (llc/GS/e.Mac.Mac+J £99S.0O

SerialPro - Serial Card + Clock (e/+/GS) £1 39.00

TimeMaster II H.O. Clock (o/*) £99.00

TransWarp Aerate rator (lla/+) £279.00

Viewmaster80(80colsonll0 £139.00

Z-80 + Cajd inc. CPyM(GSS/e/+) £139.00

IIGS SOFTWARE

AutoWorks 2,09 - Macros etc. (GS/e/c) £49.00

DazzleDraw - dole hi-res graphics (e/c) £69.00

Document Checker - fast spell checker (GS/eVc) £69.00

FontWorks - for AppleWorks (GS/e/c) £49.00

InfoMerge - for AppleWorks (e.c) £29.00

Keyplayer Macros freqs Pinpoint)(GS/e/c) £49.00

MultiScribe - GS Wordprocessor (GS) £99.00

2.9Wordprocossor(e/c) £69.00

nt 2.0 - Desktop accessories (GS/e/c) £89-00

PinPotnt Toolkit (inc Run Run) (GS/e/c) £69.00

Point-to-Point - Communcations (GS/e/c) £99.00

ProBasie w. Program Writsr (GS/e/c) £49.00

ProFiler - Database (GS/e/c) £99.00

Quark Catalyst 3.0 - Mac-like Desktop mgr (e.c) £49.00

RamDrive (Dos3.3/ProDosyPascal/CP/M) each (e/c) £29.00

Ram Enhancement/Management Kit (e/c) £29. 00

RunRun • Desktop Manager (e/c) £49.00

Spelling Checker (reqs Pinpoint) (GS/e/c) £69.00

"bpDraw - Graphics for GS (links w. MultiScribe) £99.00

VIP Professional - (e/c) (Lotus 1 23 on e/c) £1 99.00

VIP Professional - GS (Lo!us£xcel on GS) £249.00

Visicak: Expander Disk (e/c) £29.00

Visualiser - e/c - Graphs AppleWorks (e/c) £79.00

Visual-ser - GS - Graphs AppleWorks (GS) £69 00

£199.00

£239.00

£319.00

£469.00

£1.299 00==
products arc also available from your local dealer.

All products carry a ten-day no-quibble "money back if not delight-

ed" promise plus a one year guarantee.

Ordering information: Add £1.00 P&P per order + VAT ©15%

P.O.Box 264, Harrow.
Middlesex, HA3 SAY
Tel: 01-907-8516.

Telex: 8950511 ONEONE G (Ref :225540O1

)
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WARSHIP
Tom Wright dons his life jacket and
takes his Apple )( to sea !

Warship is a tactical game of naval
combat from Strategic Simulations
Inc.. who are well known for their

series of strategic and tactical war-
games. The game Is supplied in an A4
size box and contains a 5.25" disk, an
advertising booklet for SSI games,
and h very well presented manual.
My only previous venture into naval

games was with Computer Bismarck,
my memories of various attempts to

sink the Bismarck mainly consisting
of many hours of increasing confu-
sion while attempting to coordinate
the movements of various naval and
air units in the search for the Dis-

marck, usually to find them being
disposed of piecemeal by the Bis-

marck units which were controlled by
my computer opponent.

Fortunately. Warship Is a different

kind of game, four dlilerent scenarios
are available each with different

numbers/types of ship available to

the opposing sides. The variety of
choice available is illustrated by the

fact that the manual lists 79 different

vessels!

The manual is excellent and suffi-

ciently detailed to enable a newcomer
to this type ofgame to quicklybecome
sufficiently competent to enjoy play-

ing, of course it doesn't win games for

you and it Is easy to fight your way to

the sort of game end that leaves you
with no shipsl
The copy supplied for review was

suitable for Apple II, II+, He and He,

(there are versionsfor utlxer machines
including the Atari and C-64). An
Apple II Europlus was used for the

reviews.

I found that the selection for the
computer to play both sides resulted

In normal entry Into a game in which
1 was to control the allied fleet. After

Ave attempts I decided that at least

the review copy of this game doesn't

enable the player to select computer
to play both sides, a pity as newcom-
ers to wargames would find a com-
puter demonstration very helpful.

For descriptive purposes 1 11 con-
centrate on the SAN BERNAD1NO
scenario. Alter setting the HANDICAP
LEVEL to 5 (well you have to give
yourself a bit of an edge don't you ?).

I set the DELAY LENGTH to 1, se-

lected SAN BERNADINO and then
pressed the <SPC> bar.

This left me In coniniHrid of an

American fleet. The VISIBILITY* rating

of 34 Indicated excellent visibility, a
rating of 1 would be very poor visibil-

ity. SSI games usually play to a prede-
termined end date or time but I have
to confess that I couldn't find a refer-

ence to this in the manual and am
unable to say what significance the

date has. On Page 8 the manual
states that the San Bemadlno sce-

nario has a "two-hour game length",

have I got news for the author of that

statement. I bear the scars to prove

that this scenario can take 5+ hours
lo play arid it still wasn't finished at

that stage ! The manual also states

that the battle represents a hypo-
thetical engagement during the Leyte

invasion.

Action screen displays during the

game con sist ofbasic plan views of the
various ships, perhaps silhouette is a
more accurate description than plan,

there are very minor differences In

size and shape between the various

vessels but In conjunction with the

text displays available they are
adequate. At the bottom L.H corner of
the display is (O)RDERS while the
bottom K.H corner displays the time

(eg 1732).

A cursor moves round each ol the
American ships as the default orders

are executed. Each ship will be moved
in compliance with the default speed
and course, default gunnery control

for all American ships is HOLD FIRE.
After a couple of moves the message
ENEMY SHIPS DETECTED will ap-
pear briefly at the bottom of the
screen. Continuing to do nothing will

fairly quickly result in your ships
coming under Are from the Japanese
fleet whlch is not yet visible on screen

.

As each ship comes under fire addi-
tional temporary Information dis-

plays report as follows: DD UNDER
FIRE FROM 8/ 50 GUNS ACCURACY
1/54 PEN 3 3. This display will vary
dependent on the type of target ship
(DD = Destroyer), the type of gun
firing (8/50 = 8" 50 calibre gun), accu-
racy of the fire (1/54 is a calculated
hit probability which Is affected by
speed and rate of turn of the two
ships, visibility, whether or not the
gun is under radar direction, and
whether or not the gun is already
ranged-ln and/or other ships are fir-

ing at the same target). Damage capa-

bility of the shells is indicated by PEN

(PEN 3 3 Indicates that the shells have
vertical and horizontal penetration

capabilities of 3). Actual impact of the
shells is indicated by another tempo-
rary display which can include any of

the following: NEAR MISS. SUPER-
STRUCTURE HIT. BELT HIT. DECK
HIT. PRIMARY TURRET HIT. TERTI-
ARYTURRET HIT. SECONDARYGUN
MOUNT HIT. TORPEDO MOUNT HIT.

Any of these messages may be accom-
panied by an asterisk which Indicates

that the shell penetrated the target, a

double asterisk indicates that floata-

Uon damage was inflicted. Pretty

comprehensive that lot and it appears
to result in fairly realistic effects on
tire targets In terms of inflicted dam-
age. Damage is cumulative in effect

unUl either the disappearance of the

ship is accompanied by the message
"DD SINKS", or the ships damage
control has effected repairs. Hie fact

that repairs arc possible causes some
headaches in terms of deciding how
long you can afford to ignore a dam-
aged ship before it becomes danger

ous again. You can't simply decide to

sink all ships that you engage before

moving on. Yamato for instance is so
powerful that I began to wonder If

Christmas would arrive bciorc 1 could

achieve the "BB SINKS" message.
Each game move begins with artil-

lery and/or torpedo fire and ends with
execution of movement orders during
which stage you can elect to enter the

ship control menu by pressing 'O' .

From this position you can move a

cursor around the map to examine
the various fleet dispositions (I sup-
pose this may be equivalent to air

reconnaissance ?).

Apart from irritation with the error

trapping I was left wondering about
some other oddities which may or

may no t be deliberate. On a number of

occasions even after repeatedly giving

speed, course and target commands
to ships I found that they were not

complying with the commands.
I enjoyed the game and In fact devel-

oped a habit of saving to disk every
sixth move to ensure that I didn't lose

the game as a result of carelessly

pressing the wrong key.

"Warts and all" Warship is an enjoy-

able and challenging game which
should provide you with many hours
of enjoyment. 1 recommend it.

info
Product : Warship

Publisher: Strategic

Simulations Inc

Available from :

MGA Microsystems

Apple Dealers

Price: U.K. price N/K

Value :

Performance :

Documentation :
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GAZELLE
Communications Software For The Apple //

• Written by Ewen Wannop, author ot Data Highway.
• Viewdata (Prestel) and Ascii modes.

• New!! On-line colour Viewdata display for GS version.
Still priced at £86.25 (£63.25 with trade in).

SPECIAL OFFERS
Kolour Software can offer massive savings on modems
bought with Gazelle software. For example, the Pace
Linnet is an intelligent, speed buffered modem offering
300/300 and 1200/75 baud rates and auto-dial/auto-
answer facilities.

OFFER NORMALLY
Gazelle, Linnet and Cable 212.75 273.70

Please call for details of other modems.

All prices INCLUDE
VAT and carriage

Pi



ComputerEyes

Dave Wa rd looks at a dig itiser for the

Apple II range and finds out if this is

the best way to get clip art!

Apple // computer owners make use
of the graphics capability of their

machine with the excellent graphics

programs on the market. Many of

these packages have libraries of pic-

tures butwhat doyou do ifthe picture

you want isn't available and your
haven't the ability to draw your own?
Well here's where a digitiser comes in

very useful
William Watson loaned mc his

COMPUTEREYES/2 system whilst

he was on holiday! So after a three-

week trial and a lot of help from Wil-

liam here are my findings :-

The COMPUTEREYES/2 system as
supplied consisted ofa firmware card
(130mm by 70min). tliree long cables

with phono-plugs, a 5.25" diskette of

system software and three manuals
all In a well padded box. Two other
system software 5.25" diskettes were
supplied. One of enhanced software

for the Apple // range and the other
specifically for the Apple I1GS com-
puter.
The main manual is a direct de-

scendant of the original COMPUT-
EREYES/2 version and this manual
clearly describes the system. Us in-

stallation and use. Some trouble-

shooting information is also given.

The other two manuals rely upon the

main manual for basic Information

and generally only provide details

where the new software differs from
the old. None of the disks are copy-

protected and you are advised that

they must be copied before use as the
system writes "setup information' to

the diskettes.

The flrmware board may be fitted

Into any of slots 1...7 in any Apple //
range compu ter except the Apple / /c.

We haven't tried tt In Apple look-

alikes but It would probably work If

ProDOS were patched to work on
such machines. The firmware card
can be placed In any slot but there are
a couple of considcrations:-

1> Slot 3 in an Apple 1IGS is

recommended and you don't

need to set the control panel
for 'your card' as the
software takes care of all

necessary details. This is

clever since slot 3 in an
Apple IIGS cannot normally
be used.

2> Slot 3 in European Apple //
e computers is baulked by

an 80 column card in the
auxiliary slot so you will

have to use another.

The manual for the Apple IIGS de-

scribes Installation of the firmware
board into that computer whilst the

main manual clearly describes the

installation into all the other ma-
chines. The operation Is really simple
except that you have to watch the

three cables. These three cables are

marked 'M\ 'Cand V. The "V labelled

cable with a female phono- plug takes

the video source whilst the two male
phono-plugs C and *M' are plugged
into the video output of the computer
and another monitor respectively.

The following video sources are gen-

erally suitable:

1> Another computer - this Is

a nice feature thai allow you
to digitise screens from
those "protected* games etc.

2> Video camera - we used a
high quality camera but less

expensive cameras such as

those used lor closed circuit

surveillence system may be
used.

3> A television few televisions

will have a suitable output
and the simplest way would
be to pass the signal

through a video recorder.

4> Video recorder
5> Compact disc player

To digress a little; the system was
purchased by William Watson exclu-

sively lor capturing graphics on his

Apple IIGS computer in 320 by 200
Super Ill-resolution mode. Although
there was little incentive to examine
the other software we did! and will

report our findings firstly on the

COMPUTEREYES/2 and COMPUT-
EREYES/2 enhanced software and
then separately on the COMPUT
EREYES/2 software for the Apple

IIGS computer.

COMPUTEREYES/2

& Enhanced version

Both the diskettes are ProDOS/Dos
3.3 hybrids that lx>ot-up Into ProDOS
and then give you the choice of

switching to Dos 3.3 operating system

ifyou so wish. Booting up the COM-
PUTEREYES/2 enhanced diskette

produces the following screen ( actu-

ally thefirst time you boot the diskette

you are forced to configure the soft-

ware to your system) :•

CC*fflTTMEYBS/2 EHHAHCEHEHT OOVWMtB
VI. (C) 1M6 in DIGITAL VZSZCH, UK.

OPERATING BraTEJt &SCAPE: EXIT

A CATALOG of the files on the disk-

ette shows a SYStem file DOS.3.3
which allows switching of systems.

This clever hybridisation oi the disk

elte works because ProDOS and DOS
3.3 use different positions for thcLr

catalogs.
We will be examining the ProDOS

COMPUTER EYES/2 system but will

note differences between the two
where they occur.

Choosing the ProDOS option from
the main menu allows the following

options;

-

1> View Video Input -allows you
to view the current video in-

put if you have an auxiliary

monitor connected.
2> Adjust - This function is

described in the Apple IIGS
section below.

3> Capture - tells the hardware
to capture the current video
input. Only good Images will

be captured if the video input

does not change over the 6
seconds it takes to scan that

Image. Screen clipping will

almost certainly take place

and a few tries will be neces-

sary, at first, to get (he iinagp

you actually want.
4> View current image - Allows

Iou to look at the Image you
ast captured or loaded from

disk.

5> Modify Image - this gives the

following sub-options:-
1. INVERT
2. MIRROR
3. SCROLL
4. SHRINK
5. EXPAND
6. CONV TO PS GRAPHIC
7. CONV TO NR PHOTO
8. CONV TO DBL HI-RES
9. RESTORE
This feature is one of the main
differences between the stan-

dard and enhanced versions

of COMPUTEREYES/2. It is

always best to SAVE the im-

age before you work upon it.

This is particularly important

if you use 6 or 8.
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6> Allows you to convert to a
PrintShop graphic that can
later be saved to disk. This is

only available in the Dos 3.3
mode.

7> Produces a NewsRoom
photo. This too is only avail-

able in Dos 3.3 mode.
8> This is a toggle between

double and single Hl-resolu-

tion screens. As might be
expected this onlyworks with

the 128K Apple //e or Apple
IIGS. This could be very

useful to add double Hi-reso-
lution screens to your library

of Single Hi-rcsolution
screens or allow you to view
them on an Apple ][ plus
computer.

Screens are saved as standard bi-

nary files which means that they can
easily be loaded Into memory from
almost any program. You may also
save screens in a packed format to

save disk space and the COMPUT-
EREYES/2 software will re-load them
perfectly ( that is nothing Is lost).

Double Hi-resolution screens are
saved as two binary files in the "stan-

dard' way used by Triple Dump and
Deagle Dros. graphics utilities. The
ProDOS version also allows you to

save images in the Dazzle Draw for-

mat.

COMPUTEREYES/2 - IIGS

The 5.25" diskette supplied is Pro-

DOS operating system only and boots

up Into 80 columns with screens
based upon those used in Apple-
Works as can be seen by the screen
which appears on boot up. The op
tions above allow the following to oc-

cure:
l> Video input - allows you to

view the current video input

on the auxiliary monitor
youVe connected to (he lead
labelled *M' from the card.

This setup is invaluable for

setting up a rostrum camera,
for instance.

2> Adjust - this lets you cali-

brate the system or make
changes to the brightness

and contrast.
3> Capture image - captures the

current video input image. Be
very careful though, when
using a camera, in particular,

that the image that you arc
attempting to capture Is

within (he bounds of (lie

Apple IIGS screen! Screen
clipping almost always oc-
curs and a second attempt
will be required to avoid the

clipping. If you are in any
doubt always save the cur-

rent image (just in case It

happens to be (he best!) and
then re-adjust the camera
and re-capture the image. If

you feel that the contrast or
brightness could be improved
use the ADJUST menu to re-

calibrate the system. You can
adjust the brightness and
contrast yourself but the

automatic calibration
4> View current image - let's

you view I he image you last

captured or a picture you
have loaded from a disk.

5> Modify Image - before you
modify any of your images
SAVE the screen to disk, just
in case you make a mistake.

6> Disk access/printing - this

allows you to save your
images or load others from
diskette. Unfortunately disk
formatting appears to be
absent so you'll need a few
pre-formatted diskettes
ready. Printing Is a utility for
Imagewriter II owners who
may print out a draft of the
current image. No other
printers are supported and

the author In-

dicates that it

is a bonus for

Imagewriter U
owners. The
print Is not
very dense and
far belter pic-

tures will be
produced by
Paintwork-s
plus, for In-

stance.
Whenyou save
files they are
saved as Type
$C1 which is

the standard
for most Apple
IIGS £rapriic
programs thai

save 320 by
200 Super Hi-

Rcsolution
screens to
diskette. Some

may prefer the llletype to be
BIN or other.

CONCLUSIONS:

The system works well although we
had some problems early on due to a
'dry joint* in a camera lead which
caused the software to assume we
had no video signal to which it could

sync. It produced the message
'unable to sync.' on any attempt to

ADJUST or CAPTURE an image. The
error message together with the fact

that other video sources worked led

us to the conclusion that the camera
or a lead was at fault even though we
were unable at that time to correct it.

The digitised pictures produced
using the Apple // HUresolulIon and
double Hi- resolution screens are not

particularly good. We were unable to

observe any noUceable difference

between images produced by the

COMPUTEREYES/2 system when
compared with the same images cap-

tured with the enhanced system. That
is not a criticism of the software. It

docs the best it can with the hardware
available.

The Apple // Hi-resolution graph-

ics were statc-of-thc-art in the late

1970 s but times have changed and
memory costs are less now. On the

other-hand the digitised pictures
produced using the Apple IIGS in Su-
per Hl-resolution mode are very good
but do not match the capabilities of

the Apple IIGS even though 16 shades
of grey are used to give better definl-

Uon.
The scan time of about six seconds

makes it difficult to digitise pictures
from a hand-held camera or direcUy
from most television or video films

due to movement which gives a dis-

torted picture at best! If the picture is

steady over 6 seconds or so it Is pos-

sible to obtain good image as we have
proved. With care and good HghUng
and a rostrum camera digitised pic

tures can be produced with good
contrast that can be edited by utilities

such as Paintworks Plus.

I would like to thank both William
Watson and Harry Gardiner for the

help given In making this review pos-

sible.

El
Product : ComputerEyes/2

By : Digital Vision inc.

Available from

:

Stem Computing

3 Blackness Avenue

Dundee DD2 1ER

Price :

Value: mmmm
Performance : mm*
Documentation : mm**,
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Cirtech CP/M Plus

Dave Ward takes a close look at this

updated version of the CP/M
operating system.

How singular it is that one of the
largest CP/M user hases should be
Installed in the 6502 based Apple //
series computer. Yet it is and there
are upwards of half a million users
world wide.
Microsoft started the ball rolling in

1979 and since then many other
manufacturers have produced sys
terns. In late 1985 Cirtech introduced
a board that Apple //c owners could
fit into their computers to allow them
to use their CP/M software. A year
later a similar board was introduced
SO that 128K Apple //e owners could
use CP/M 3.0 without using up a
precious slot!

With the Introduction of the Apple
IIGS few of the old Z80 cards would
work at all & those that did would only
work with the control panel set for
normal speed (1.023 megahertz).
Cirtech qulcky addressed this prob-
lem and introduced what must have
been the first Z80 card specifically for
the Apple IIGS. This gives the users of
CP/M on older Apple computers a
route to upgrade to the Apple IIGS.

For the purposes of this review wc
were supplied with a CP/M Plus sys-
tem which consisted of a card meas-
uring 130mm by 65mm with a few
chips upon it. a 3.5" system diskette

and a 57 page rather slim manual all

in the usual well padded box.
The manual appears to be common

to all CP/M Plus systems as the first

thirteen pages contain clear details
and diagrams on installation. The
largest secUon, naturally, deals with
the installation of the hoards In the
Apple 128K //e and Apple //c com-
puters. Only two pages, and a single
diagram, are necessary to show the
card installed in slot 7 of an Apple
IIGS. Slot 7 is probably the only slot

most Apple IIGS users have available
as AppleTalk Is not used much at

present. In a way It's a pity that the
Apple IIGS CP/M Plus system
couldn't have been on a board as all

slots have a primary 'card' internally
attached. The manual conUnues to

describe all the new features of the
CP/M Plus system In some detail and
the final fourteen pages describing
the user friendly error messages that
are unique to this implementation of
CP/M 3.0. The manual does not at-
tempt to teach CP/M even though the
system does have a very comprehen-
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sive HELP program that can be used
at the command level. New users of
CP/M Plus may need to purchase a
good book describing the system. A
Programmer's guide is available from
Cirtech which also has extensive de-
tails technical details on the Cirtech
implementation, however, this may
well be a little too advanced for new
users.

The 3.5" diskette supplied with the
system contains both the system files

and the Programmer's utilities with
still about 300K to spare. The 3.5"

diskette is Ideal since it has sufficient

space to allow you to have both sys-
tem and working files on the same
diskette. Each card and diskette are

numbered and apparantly only
matched pairs will work together.

Booting the disk quickly produces a
credit page followed almost Instantly
by the familiar CP/M prompt A> .

cr/u riu« vr»ioa 3.0 toS th. Xpplo //

(C) cntTica IMS n•!•«• 2.02

In fact you would, apart from the
above heading, find yourself In very
familiar surroundings. CP/M version
3.0 has many changes and enhance-
ments and Cirtech have added many
more to produce CP/M Plus!
The DIRectory command produces

the screen below:

HELP is a program that gives help
screens for most of the commands
you will he using from the CP/M Plus
prompt. The command DIR has been
enhanced partly at the expense of
STAT so let's take a look at that:-

HELP>DLR
DIR The DIR command reads &

displays the CP/M directory
of a disk (the directory is a
special area on a disk where a
catalog of the files contained
on the disk is stored) . There
are three versions of the DI-

Rectory command :

DIR
DIRSys
DIR with options
DIR & DIRS are resident

commands. DIR with options
is a transient utility which
must be loaded from disk

when needed.

Wc all know the resident DIR so let's

look at the transient extensions:
DIR TRANS! ENT:SynIax; DIR fdb] {[oplions]) or

DIR(Filesp€c}(filespec}...([optiofisl}

The transient command DIR can
display the names of your files in a
variety of ways. By specifying differ-

ent options you can make DIR search
for files on any or all drives, in any or
all user numbers. One or two letters

is enough to identify an option. & the
right square bracket is optional.
Perhaps it's a good Idea to look at

some of the transient examples. Entry
ofsubtopics can done with separating
spaces or commas and note that both
topics and subtopics can be entered
as the least number ofcharacters that
are unique.

ATT) Display file attributes
DATE] Display date & time stamps.
DIR] Display onlyflleswllh the DIR

attribute.
[DRIVE=ALL] Display files on all on-line

drives.
[DRIVE=(A to PJ] Display files on the

drives specified.
[DRIVE=d] Display files on the drive

specified by "d\

A; CPM3 SVS ; PRIVKS COM : SET COM
A": PATCH COM : SDT COM : PTP COM
A; 01R COM : ERASE COM : GET COM
A: TYPE COM : COPYSYS COM : SETMOUSE COM
A: HELP HIP : ED COM : MPATCH COM
A: CPATCH COM ; SID COM : HELP COM
A: MAC COM : HMAC COM : SAVE COM
A: HISt UTI. : TRACE UT1. : 7.80 LIB
A: HAROISK COM ! MANAGER COM SYSTEM FTLE(S)

; PUT COM
: DEVICE COM
: SETDEF COM
: RAMCALC COM
: TNTTDIR COM
; LIB COM
: XREF COM
: DUMP ASM
EXIST

.

; RENAME COM
: SHOW COM
: SUBMIT COM

: HEXC0M COM
: GENCOM COM

; LINK COM
: ZSID COM
: OtJMP COM

It looks normal but wait .... where's the STAT.COM file and what are all these
other files like HELP.COM ? So let's try... A>HELP

HELP UTiUTY VI.

1

Al "HLLt*>" ont*ri topic |,suUVopU-| -

.

KXAMPiJ-s HKIJ>> t>IH EXAMPLES

Topic? ii wo [ 1 >ib lc;

AVPtt:? COMMANDS
IJKVICK DIR
FILKSPKC GET
HOUSE PATCH
RAHCAI.C RENAME
SHOW SUMMIT

CMTRI.CHAHS
DRIVES
HftHDISR

SDT
TOOLKKY

COPYSYS
F.I)

MtU*
peripherals pip

SET
TYPE

CPH
t'RASK

INI TDM
PRUU
3ETDET
USER

DATil

PRRORS
MANAGER
PUT
5f.TKOU5t
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[EXCLUDE] Display files that DO NOT
MATCH Ihe files specified in

the command line.

[FF] Send an initial Torm-feed' to

the LST: device if it has been
activated by 'Conlrol-P'.

[FULL] Display the name. size, num-
ber of 128-byte records & at-

tributes of tiles. If there's a di-

rectory label DIR shows pass-

word protection mode & lime-

stamps. The directory will be

sorted alphabetically. (See

'SET for description of attrib-

utes, directory labels, pass-

words & protection modes.)

[LENGTH=N] Display "n' lines of output

be fore Inserting table heading
("n" = a number from 5 to

6553b', default length is one

sc reenful).

The HELP screen PROG will tell you

there is a Programmer's Utilities. Help

system on USER 1 area.

Since the Cirtech manual does not

give a CP/M tutorial these HELP
screens are most useful and can even

be printed using control-P or by using

the Toolkey Dump utility.

The HELP screens for the DIR com-
mand show that It has been expanded
to include many of the features of the

old STAT command. A few other new
commands are available in CP/M
Plus which will be found useful:

SHOW This is a command that

shows information about a
drive such as free space, ac-

cess modes etc. There are five

options two of which arc

shown below:

-

A>SHOWC:

C: SH, Space:

A>SHOWB:[DRIVES]

B: Drive Characteristics

4,000: 128 Byte Focord capacity

500: Kilobyte Drive Capacity

128: 32 Byte Directory Entries

0: Checked Directory Entries

512: Records / Directory Entry

32: Becords / Block

32: Sectors / Track
3: Reserved Track

512: Bytes / Physical Record

The first example SHOWs that C:

(the chosen drive) is read/write and
has 228K of free space. The second

with the option [DRIVES) SHOWs the

Drive Characteristics of the chosen
drive b;
DRIVES -A use full command to list all

the drives recognised by the

system. A slight confusion
can occur ifyou only have one
5.25" drive in <slot 6> be-

cause two will always be
shown.

DEVICE -This command allows you to

view or change asignments:

PUT -This command can be used to

re-direct the output from the
CONSOLE or PRINTER to a

text file. For instance, thts

could be used to make a
printed manual from the

HELP system the file could

then be tidied up usingWord
star.

This is how It might be clone :-

A>PUT CONSOLE OUTPUT TO HLEHELP.TXT

[hCHO.SYSTEM]
This sends all the Information both

to the screen and file HELP.TXT si-

multaneously. So simply look at all

the HELP screens and when done

enter the following :-

A>PUT CONSOLE OUTPUT TO CONSOLE

Quite a lot oftidying will be required

but the finished document will prove

quite a useful reference manual.

Toolkey functions.

The Toolkey functions are a neat

and unique feature added to Cirlech's

CP/M Plus. Users of the Apple //e

and Apple //c versions will be famil-

iar with them, but for new users here

Is a description of them;-
A help window is available and is

invoked simply by pressing the

closed-apple and / keys together:

I Copy romat Dump Bnpty 01 Ink

|pr«aa ESC to qui

U

You can choose to use a Toolkey
function at any time simply by press-

ing closed-apple key and the first

character ofone of the 7 options listed

above. You can even use them from

within a running program! There is,

however, one exception to this ; when
you are already using aToolkcy func

tion or the Ramcalc pop-up calcula-

tor. Here is a brief description of the

seven functions:

COPY This is a utility that allows

you to copy 5.25" and 3.5"

diskettes at any time, even
within a running program.

FORMAT Just like COPY but formats
diskettes.

DUMP This prints the current
screen to the printer.

EMPTY Empties the print buffer.

BLINK Toggles the cursor between
blinking and a solid white

XTRA Allows you to print extra

copies ofdocuments stored In

the print butler.

TIME Gives you the time!

Just to illustrate the flexibility of

these Toolkey functions I invoked

MBASIC and wrote a program that

printed the numbers 0-9999 on the

screen and about half-way through

the operation I pressed the closed-

apple + C keys and copied the system

master diskette. On completion 1 re

turned to the program which contin-

ued Just as If there had been no inter-

ruption!!
The COPY function works In a si mi-

lar way to the one supplied by Apple

Computer Inc. on the system disk-

ettes for the Apple 1IGS In that it only

copies about 1 17Kata time, irrespec-

tive of the amount of free memory in

the machine. Copying with two drives

is line but if you only have one 3.5"

drive, like me. then to copy an almost

full 3.5" diskette Involves about 40

swaps which is a little wearing.

RamCalc popup calculator

Cirtech have also supplied users

with the option of their Ramcalc resi-

dent pop-up calculator. To set thts up
you will be required to enter:

~A>RAMCALC
Once installed you can invoke the

Ramcalc resident calculator by press-

ing open-apple + C keys together. I'd

swear that the Ramcalc pop-up cal-

culator is the same as thai supplied

wit h the Cirtech plusRAM cards as an

AppleWorks enhancement!! Well

here's a description:

The RAMCALC pop up calculato

may be moved all over the screen

using the arrow keys and all entries

are made from the keyboard or key-

pad. Much easier, in rny opinion, than
pointing out each entry with the

mouse. RAMcalc has many features

that other pop-up calculators don't

have and is extremely easy to use.

RAMcalc has:- Memory Percentage%
- Square roots • Exponents - Ex-

change of display and last entry.

Numbers are entered from the key-

board or keypad and arithmetical

operators as you might expect to

enter them: Mullipy :*Xx. Divide : /

Dd
The rest are j ust as simple. Calcula-

tions are performed In the order that-

they arc entered. When you are done
just hit ESCape to exit back to Apple-

Works. You will notice when you later

recall the RAMcalc Resident Calcula-

tor that It was exactly the same as

Storage devices

As we have seen CP/M Plus sup

ports 5.25" and 3.5" drives but will.

Infect, recognise any drive that can

use the ProDOS block method. For

instance ifyou have a RAMdiskset up

on your Apple IIGS this will be auto-

matically recognised and formatted

asa RAM disk. Likewise any plusRAM
card in slots 1 ..7 will be hijacked as a

RAM disk when the system Is booted.

Beforeyou boot CP/M Plus make sure

that your data on a plusRAM card In

slots 1...7 is of no value since CP/M
Plus is like a guided missile and al-

ways converts It into a CP/M RAM
drive wiping away all your data! Hard
disks are also supported as storage

devices.and In my opinion. In a very

neat and thoughtful way.
1) You can format your hard

disk If you so wish with the

Toolkey format function and
use it as a massive store.

2} The rather nice feature

though, is the ability to make
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a partition in a ProDOS for-

matted hard disk ifyou have
more than f> 1 2K of free spare

.

The partition can be as large
as this free space. To form a
CP/M Plus storage partition
on a ProDOS formatted hard
disk Just type, at the A>
prompt: A>HARDISK Allyou
need to do is to follow the
prompts.

Using the Mouse

The screen shows the main MAN-
AGER screen with the 'help' window
chosen. You may choose another
drive by pressing the key letter or
using tne left/right arrow keys. Note
that Drive A: and Drives.com are
current. The current file can be
changed by the up/down arrow keys.
We will choose the current file and so
mess (he return key

ESC - takes you back to the CP/M
prompt.Just tiy getting out of

some errors under older versions

of CP/M!!
Y - lets you try again.

N - produces the following CP/M
3.0 error messages!

CP/M fcrror on A: Disk I/O

CP/M drive A:
CP/M drive B :

CP/M drive C

:

CP/M drive D

:

CP/M drive E

!

> Slot 7 Drive Card
-> Slot 6 Drive Card
-> Slot 6 Drive Card
-> Slot 5 Drive Card
-> Slot 5 Drive Card

Type PlucRRM XWMcard
Type Apple Disk// drive

Type Apple Disk// drive
Type SmartPort device

Type SmartPort device

Who would have thought that you
could use a mouse on an Apple //
computerwhllst using Wordstar. Well
Cirtcch have provided the facility to

use the Apple mouse in almost any
program running under CP/M Plus!

'the manual tells you how to do this:

A>DEVICE C0NIN:=M0USE1,CONS0L

You can disable the mouse by
ommitting MOUSE, in the above.

When using the mouse the cursor
blink rate varies so it's a good idea to

make the cursor into a sol id box using
the close-apple + B Toolkey utility.

Movements of the mouse and press-

ing the button are made to simulate
various key presses and these can be
customised using a transient com
mand SETMOUSE.
The HELP screen for the mouse

gives an example of connecting the
mouse which differs slightly from thai

in the manual ; it doesn't work which
I found a trifle confusing. Use the
example above, taken from the man-
ual, which is correct.

FILE MANAGER

Cirtcch have added another useful
utility for those users of CP/M who
are (Tightened off by the apparently
unfriendly A> prompt. The FILE
MANAGER program produces a
menu from which the user may
choose to 'RUN". COPY'.
•ERASEVPRINT.VIEW and show di-

rectory information on any file or
drive. Type in at the prompt:

-

A>MANAGER After a credit the foilowing

screen appears:-

D>D:MANAGER

ro:

CP/M PLDS File Manager
(c) CIRTECH 1987

rasa any key to antor Manager
to^jjul^jB^n^tonager

After the above drive information
table is written re-entry to the MAN-
AGER is automatic D>D:MANAGER
is entered by the computer.

ERROR Messages

Users of the older CP/M versions

were plagued by the dreaded BDOS
errors such as the helpful : BDOS
EKK ON A: BAD SECTOR I!

CP/M version 3.0 is a little more
friendly and Cirtechhave made CP/M
Plus very friendly. For instance Ifyou
don't have your system disk in the

currently logged drive and you try to

take a DIRectbry you get the following

message window:

ClRTECil Toolkoy

I Disk Read Error on A: Try again Y/N?
|

I I

I Press ESC to quit I

BDOS Function -17 File-????????.???.

Which message would you prefer?

Speed considerations

Cirtech advertise this product as a

Z80 card with an 8 megahertz Z80II
micro-processor that works with the

Apple IIGS In fast mode.
I like where ever possible to provide

objective timings to compare prod-

ucts, however, in this case there are

so many conflicting parameters that

without a considerable expenditure of
time I could not do the matterjustice.

I therefore, make the following sub-
jective comparisons:-
1} The system Cirtcch use requires

that the 65816 micro-processor at

the heart of the Apple IIGS is occa-

sionally 'refreshed* even though
the ZSOH processor Is doing the
bulk of the work. As a conse-
quence of this the effective clock
rate is about 4 megahertz ; thai is

the effective rate of the Z80H chip
is halved. This is still, of course,
twice as fast as the 4 megahertz

processor on the Softcard
whose effective clock
speed will be reduced to 2
megahertz, Cirtech claim
that the effective rate ofthe

ZSOH micro-processor on
the CP/M Plus card Is near
to 5 megahertz because of
the circuitry that they use.

It is my opinion that the true rate

is somewhere between 4 and 5
megahertz. Most cards follow this

method but one other card I did

see appears to use a different
method and approaches (he effec-

tive speed of the Z80H with a 6
megahertz chip, however, that

card is not fully compatible with
the Apple IIGS.

2} The fact that the Apple IIGS works
In fast mode will probably not add
that much to the overall speed but

it will depend on what program is

running. It is actually possible to

write programs that will be mark-
edly speeded up because of this to

prove a point. Most programs you
run under CP/M Plus will, how-

CP/M ril« Manager vl.00 OpenApplo-? foi holp Uaex Acob -
Dxivo A

: Drive B: Driw C: Drive D: Dl ivy E

.

Drives com
Sat can
Put OB
Rttnamo com
Holp can
Sdt CCffi PXT — Run COM/SUD program
Pip ceo 0-9 Solotrt unor uu
Device can OA- D - Duplicate/copy til..

Show com OA-E m Doloto/orj jo file
Dir ceo OA-

I

m Diufc/iUo info
Eras* CCD OA-R m Renano file
Cot CCD OA-B — Swap COM to DOn-CCH
Cetdof eon QAP — Print current file
Gubo.it coca OA-V - View file/pc©a**m
Type ecu
GotmouB* earn
Rancalc com
Haican ceo
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A sophisticated, new operating system for the IIGS

The CIRTECH CP/M Plus System lets you use the huge range of CP/M programs, like Wordstar and

dBASE, on your Apple IIGS. The CP/M Plus System comprises a lightning-fast, co-processor card

and the most advanced version of the CP/M Plus Operating System software specially designed to

fully utilise the powerful features of the GS.

The compact hardware card plugs into one of the standard GS expansion slots and has been designed

with a fast 8 MegaHertz Z80H microprocessor to boost the speed of your programs - and for extra

speed, the GS operates in fast mode with the CP/M Plus System!

The CP/M Plus Operating System is full of versatile, user-friendly features. Special Too/Key utilities

instantly pop up in a unique window display and you can use them ail at any time, even in the middle

of running a program!

COPY and FORMAT are Inbuilt riisk

formatter and copier (unctions for all

standard types of disks (3 5. Profile. SCSI.

5.25, etc.! no more problems running out

nl disk space in the middle nf h progtHml

DUMP lets you print an instant 'snapshot'

of the current text screen at any time.

EMPTY clears the internal printer and

auxiliary output buffers. Yes, the CIRTECH
CP/M Plus System has an inbuilt printer

buffer (spooler) 12Kin size that's enough

for about 20 A4 page*!

ClRTCCM ToolK»r

no or coom m 1 1 bo mi * B

CIHTECk Tool*.*

For-it dlak in -Met* Orl«« (A to P)»

LIXIKCH looiKay

hich driv. I. fen. sounct ia to »)T

CIRUCM Too IK**

tmpi, Oi in* x(Cop, foriui

CIHTECn Too-lMr

07/04/H7 08 *J :
5(5 AJJ

_ Pr«. (SC 10- quit

BLINK controls Uiy cursui - you have the

choice of blinking or static!

XI HA lets you print multiple copies of

everything that's in the printer buffer at any

time during a CP/M program; and printing

is in 'background mode', so you save time

tool

TIME instantly displays a neat, on-screen

window giving you the current time and date

- no excuses for being late nowl

FILE MANAGER
The unique File Manage! . with its cteai, pull-down windows, lets you see
exactly what programs and files arc on each disk. Not only that, you can
use the Fife Mutinytit to run ur display fi/e.s, select user areas, and copy,
delete or rename hies - using CP/M has never been taster or easierf

RAMCALC
The CIRTECH CP/M Plus System also features RAMCALC. an ON-SCREEN,
FULL FUNCTION CALCULATOR which you can call up instantly any time
you want from within any CP/M program. The calculator has all the normal
arithmetic functionspA/s percentage, square root and memory I And there's

no problem if you put RAMCALC away without noting the answer, just

call it back and it appears again instantly, exactly as you left it, right down
to remembering what's in memory

f

Mrnwr vl DO On«Ap»lr-? If »rt»

D
EMSE!
M

I t -
1

1

Hit • Vun or fiielau fil#

0-0 - tiitr

OA-D DupliesU/eonj III*

OA-C - D«l>«*/<rai* I'll*

OA-I ' Ditk/tw* mr*
ll A L • B*«<u» fila

OA • COM/wCOH ftJ*>

I'
1

'

' M "~1

The CP/M Plus System also lets you use the AppleMouse with any CP/M program or change the Mouse control

characters with the 'SETMOUSE' utility. The System is fully compatible with all standard CP/M programs and
is supplied with over 40 utility programs, including extensive disk-based 'Help' files. All Apple-standard devices

such as UniDisk, Disk II 5.25 drives, 3.5 drives and ProFile or SCSI hard disk drives are fully supported - you

can even use ProDOS and CP/M Plus on the same hard disk! The System is also fully compatible with

plusRAM-GS and other Apple standard memory expansion cards.

FOR TOP PERFORMANCE AND SPEED
CIRTECH CP/M PLUS - ONL Y £1 18.00
Also nveiilnhtc for the t2HK //e and //c (.3.5 or 5.25 disk format)

fPnces exclude VA 1)

CIRTECH (UK) LIMITED, Currie Road Industrial Estate, Galashiels

Selkirkshire. Scotland, TD1 2BP Telephone (0896) 57790

'lien 765871 (Attn. 84:CPD00t)-Telecrjm Gulil Suutcu Mailbux- AAH555

rciBI£CMiUKH.im.icd 190? AeuW ilCS ««d *c .og.»t«re<l i.adamjikt v Comouiai inc CM iraomtatt
I W|i»WinJ •i«W"igil ul Miciu^rij ant HftASf



ever, see only a slight increase In

speed because the Apple HOS Is

running in fast mode. The fact that
CIrtech have designed the card to

work In both normal and fast

modes is important because you
don't need to consider altering the
control panel, which plagued me
whilst testing out other CP/M
cards designed for the Apple //e.

3} The screen handling on the CP/M
Plus system is markedly faster

than older versions. Cirtech. in
advertisments, claim an overall

increase of the order of a factor of
4 times.

4) Many CP/M users will, no doubt,
have been converted from Apple
DOS 3.3 by virtue of the speed of
disk access of CP/M. CP/M boots
up In seconds and all disk access
is clean and crisp. CP/M Plus Is no
exception to this. Chii disk, access
be speeded up further? Yea it can!
and here's how:-

A) The 3.5" drives are
marginly faster than the older
5.25" drives and their vastly in-

creased capacity means less disk
swapping.

B) You can transfer your
system files and working files to a
hard disk. The manual clearly de-
scribes how this can be done.

C) If you have a memory
expansion card In your Apple IICS
you can specify some or all of this
as a RAM disk. On booting CP/M
Plus any RAM disk found is for-

matted and assigned a drive label

(A-P). You could make this a
bootable disk by using the
COPYSYS utility and then copy
across the flies you require using
PIP. First use the UR1VKS com-
mand and you will And that the
RAM disk Is usually assigned B:
A>PIPB:=A:*.'

B:
B>

All this has the effect of transfer-
ring all your flics to the RAM disk
and B: logs you onto drive B: the
RAM disk. Disk access will now be
considerably faster!

D) Diversi-CACHE a product
of Diversified Software Research
and is compatible with CP/M Plus
and greatly speeds up 'dumb' 3.5"

drives by a factor of at least two.
With an assigned buffer it can
approach the speed ofa RAM disk,
particularly for reading!

Software Considerations

One slight disadvantage, particu

larly for new users, of the Cirtech CP/
M Plus system Is that It does not
contain any higher level languages or
application programs. It is true that it

contains the Programmer's Utilities

which consist of a macro assembler,
relocatable macro assembler, an edl-

mers.
If you have older software on CP/M

version 2 sixteen sector diskettes

these can be read by CP/M Plus and
most will run. Wordstar may need to

be re-installed and Dbase II should be
okay. MBASIC and GBASIC versions

of Microsoft Basic need to be patched
with the flies on the system diskette

MPATCH and CPATCH respectively.

After patching they work perfectly,

except they are faster.

Turbo Pascal version 3.01 works
line with my system which has an
Imagewrlter II connected to porM.
Turbo Pascal has a very fast compiler
anyway but it's nice to see it work
twice as fast!! CP/M has one of the
largest public domain software base
forany micro computer or system and
there is even a CP/M users group.

Ifyou are purchasing new software
it would be worth checking that it

works with CP/M version 3.0 or alter-

natively testing it on your system
first. There are so many different con-
figurations of printers and interface

cards that It would be impossible to

test all of them. If problems occur it

would be most likely that they arc due
to hardware interfacing such as print-

ers.

CONCLUSION

The Cirtech CP/M Plus system is an
excellent implementation of CP/M
PlllS ftlal is fast very user friendly and
the only system, that 1 am aware of.

that is fully compatible and designed
for the Apple IIGS.

info

Product : CP/M Plus

Publisher: Cirtech UK
Available from

:

Cirtech (UK) Ltd

Currie Road Industrial Estate

Galashiels, Selkirkshire

Price: £ 118.00

Value ; *****
Performance : *****
Documentation: ****

HELP

INFORMATION

Information Is required by a member on an 80

column card for tho IU called:

XYNAR 3.3

If any members knows aboul this beast could

ihoy pioaso contact::

James Hewgill on imvii' iiirtini

Members
Small Adverts

For Sale

Apple IU 48K Computer £140
12" Green Screen Monitor T60

Two Apple 5.25 Drives C90 each

1 6k RAM. Language Card C25

Apple Disk Drive Controller £25

Parallel Printer Card C25
Videx 80 column card C60

Total price £515 • Will accept £450 for whole
system All software will be thrown in FREE

Contact lain McHughuffiuti'!« tHtltt"

No VAT - Collect or Postage at cost

For Sale

Apple 11+ 64k, disk drive & Monitor

Robo 500 Graphics System with BitStick

Saturn Accelerator Card for IU or /ft

123k RAM Card
Sage Payroll - Sage Accountant
Darkstar Shuttle & Snapshot card

Apple Super Serial Card
Apple 80 Column 64k Card - 1 Meg RamCard
1 320k Disk Drive with software

Disk Drive Card
Applewrlter II (ProDOS) Access II (ProDOS)

BDS 'C-80 Column Card
Magic Window • Sensible Speller • Visldex

All manuals as appropriate.

OFFERS to David Wadlow - muiiti ^HWiftN

For Sale

Visicalc for II/I1+ including 128k Memory
expansion card. £75

Desktop Plan with Graphics. £25

Software comes complete with original

manuals and reference cards.

OFFERS for both -

Phone Andrew or "f»» I iim
f

.

For Sale

Wizardry Ml and III (Sir-Tech)

Bards Tale (Electronic Arts)

Missile Defence (On-lino Systems)
Galactic Wars (Apple)

MicroChess (Apple)

Apple Adventure (Apple)

Bridge Partner (Personal Software)

FastDOS (Wytand)

All In Very Good Condition with manuals etc.

Sensible OFFERS please may consider part

trade for lie and/or drive/s.

M.W. Twelftreo,™ $W<BMSfill!lt>W*i.
:
* tllHB ..H-... m:
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APPLE II CARDS
MEMORY UPGRADE CARDS.

16k LANGUAGE CARD C2? 50

128k RAW CARD with manual f80GO

1 m RAM Card ftttUH

DISPLAY
HIGH RFSOl 1 niON 1 38 doll RGB MONITOR T RIPLC STANDARD
IBM.AppI© U & "I 129500

RGB CARD for Colour Monitor MO 00

SO COU IMN Vkfttt cuinpal with inverse chip AUTO SOFT SWITCH C44 OO

80 Col as above MANUAL SWITCH £38.50

SOFT SWITCH UPDATE FOR MANUAL CARD Ci2 50

AO COLUMN IMrtul fui N or II) C22.50

80 COLUMN 64li exlendedlile only) C27 50

CO-PROCESSORS.
8609 CARD Runs Flex and OS-9. d 50.00

8088 Card £9900

Z80 CARD Runscp/m. C27O0

APPUCARO Migli speed 280 Card Ci 1900

ACCELERATOR CARDt35Mh/ 650?) £15000

FORTH LANGUAGE CARD Forth 79 £32 50

PRINTER/COMMUNICATION CARDS
NlGF PRINT CARDlyivtfb NLO) £65 00

PARALLbL HHIN 1 ER CARD (Centronics) £28 50

GnAPPLER COMPAT PARALLEL CARD £3500

BUFFERED 16K GRAPPLER COMPAT
BUFFEREDWK GRAPPLFR COMPAT
EPSON PRINTER CARD
SERIAL CARD (RS232)

SUPER SERIAL CARD
COMMUNICATIONS CARD
Above 8 inc. cable & manual WILDCARD Copycnrd

Ci OCK CARD wiih suflwaie and manual

SOUND AND MUSIC CARDS.
SPEECH CARD
GOUND & MUSIC (Mocfcingboard Compal)

MUSIC CARD (ALF 9 chan Compat)

INPUT OUTPUT INTERFACING.
PIO 6522 CARD £?8 M
P!0 5069 VIA CARD M5 00

AD/DA 8 Bit C6000

IEEb-488 GENERAL PURPOSE INTERFACE £65 00

6502 iCEtln Circuit Emulator) £125 00

Z80ICE C10000

EPROM WRITER CARD 2716732/W £45.00

IC CHIP TESTER/IDENTIFICATION CARD CTUJO

MISCELLANEOUS
DISK DRIVF CONTROLLER CARD 13/ 1G 5CC £27,00

REPLACEMEN I POWER SUPPLY 70w M2 50

JOYSTICK C5 00

NUMERIC KFYPAD for lie £24.00

GRAPHIC MOUSE sw MS 00

DISK NOTCI ICR ft DISK CHECKING PROGRAM C15 00

SHIP 1 K EY MOD KIT FOR II £9 50

INTERNAL COOLING I AN 240v £19 00

5.2$ Disk; DS/DD PWS

SECONDHAND BARGAINS.
APPLE 525in M3k DRIVEConlrolei £95 00

RANA EUTE 3 652k DRIVF £95 00

EUROPLUS MOTHERBOARD Update 1 1 1 ZU207 £90 00

lie MOTHERBOARD 005.00

APPLE Me I28k enhann.il 7 half ht drives ZSOGrappler £375 00

APPLE II EUROPLUS with 16k 8U Col 280 X Serial card £250 00

IBM PC EXCEPTIONAL VALUE ITEMS
SPFFDCARD 80286 based card gives AT processing speed trom PC

or X! supports 80287 mains co-processor £290 00

EGA Enhanced Graph.cs Adaptor Card £19500

HIGH RES MONITOR ( 30 dot pilch) £295 00

MANY MANY OTHER ITEMS BOTH NEW & USED FOR
APPLE AND IBM PC. ALL PRICES INCLUDE P&P.

TELEPHONE 01-7"

£70.00

r?fiso

£2850
£65.00

£32 00
CZ/O0
£45.00

£2500
£4500
£45.00

COMTEC
COMPUTER REPAIRS

FAST TURNAROUND - NORMALY 2 DAYS
3 MONTH WARRANTY
COMPETITIVE PRICKS ON ALL SERVICES

EXAMPLES
Apple ll + or lit Power Supply. £32

Apple ]( + or lit Motherboard. £32

Apple Interface Card (most makes). £25

Disk Drive - cleaned & aligned. £25

Please ring for other repair prices or send

equipment for free estimate.

Quantity discounts available.

Repair prices include P&P and VAT.

MACINTOSH ADES,

128K TO S1ZK - I2S/S12K TO MACPLUS
MACPLUS EXTRA MEMORY

1 MEG TO 2 MEG
1 MEG TO 4 MEG

RING FOR BEST PRICE f
.

•

" NOW IN STOCK
MacPlus Connectors. Serial & AppleTalk.

Price depends on quantity

COMTEC, ST GEORGES MILL,

3 ST GEORGE'S STREET, MACCLESFIELD,
CHESHIRE, SKI I 6TG

TEL (0625) 34691

£40

KEYZONE
£££££££ SAVER

kepzone

DIRECT FROM UK MANUFACTURER

TEXT CARD FOR APPLE Mfl

Most versatile 80 column card plug in auxiliary slot - gives

a wider display screen. £25

64K EXTENDED 80 COLUMN CARD FOR APPLE /fe

Expand Apple lie to 128 K Ram. Double the

resolutions of graphics.

Software select 40/80 column.

Fully Applesoft CP/M, Pascal compatible.

Replacement for Apple extended 80 column

card.

SO COLUMN DISPLAY CARD FOR APPLE 11 +

Wider choice of character than normal - normal and inverse

as standard - line graphics built in - ideal for form drawings

or graphics - compatible with CP/M, Pascal/Basic etc. £65

PARALLEL PRINTER CARD
Printer card with text & graphic dump firmware featuring

inverse, double-size & rotated image ond High-Res. Ptiye 1

&"? Printer cable included. £35

SERIAL RS232 PRINTER CARD
Low cost easy to use send only printer cord. Baud rates

from 75 to 9600 printed on card. Supplied with on extension

strap wilh 25 D socket for the printer cable. £40

FULL 12 MONTH GUARANTEE PSP CI WAT

XEYZONE LIMITED

U 1 4 Actan Business Centre, School Bood,

London NW10 6TD
Telephone; 01 -965 16*4/1 804

T«lex: 881 3271 - GECOMS G

ms
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Pinpoint Toolkit

Nigel Bradley looks at this new addition

and finds 'RunRun' - The Desktop

Manager an added bonus .

The PINPOINT TOOLKIT is an addi-
tion to the PINPOINT ACCESSORIES
reviewed In the August 87 volume 2
(4) ofAPPLE 2000 magazine.
The package consists of two double

sided disks and a well laid out man-
ual. The disks are not copy protected
arid Indeed the manual tells you to

copy them before use.
Basically theTOOLKIT gives the us-

ers of the PINPOINT desktop accesso-
ries an additional eight tools, but for

machine code programmers all the
source code is provided to aid in the
customising of these tools and for the
generation ofyourown personal set of
accessories.
For the owners of large RAM cards a

program called RUNRUN Is also on
one of the disks. This is a shell pro-

gram which enables the user to

switch between programs quicklyand
easily without the need to reboot.

ACCESSORY MOVER

This allows the user to customise
the original pop-up accessorywindow
with up to sixteen desktop accesso
lies. Existing accessories may be
removed so that only the ones re-
quired are shown in the window.
Accessories can also he re-named to

your own preference, and of course
the eight new accessories

MEMORY WINDOW.

This accessory is a handy debug-
ging device for programming. It en-
ables the user to view the current
contents of either Main or Auxiliary
memory. After selection of this acces-
sory from the POP-UP menu the ma
Jority ofthe screen Is filled up with the
contents of memory. The left portion
of the screen shows the location In

hex preceded by either 'MM' main
memory or '00' aux memory. The
centre part of the screen shows the
hex value in the location and the right
side of the screen shows the equiva-
lent ascii character at the location.

The display shows one full page of
memory at a time (i.e. 0000 through
OOFF). Using open apple and the up
or down arrow keys lets you move to
next page or previous page. Using
open-apple '>' (greater than) or "<*

(less than! allows for the switching
between main or aux banks of ram.
The memory $0000 through $OFFF
cannot be viewed and memory above
$D000 shows ROM memory not bank
switched memory.
The source code for this accessory

Is Included to enable the user to relo-

cate the memory window from it's

original home of $2000 through
$2FFF to some other more suitable
place dependent upon the application
requirements.
Pressing the "esc' key will show the

commands allowed for this accessory.

PRINTSCREEN.

This accessory prints the screen
display on to a printer so allowing the
equivalent of the Appleworks open-
apple'H' command In applications

such as basic or Applewrlter etc. The
difference between the open-apple 'H'

command and the PRINTSCREEN
accessory is the facility to choose the
print quality of either draft or final

and the print mode of text or graphic,
although the quality is only active In

graphics mode where a two pass print
of the graphic representation of the
screen is forced when in final mode.
Mousetext characters can also be
printed and as the manual states, a
true WYSIWYG print is made. (What
You See Is What You Get). The source
code for this accessory is included on
the disk.

MEGADIALER

This accessory is a disk based ver-

sion ofthe original DIALER accessory.
It will scan the current screen display
looking for what it believes to be a
phone number and then dial that
number should the user accept what
Is found.

The difference between the two ver-
sions is that the original DIALER is

RAM resident and can have a 1 5 byte
lead dial string, whereas the MEGA-
DIALER is disk based with a 32 byte
lead dial string capability. All the
source coding for this accessory is

Included on the disk for customisa-
tion of particular requirements. You
will, however, need a Hayes compat-
ible modem.

HEX CALCULATOR

This calculator (The programmer's
calculator) differs from the original

basic four function calculator In that
it allows for the computation and
conversion of decimal (base 10),

Hexadecimal (base 1 6) or binary (base

2) numbers. The HEX CALCULATOR
pops up in 'dec' mode where the
numbers 0-9 are allowed and the

largest number being 65535. By
pressing the 'M' key the mode will

change to 'hex' or 'bin'. In the 'hex'

mode the keys 0-9. A-F are allowed
and in the "bin" mode only or 1 are
allowed.
The HEX CALCULATOR is only an

integer calculator so the result of a
division mayseem odd. The four basic
functions are available and also

Boolean operations can be performed
using & (AND). O (OR).X(EXCLUSIVE
OR), and N (NOT). The calculator can
be used to display the contents of
memory ' key. A printout of the com-
putations can also be achieved by
pressing the V key.

VIDEO RESOURCE EDITOR

This is an accessory aimed at the
user who wishes to create his/her
own application accessories. The
screen is transformed into a
sketchpad and drawing takes place
using the keyboard characters. These
can be altered by selecting 'Fonts'
from the menus which appear at the
top of the screen and can be 'Normal'
characters (white on black), 'Inverse'

(black on white) or 'Icon* (which al-

lows the use of the mousetext charac-
ters)

A selection of accessory type win-
dows are available for use in creating
your own accessory. These are se-
lected and then pasted onto the draw-
ing screen. Once the screen is de-

Signed and saved to disk, program-
ming can commence using a 'script

processing language* similar to the 'C*

language. This has about 20 com-
mands and allows 16 variables to be
used in the creation of the accesso-
ries.

RESOURCE CONVERTER

This accessory Is linked to the
VIDEO RESOURCE EDITOR in that it

converts the VIDEO RESOURCE cre-
ated with the editor into a specific
source code. The source code can be
in any of the following assembly lan-
guage formats:
Apple computer EDASM
Byteworks ORCA assembler
Kyan assembler / PASCAL
MICOL Basic assembler
M1CROSPARC assembler
S-C assembler
WSM assembler / Hyper C

PRODOS FILER
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This accessory is a version of
Apple's ProDos Filer available on the
ProDos Users Disk. This is quite a
handy accessory in that it allows for-

matting of disks and copying files

from RAM to disk etc. Full operating
documentation can be found In the

ProDos Technical reference manual.

WIDE CALENDAR PRINT

A wide calendar print routine is

supplied on the disk so that the ap
pointmenJ calendar from the original
accessories can be printed with four
days across the page instead of one.
This therefore allows a full wr.r.k of
appointments to be printed on one
page.

RUNRUN

As an added bonus a super ProDOS
program selector called RUNRUN
(The Desktop Manager) is supplied
with the TOOLKIT. This program is a

shell type program that allows other
programs to be run and when exited
will return to RUNRUN. The TOOLKIT
was used to write the RUNKUN pro-
gram so it is a veiy good example of
what can be achieved with the
TOOLKIT.
RUNRUN has mouse like pull down

menu's but does not need a mouse
connected. II Is also possible within
the KUNKUN environment to run a
desktop accessory from within an-
other desktop accessory, e.g Use the
calculator whilst in the appointment
calendar. RUNRUN also enables
viewing of disk catalogs in
alphabetical order, size order, type
order or date order.
To obtain the full beneilt of instant

program switching then a RAM card Is

definitely required, although RUN-
RUN will of course work from drives
for those willing to wail for drive ac-
cess times and be prepared for plenty
of disk swapping.
When first booted RUNRUN ap-

pears with a command bar at the top
ofthe screen, an application list at the

lower left and a ProDos device table at
lower right.

By pressing the up/down arrow
keys an application can be selected
and on pressing 'Return' the selected
application can be invoked. Pressing
the *esc" key will take you to the
command bar which includes two
categories 'accessories' or 'file*. The
accessories are identical to the PIN
POINT desktop accessories (provided
that PINPOINT has been installed
onto RUNRUN in the same way as
being installed onto Appleworks). The
difference is that the solid apple 'P'

keys have not been pressed to enable
the list of accessories. This means
that after an accessory has been
chosen, say the Appointments calen-
dar then the solid apple *i

r key will

Invoke the list of accessories again
and a second accessory may be cho-
sen i.e. (he calculator. There is only
one constraint on this which is that

the second accessory cannot be the
same as the first accessory. You can-
not for example use the calculator
whilst using the calculator. (I hope
that makes sense). Pressing 'esc' will

put the accessory(s) away but will

leave the command bar active. Press-
ing the left or right arrow keys will

move between the two choices on the
command bar.
The File command allows the selec-

tion of ProDos devices or ofcataloging
the active device by name. type. date,
or size. It will also allow selection of
removing, modifying, adding or run-
ning an application from the applica-
tion list. This is where ihe RUNKUN
program is customised to Individual

requirements. The application list I

tried was as follows:

Appleworks 2.0
Copyllplus
Document checker

Alter running Appleworks for ex-
ample the program returned control
to RUNRUN and Document checker
could then be accessed In seconds to
perform the checking of word proces-
sor files, (sec Document checker re-
view). RUNRUN again took control
when leaving the Document checker.
Copyllplus can be used as normal
and on selecting quit press "9' to exit

to ProDos and once more RUNRUN
activates.

The manual is a little bleak in the
respect of setting up RAM drives and
theway I did it (after a few discussions
with Steve Monishy of Bldrnuthin)
was as follows:

1> Enhance the Appleworks 2.0
disk with the RAM drive soft-
ware.

2> Partition Appleworks. This
must be done to prevent Ap-
pleworks from hogging all the
RAM available on the RAM
card. There Is a partition
program on the RUNRUN
disk.

3> Install the PINPOINT acces-
sories on to the Appleworks
disk after first setting up the
accessories as in the earlier
review and of course adding
the eight new ones. I set the
accessory standard location
as /RAM /VP

4> Install the same PINPOINT
accessories onto the RUN-
RUN disk. This updates the
file RUNRUN.SYSTEM.

5> I then used the RAM drive
software that came with the
RAM card to set up a 704K
RAM drive. The PINPOINT
RAM enhancement kit can be
used but this is limited to
moving only 16 files to the
RAM drive.

6> Boot Copyllplus and format
the RAM drive slot 3. drive 2

7> Use Copyllplus to create
subdirectories in RAM la-
belled as follows:

.../RAM/APPLEWORKS

.../RAM/PP

.../RAM/DOCOCHECKER

.../RAM/COPYIIPLUS
8> Use Copyllplus to copy itself

i.e. UT1L.SYSTEM to the sub
directory /RAM/COP-
YIIPLUS

9> Use Copyllplus to copy all the
Appleworks files on both
sides of the Appleworks disk
to the subdirectory /RAM/
APPLEWORKS

10> Use Copyllplus to copy all the

PINPOINT accessory files

ending with .PP to the subdi-
rectory /RAM/PP

11> Use Copyllplus to copy all the

Document checker files to the
subdirectory /RAM/DOCO-
CHECKER

12> Use Copyllplus to copy the
files RUNRUN.SYSTEM,
RUNRUN.APPLST and the
dictionary files MAIN.DICT
and AUX.DICT.S to /RAM

13> If required L3ASIC.SYSTEM
can also be put in /RAM

14* Quit from Copyllplus and
enter ProDos

15>Type the following "-/RAM/
RUNRUN.SYSTEM and away
you go.

The procedure may seem a little

lengthy but in all it took maybe 10
minutes. Provided that the computer
is not switched off. then the KAM
drive will always remain intact even if

another program is booted using
open apple Ctrl Reset.The RAM drive

software from Applied technology and
the KAMWORKS III card which fused
will allow for the setting up of a RAM
drive whilst retaining the existing
directory. This is the way to recover
your RAM drive after playing your
favourite game.
By the way. out of 1Mbyte of RAM,

320K was required by Appleworks
and there was approximately 5K of
free space on the 704K RAM drive
after loading all these files.

Conclusions

Another good PINPOINT product
worth adding to the software library of
any serious Apple users. The addi-
tional accessories arc quite useful,
especially the HEX CALCULATOR
For those who do not want the extra

accessories or the ability to create
their own then the RUNRUN program
can be purchased seperately. 4

Product: Pinpoint Toolkit

Publisher ; Pinpoint

Available from :

Bidmuthin Technologies

MGA MicroSystems

Price : £ 69.99

Value: ««««
Performance: tfitfi i

Documentation : « « *
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A £500 Hard Disk!

Dougal Hendry looks at the Mac
version of the ProApp 20S. A hard disk

for the Apple II and Macintosh.

Bidmuthln arc importing a SCSI hard
disk and have advertised it. complete
with Mac software, for just £499 plus

VAT. They have kindly provided one
for long term review. I can objectively

report that it works just fine. Subjec-

tively, there is a snag, which puts me
off...

But to begin at the beginning, the
packaging is impressively protective,

being about a dozen times thevolume
of the product. No worries there.

Once unwrapped, the disk is re-

vealed as a plain, slim, toaster style

metal box. matching the Apple beige
of my Mac+ in colour and texture. It

feels impressively 'solid.' The case is

adorned solely by a "PROAPP 20S" in

red and black. There arc no spurious
flashing led's. The drive looks good
standing alongside the machine, even
though the corner detailing dosn't

exactly match Apple's. It's the same
depth as the Mac. about 7" high and
2.5" wide. It is not the same as the

under-Mac ProApp 20 that was re-

viewed, amongst others in May's
Byte.

The logical site for it is a couple of
inches away from the right side of the
Mac. where it does not obstruct the
programmer's switch, or the cooling
slots. The 20" long SCSI cable re-

stricts the positioning options. For
some reason, long accessory SCSI
cables are expensive.
The backpancl has two Identical

50 way SCSI sockets, a standard
mains inletand an illuminated on/off
rocker switch. I was surprised not to

find any legends at all. No ID plate, no
serial number, no 240 volts sticker,

no on/off markings. fThe carton was
marked 240 volts, so I pressed on
despite the American mains lead

supplied.)
Adverts and documentation say

that the drive is supplied formatted
and ready to go. Mine wasn't, but the
-QulckManager" software, supplied
on a floppy, dealt with the chore with-
out fuss.

A point not mentioned in the User
Manual is that you must localise your
system on a floppy, before dragging It

across to a hard disk.

Formatting the disk took less than
half the time suggested. Was this a
hot rod? Running the Disk Timer 2
benchmarking program conflrmcd
that it was. It reported 35deel-sec-

onds for the track-to-track step test

and 99ds for both the read and write

tests. The results did not change
when the disk was cluttered with
fragmented flics.

These timings do not measure real

life performance, but provide a com-
parison of raw disk speed for some
operations. They confirm that this

one is fast, even among current

SCSIs.
The speed of practical operations is

clearly more Mac-limited than disc-

limited. Disc operation is noticable for

the coffee-percolator noises of head
stepping. So, while loading an Excel
worksheet, for example, one notices

the clear pauses while the Mac digests

each chunk. This makes that particu

lar task a bad choice for comparing
disks - its a common choice

though...

one^enefit of having a Hard Disk.

Because I normally use part of my
megabyte as a Ramdisk. for my Sys-

tem files, I am used to fast System
response. But I was not used to the

same absence of font-change delays,

etc. when using a big. fat. font-

stuffed. 15 DA System Bel

Another luxury Is the sheer space of

the thing. However, a variant of

Parkinson's Law insists that your

needs will expand to fill any disk

available.

My solution was to keep applica-

tions on the Proapp. and documents
on floppy. Tliis overcame the ten-

dancy of documents to clone, triffid-

like. across the disk! It also allows the

facility of double-clicking a docu-
ment, and allowing the machine to

find the relevant application on the

hard disk.

This method also reduces the need
to back-up the thing. That can be ac-

complished fairly easily, with the

:kup software lncuded in

bargain-priced package. This
is broadly similar to the

r known HFSBackup. I appreci-

ate the Incusion of an "Incremental-
mode, which backs up only those files

changed since the last back-up. Ifyou
are dealing with precious (financial?)

data, thenyou should be very prudent
and take frequent back-ups - and
you will surely bless such a feature.

In fact, during the weeks that I have
had the use of the drive, I have expe
rienced 100% reliability. The drive
has been run ail day, and for five

minutes. It has been treated gently,

but realistically - for example trav-

elling unprotected on the back seat of

the car. It hasn't missed a beat.

So where arc the snags? Well the

documentation is a bit skimpy. Just

12 double-sided, laser-written,

stapled sheets. Almost a third of it is

devoted to HFS tips. II consistently

refers to a "Logic Array S." never a

Proapp. Actually Logic Array Inc Is the

company, and Proapp their brand
name. The section on chaining it with
other drives is short, vague and inac-

curate... it refers to a different con
troller. But overall the documentation
is adequate, because the drive is ut-

terly simple to use.
Changing SCSI idenlity and remov-

ing the terminators - which is re-

quired to chain two or more SCSI
devices. Is frankly awkward. Again
this Is not damning, since the other
device in the chain might be simple to

change!
My problem is much more techni-

cally trivial, but much more serious

for me. It has a fan. Not just any fan,

but one that sounds exactly like an

old room- heater fan. It is very loud
and very wearying. I can't recall a
louder fan on any micro. I have come
to loath that noise.

I opened the case, while looking for

SCSI terminators and ID jumpers,
and found a classically badly de
signed fan mounting. (It had not been
obvious that there was a fan. so low is

the airflow.) The culprit seems to be a
small, fast, axial fan. It is not ducted
to the outside of the case, so that

blown air can short-circuit back to

the suction side of the fan. The fan's

inlet and outlet are partly obstructed.

The case's inlet and outlet are re-

stricted. All the above is a recipe for a
noisy and inefficient fan. But to make
it really loud, you need to mount It

rigidly to a metal case. They did.

I feel that the fan is so ineffective

that attention to mountings, heat-

sinks and a few larger louvres should
permit the thing to be slowed down, if

not removed, and moling could still

improved... Anyway. I thought that
the advanlage of this toaster' format
was that it had belter cooling than the

under-Mac style - to the extent that

noisy fans were unnecessary!
To be fair accouslic pollution is a

personal matter, but showing the

Proapp at my local group elicited

various comments, of which the most
polite was -Bit loud, Innit?"

On a brighter note, the rest of the

Innards appear to be constructed to a
much higherstandard.The drive unit

seems to come from NEC. the control-

ler Is an Omtl and the power supply Is

from California DC.
So. there you have it. A good-look-

ing, reliable, fast drive — complete
with good utility software, offered at

the bargain price of Just £499. but
spoiled tor me just by the noise of a
nasty little fan.

Available from and loaned for

by Bldmu thin Technologies.An i

II SCSI version is also available.
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BIDMUTHIN SMASHES THE
HARD DISK PRICE BARRIER

20MB SCSI Drive for

Macintosh & IIGS

20Mb SCSI Drive

Two SCSI interfaces (for daisy-chaining)

At Iraclive Apple Styling

Compact Footprint

Width: ?.5"

Height: 6.5"

Depth: 10"

n Plug and Play - Pre formatted

Complete with software

Internal 220V-50Hz power supply

Compatible with Mac Plus. Mac
SE, Mac II via SCSI port

Compatible with IIGS and lie via

Apple SCSI card (not supplied)

SPECIAL
INTRODUCTORY

OFFER
£499.00
+ carriage & VAT

With full 1 day money-back guarantee

Available only from:

BIDMUTHIN TECHNOLOGIES
P.O.Box 264, Harrow,
Middlesex, HA3 9AY

Tel: 01-907 8516
Telex: 895051 1 ONEONE G(Ref: 22554001)

IS YOUR EPSON PRINTKR CARD A "

PROBLEM?

If you have an Epson 8132 printer card, you know that

it won't work with AppleWorks. CP/M. Pascal, Ascii

Express, etc. Don't despair :

The ImagcMakcr EPROM replaces the ROM chip

on the Epson 8132 card to make it compatible with every-

thing, and in addition gives your Epson card the graphics

printing features of a Grappler Plus.

We also make ImageMaker EPROMs for the

Super Serial and Cirtech (pre-Champion) Printer Cards,

to add full graphics printing capabilities.

ImageMaker EPROM £25 + VAT

NOW MOUSEPAINT CAN PRINT TO ANY
PRINTER!

When MousePaint's "Print a File' leaves you few

options, take a look at MousePrintz.

With MousePrintz, you can magnify, stretch, crop,

invert, flip, rotate, and shade your MousePaint screen

image to your own specifications, then print it on

virtually any dot-matrix printer. What could be simpler?

MousePrintz is a straight-forward patch program,

designed specifically to enhance MousePaint's limited

printing facilities. MousePrintz is fully documented

and supports the Apple //c and 128K //e,

If you've ever been disappointed with your MousePaint

graphic printout, MousePrintz is your saving grace.

MousePrintz £25 + VAT

SCREENSNAPPER - TO PRIN T THE
GRAPHICS YOU CREATE

ScreenSnapper offers not only sophisticated text and

graphics printing but adds new features to your Apple

II-S //e and //c, that you would never have thought

possible.

ScreenSnapper lets you interrupt your program,

print the screen, and resume running the program.

Intended primarily for use with your own Applesoft and

machine code programs (or other unprotected software)

running under DOS. ScreenSnapper is compatible

with virtually all interface cards and dot-matrix printers,

rendering the purchase of an expensive graphics printer

card unnecessary. It includes all the screen-editing

features of Mouseprintz.

ScreenSnapper adds an extremely useful extension

to Applesoft Basic that provides graphics programmers

with a complete set of commands for double hi-res

plotting plus additional commands which access the

ScreenSnapper on-screen utilities.

ScreenSnapper £30 + VAT

SYSTEMS

DARKSTAR SYSTEMS Ltd.

78 Robin Hood Way
Green ford Mddx. UB6 7QW

Phone (OD-900 01O4 MicroLink LD: MAG20297
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Mac2000
Norah Arnold looks at matters of

interest to Macintosh owners.

Is this Fair?

A member has requested that I

bring to the attention of Macintosh
owners his experiences regarding an
application called Printworks for the
Mac. Having noticed in the advertis-

ing for this program the fact that it

su pported many different printers, he
purchased ttfromP&P Micros. When
it arrived, he was disappointed and
annoyed to find that it supported only

the ImageWrltcr I and the
ImageWrilerll. On taking this upwith
P & P Micros, he was told that if he
read the small print he would lind

that he could mail his Master disk out
to Honolulu and would receive a disk
which was specially patched to sup-
port any printer he named. In his

opinion, the advertisingwas mislead-
ing in purporting to support so many
printers. The application he pur-

chased was Printworks for the Mac
(v.3.2) by: SoftStyle. Inc. 7192 Kalani-
anaole Hwy. Suite 205. Honolulu, HI
96825.

Drug Alert!

According to a recent survey by the

National AssociaUon of Elementary
School Principals in the U.S.A.. 89%
of the principals polled believed that

drug education should begin by the

age of nine. As a response to this.

Drug Alert! designed by Methods &
Solutions, educates primaryand high
school pupils on the basic facts of

drug abuse by use of a responsible
and entertaining computer program.

In Drug Alert!, the children are
asked to get Pat. a friend hooked on
drugs, out of a seedy hotel. While
wandering through the hotel's dank
corridors, the children wrestle with

the realities of drug addiction. They
must figure out how to get out of Ihe

hotel by answering drug-related
questions, by destroying the drugs
hidden away on each floor, and by
finding and identifying the drug on
which Pat is hooked.
Drug Alert! alms to provide the chil-

dren with the opportunity to think

critically and to solve problems re-

lated to the prevention of drug abuse.
During the game, students consult

the Drug Alert! on-line handbook.

« « «
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This is a database containing 45
drugs divided into four categories;

narcotics and pain killers, stimu-

lants, depressants and hallucino-

gens, 'ihe database may be printed

out in its entirety. Each drug is thor-

oughly described, giving students a
glossary ofstreet names, the effects of

overdoses and withdrawal, the legal

status of the drug in the U.S.A and a

number of other pertinent facts.

One can imagine that this program
could possibly be used successfully to

alert youngsters to the dangers of

drug abuse if handled sensitively

alongside teachingfroma responsible
adult. However, there appears to be a

distinct danger that If this program is

mishandled, it could become just a
mine of information for a future gen-

eration of drug users.

MacDraw & MacProject

Updated versions of MacDraw
(1.9.5) and MacProject (1.2) will

shortly be available at no charge to

owners from authorised Apple deal-

ers. Doth products have been adapted
for the Macintosh II. and colour is

implemented on MacProject.
MacWrite 4.6 will be available later in

the summer with minor enhance-
ments.

Mountain Top Publishing

In Bhutan, the Himalayan kingdom
between Tibet and India, two Laser
Writers are printing at their altitude

limit. They are part of the desktop

publishing system that the Depart-
ment of information and Broadcast-

ing introduced in 1086 to produce the

national newspaper. Kuensel. Kinley

Doriji. the newspaper's Australian -

trained editor, decided on Macintosh
because his staff of two were not

familiar with computers and there

fore needed a system which required

the minimum amount oftraining. The
choice paid ofT: the staff were typing

stories in MacWrite and laying them
out in PageMaker after only two
weeks.
Today the staff also use MacDraw

and MacPaint to prepare graphics

and the circulation manager main-

tains his circulation list and data-

bases with Microsoft File. Because
Bhutan's electricity is down at least

twice a day. and because the repair

service has to come from Singapore,
careful precautions have to be taken
to safeguard both the system and the

deadlines.
One LaserWriter Is kept in reserve,

the staff use floppy disks rather than
a single hard disk and one of the

Macintoshes is solar powered. How-
ever, the system's unique claim to

fame is the laser printing. The
LaserWriter's altitude limit is 8.200

feet. Above that, the laser beam's
charging corona's do not work.

Kuenscl's LaserWriters arc on the

second floor of the Information
Department's offices in Thimbu,
which is about 8.100 feci above sea
level. Less than a 100 feet from the
limit at which they can function, the

printers have not failed as yet.

Another Backup Utility

DS BACKUP, a hard disk backup
utility for the Macintosh, has been
released by Design Software, a lead-

ing developer of hard disk manage-
ment utilities.

DS BACKUP permits users to copy
the contents ofa Macintosh hard disk

to a set of floppy disks or to another
hard drive. The utility runs on all

Macintosh computers and virtually

every Macintosh-compatible hard
disk. The program can back up data
from one Macintosh toanother across
an ApplcTalk network.
The package is based on DS

BACKUP+. Design Software's pro-
gram for the IBM PC, one ofthe fastest

backup programs on the market and
also one of the easiest to learn. DS
BACKUP can back up a hard disk in

roughly one fifth of the time required
by Apple's built-in copy routine, ac-

cording to the company.
"Macintosh users are discovering

what PC users have long known that
no hard disk is forever." says Design
Software's Vice President. Sales and
Marketing. "The best insurance
against costly data loss is a backup
utility that is fast and easy to use on
a regular basis."
Using standard Macintosh menus

and icons. DS BACKUP enables users
to backup and restore an entire hard
disk, selected directories and files, or
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Just files thai have been changed
since the last backup session. Users
can automatically include or exclude
application and invisible files.

To make file and directory selection

easv. the program displays all of the

folders 01 1 the hard disk graphically in

a hierarchical tree. In addition, the
utility can generate a hardcopy report

of which files have been copied.

US BACKUP includes an automatic
format facility that formats new disks

during the backup process, and a
verify option that ensures that a file

has been copied correctly.

A statistics window provides infor-

mation about the currently selected

hard disk volume, including the
number of files and folders, the

number of bytes in use and the
amount of free space still remaining.

It also shows how many files and
folders are currently selected for

backup and the number of bytes

those files represent.

This program is priced at $79.95
and 1 have no U.K. price at the mo-
ment More Information Is available

from Design Software. 1275 W.
Roosevelt Road, West Chicago, 111

60185; (800) 231-3088.

More about MSC/pal.

The MacNeal-Schwendler Corpor-
ation, the world markctshare leader
in finite element analysis software,

have announced a new version of
iheir MSC/pal software for the Apple
Macintosh II and SE.
MSC/pal version 1.95 is the first fi-

nite element analysis program to be
Implemented on the Macintosh II and
SE. MSC/pal enables designers and
engineers to analyze designs to deter-

mine the strength characteristics and
dvnamic response of structures or
products, prior to iheir construction
or manufacture. A review ofMSC/pal
was published In the previous Issue of

:2000.

Vpal v. 1.95*8 enhancements
Include display of design analyses
with shaded contours, a special
screen effect which allows users to

quickly identify critically stressed
areas of the model. Version 1.96 also
includes hidden element plots which
depict models with solid shading that
is more realistic than wireframe plots.

"After just eight months on the
Macintosh Plus, MSC/pal is being in-

tegrated into applications ranging
from airplane design to basic meial
brackets. Desktop engineering
should really take off now that there

are tools for the Mac II and SE. which
are much more powerful platforms."
said Ken Blakely. product marketing
manager for MacNeal-Schwendler.
MacNeal-Schwendler also an-

nounced that it will introduce a more
advanced version ofMSC/pal for the

Macintosh II Inter in 19B7. That ver-
sion will take full advantage of the
Macintosh IPs numeric co-processor,
run four to ten times faster than exist-

ing versions of MSC/pal. and Include
full colour display.

MSC/pal is part of a family of finite

element analysis programs from the

company that developed MSC/ NAS-
TRAN. the most widely used finite

clement analysis program in the
world.
MSC/pal uses the finite clement

analysis (FEA) method, in which a
structure or mechanical component
is broken into a number of discrete

elements that can be computer ana-
lyzed for response to stress, vibration

and pressure. The use ofFEA not only
optimizes product design, but also

streamlines the development process
and reduces reliance on cosily proto-

typing and testing to eliminate design
flaws.

Applications for the product In-

clude: the design and analysis of
mechanical systems, stress analysis

ofmechanical components, and auto-
mot ive and aerospace strength analy-

Kanji "Print Jack"

This is a notice to all Mac users who
are either Interested or would like to

use the Japanese language.

"Basic House" located in the prefec-
ture of Tochlgi In Japan has started

the shipment of a Japanese language
printer interface box by the name of
Print Jack as of May 11. The retail

price in Japan is 45.000 yen.
Print Jack enables the connection

of the Mac to various 24-dot Kanji
printers sold by, for instance. Epson.
NEC and Brother. By using it along
with Kanji Talk or Egword. the use of
Kanji and graphics will be possible.

The following is a list of Kanji Print-

ers which may be connected (the

model numbers are those ofdomestic
models in Japan):
NEC:
PC-PR201. PO-PR101. PC-PR406.
NM 9000. PC PR TL
Epson:
HG-2500. VP-2500. VP-135K.
VP-I30K. VP-85K
Brother:
M-1724P. M-1024P
Star:

AR-2410. TR-24CL

Since the Imagewriter usesan 8-dot
printer head, there was always a
problem that the printed image of a
complicated Kanji character did not
appear as clearly as it should. In

Japan, therefore, various companies
have come up with printers having
very fine 24 dot printerheads. Unfor-
tunately, it was not possible to con-
nect the Mac with these printers. One
software company came up with a
printer driver for the Epson Kanji
Printer. This, however, could not
print out graphics.

Of the printers listed hereina-
bove, for instance Epson"s Ink jet
printer HG-2500 has not only Kanji
characters (JIS-1. JIS-2) but some
English fonts in its ROM. As a matter
of course, the English fonts printed
out using it are very beautiful. In the
case of other printers which do not

have English fonts in their ROMs, the

English fonts will be printed out using
the 8-dot mode. However, even in this

case, the fonts printed out using such
printers will be more precise due to

the fact that it uses a finer pin.

Empirically, graphics printed out
using these printers appear to be

slightly smaller than those printed

out using Imagewriter.
The size of Print Jack is the

same as Apple's 800K external drive.

The price Includes that of the AC/DC
converter.

Name: Basic House
Address:503-1 Takebayashtcho
Utsunomiya City. Tochigi 321

Telephone No.: 0286-22-981

1

Facsmile No. : 0286-25-3970

BMUG Whoopsie!

I have been a member of the
Berkeley Macintosh UsersGroup ever

since it began, sending off my first

subscription immediately on hearing
of its formation.

For those Macintosh ownerswhodo
not know of it. the group is based at

the University of California at

Berkeley and it publishes two rather
large newsletters a year.

When I received my copy of the

Spring/Summer BMUG newsletter. I

was amused to find that straight after
the table of contents were four blank
pages, headed by a sort ofapology. My
first thought was. "It's gratifying to

know that others have the same prob-

lems that we do in getting contribu-
tors to meet deadlines."

The apology went like Ihis;-

"lf you arc reading this, then the
table of illustrations and BMUG BBS
excerpts arrived too late for the
BMUG newsletter, so we'll put it on
the membership disk, and you get a
bonus three pages foryourown notes!
Use this space for noting your fa-

vourite articles, or corrections to
other articles. It is also appropriate to

doodle, sketch, amd make paren-
thetical comments in this space.
Whoops! Sorry, it looks like I took

up most of the space with this mes-
sage

"

Oh well. I'll forgive them anything
while they continue to produce an
almost 300 page newsletter twice a
year.

II you would like more information
about the Berkeley group, their ad
dress is>

BMUG
1442A Walnut St. #62
Berkeley
CA 94709
Tel:- (415) 849-9114

I like the llghthearled nature of
their newsletter. In the glossary, in

among items on such things as 'Post-

Script (poe skripped)' and native
ImageWriter font (ugg li)' is one on
marinara sauce (man rce naw ruh
saw ss) A mildly spicv tomato based
sauce tor pasta: goes particularly well
with cheeses «
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Welcome to

MacW®rld
Irene Flaxman reports on the third Boston Exposition

The third MacWorld Expo lo be held will be available lo us?

in Roston was held in the Bayside Ex-

hibition Centre for three days - 11th,

12th and 13th August We asked Mitch

Hall how many visitors had passed
through the exhibition, and were
given a rough estimate of 25,000 -

26.000.

The weather was glorious, but that

was a disadvantage on the first day
when the air conditioning failed - the

hall was like an oven! The newspapers
reported on the constant flow of taxis,

the overflow from the car park, and the

queues of traffic as the Freeway came
to a halt - not bad for an expo devoted
to one particular machine!
There was much to see again, we

had no time to visit any of the 59 semi
nars which were held during the three

days. Indeed, we did not manage to

go to every stand - with 270 exhibitors,

we really didn't have a chance We
were disappointed to find thatsome of
our 'old friends' from previous expos
were missing because of the cost of
taking a stand. Having said that, there

is obviously no shortage of interest

and enthusiasm - we were told that the

expo will have to be moved to a new
location next year, as there witl not be
enough space at the Bayside Centre.

So, what was new? This was the first

opportunity to sec the HyperCard
which Apple have been keeping
under wraps. It is a very powerful
piece of software for data organisation

and retrieval. It is claimed lhat the

amount of information in the world is

doubled every two-and-a-half years -

1

don't know whether this is true but it

would certainly justify the develop-
ment of information retrieval systems!
The Expo guide was created using the
new software, so every visitorwas able
to see a useful demonstration first

hand - indeed, the screen dumps on
these pages are representative of the
presentation to visitors. It was very im-

pressive, too - but it won't be available

until October in the States. The soft-

ware will be free to all new Mac
purchasers, the US price to existing
owners will be $49- I wonder how
much we'll be charged, and when it

Amidst all the excitement about the

new product, there was a cautionary

comment from Jonathan Rotenberg,

Boston Computer Society president.

Apple arc comittcd to connectivity

between machines, so that (some day)

a Mac will read an IBM disk or vice

versa. Jonathan sees HyperCard as a

step backward from this ideal, as it is

a new product which does not relate to

any other operating system. He also

stated that it is not easy to get informa-

tion from different places into Hyper-
card or to get information out of

HyperCard back to its original source.

The Multifindcr was also on display

for the first time. This is a multitasking

operating system, allowing quick
switching between applications, and
frees the system whilst printing to the

LaserWriter. Again, the software will

be free to all new Mac purchasers, the

US price to existing owners will be
549. Again, I wonder how much we'll

be charged?
The new ImageWriter LQ was also

on view for the first time a 15" printer,

which can have up to three sheet

feeders attached - so you can use one
for envelopes, one for letterheads, and
one for continuation paper. The qual-

ity of the print is very good, with three

standards (but we've come to expect

that, now). As ever, the sheet feeders

have to be removed before you can

use fanfold paper
Tn comparison to the San Francisco

Expo last January, there seemed to be
few new products on show - much to

our disappointment. Some of the

products we saw at the start of the year
have yet to be released, so we did not

regard them as new. Many releases are

promised for October. We have heard

this all before, so we'll wait and sec

what emerges. As ever, target dates

can be difficult to meet - it is always
annoying, though, to be promised
new products and then to be kept

waiting for months whilst the finishing

touches are being added. Having
been a programmer, 1 know how dif-

ficult it can be to tie up the final loose

ends, but it is still frustrating to be kept
waiting.

The new Personal User Printer from
General Computers was in evidence,
and was very impressive. It's cheaper
than others, as it is not a PostScript-

compatible printer, which keeps the

cost down. Whenever we ask Apple
about a cheaper Laser, we are met with

silence. The claim is that one of the

main costs is the licensing fee which
has to be paid lo Adobe for the use of
PostScript. This would seem to be
borne out by the price of the General

Computers printer. Rumour has it that

Apple were developing this, but there

was disagreement as to whether the

standard of Laser printers marketed
under the Apple label should be low-
ered by the production of a non-
PostScript printer, so the technology
was licensed out to recover the devel-

opment costs. General Computers are

also introducing the SE HyperCharger
accelerator card. We believe that P&P
witl be importing both products, so
you should be able to purchase from
your local Apple dealer.

The number of scanners is on the
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increase. Whereas there were very

few last year, there are now several

manufacturers, each with several

models available. Flat-bed or sheet-

feed, you can now take your choice.

Some even have alternative versions

of software available. Facilities vary

widely, some even having text recog-

nition capabilities. These arc limited

to the recognition of a limited number
of fonts, but it

J

s certainly a step for-

ward. As with everything, they are Still

much cheaper in the States than they

are in Europe. liven the manufacturers

are frustra ted by (Jiis fact - so what's the

answer?

What else was new? Adobe had a

new program Cthc Separator) lor use

with the Illustrator, to allow four-

colour separaUon it was on display,

but not yet available. Anatex had a

neat hardware/software combination

which will 'teach' ihe Mac to 'recog-

nise' your handwriting, so that what
you write will appear typewritten on
the screen. Blyth introduced Omnis
Express, ro allow easier development

of databases. Compugraphic have in-

troduced a 400dpi printer, in competi

lion with Agfa-Gevaerl. Dayna Com-
munications introduced a new version

of MacCharlie - interesting, that, since

we had heard that the product had
been scrapped! Letraset introduced

Ueady Set Go A and their new graph-

ics program, Image Studio - again, they

were introduced but won't be avail

able for a while. Jasmine introduced a

new idea in hard disks - the BackPac
40 fits onto die back of your Macintosh

case, nice and neat! MacMemory in-

troduced an accelerator card for the

Mac SE, which is expected to live up to

their reputation for high-quality prod-

ucts. MacKuropc will be bringing in

these latter two products. Spectrum in-

troduced Trueform, which allows you
to scan in Cor draw) an oudine form,

then use that as the basis for comple-

tion of information - the whole docu-
ment then being printed in one step

(form lines and all) These are just

some of the items that we found most

interesting. There was plenty to see,

but much was still under test so you
could not buy.
Kumours wrere running around the

hall, saying that Aldus would be taking

over Altsys. Nobody could admit to

anything officially, but it looked as

though mere will be some sort of
alliance between the two, and it seems

to centre around the new 'postscript

graphics' package that Altsys had
(reportedly) developed. We shall have

to wait and see - Oh, those rumours!

We spoke with Charles Geschke,
Vice President of Adobe Systems Inc.

I fe confirmed that they are removing
the copy-protection from their fonts.

This Is welcome news, as we have

always seen this as a strong disincen-

tive to buy - the particular type of

protection meant that the font could

only be used with one particular

printer (or with five, if you paid the

higher price!). In practice, this was too

restrictive as it made no allowance for

any mishaps with the printer. We were

also pleased to learn that Adobe will

shortly be opening an office in Amster-

dam to service the European and UK
markets. At least this will make it

cheaper to 'phone Adobe for technical

advice!

Apple s Sales Pitch!

We attended a talk by Chuck
Boesenberg, Apple's Group Vice

President for Sales and Marketing (he

joined Apple from Data General, six

months ago). He spoke ofthe changes
in Apple over the past three years,

admitting that they were not always

easy to deal with during that time as

the organisation grew, products ma-

tured, and programs evolved. He
claimed that their primary objective is

to get closer to the markets, to provide

a better service. Apple's growth rate

was 50% in the business sector for the

second year and die 1,000,000th Mac
has been sold. Indeed, the strength of

the machine could be gauged by the

fact rhat 270 exhibiiors paid for space
at the Expo. The emphasis in modern
industry must be on managing change
- change should be seen as good, not
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not a problem. The world of com-
puter-users has changed - from indi-

vidual word processing in the pasl, to

shared data today, to 'intelligent docu-
ment systems' (i.e. to which all will

have f ree access) by 1990 - the empha-
sis will be on connectivity and net-

working in 'a multi vendor environ-

ment'. An awful lot of jargon! What he
seemed to be saying is that there will

be more portability of data between
different types of machines, and that

all manufacturers should help in the

achievement of this by developing

solutions to allow tor inter-connectiv-

ity. The original concept of 'one Mac

would say) has quadrupled in 1.5

years.

The usual questions and answers
session followed Chuck's presenta-

tion, the main topics to be addressed

are noted here. A personal LaserWriter

will probably be marketed in the fu-

ture. iMac SH and Mac II development

started two years ago, $80000 was
spent an Research & Development
two years ago, $250000 will be spent
on R&D next year. Apple will keep the

consistency amongst the full range of

machines, both in terms of architec-

ture and operating systems. The pric-

ing and marketing strategy is different

The Boston Computer Society

Show m* Booth

146One Center Pla2a

Boston, MA 02108

The Boston Computer Societg Macintosh User Group Is 8 non-profit educational

organization, providing it s international membership (7,000 Macintosh members:

acro» 65 countries arid ? continents) with T he Active Window, an award wi nning
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software, a buyer's guide of discounts available to members. Computer Update, a
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to one person' still holds true, but will

not be extended to LaserWriters, and
the concept will be extended to go into

a multi-vendor environment by net-

working.

He claimed that changes are appar-

ent at Apple. Most notably, the release

of the HyperCard, the Mullifinder, and
the new ImagcWrstcr LQ. He also

made mention of the new Applefax

modem, the Ethernet interface card
and the Appleshare PC card. He posed
the question "In the year 2000, will

Apple be a strong hardware company
that knows a lot about communica-
tions, or a communications company
that makes computers?" Apple has

never been afraid to make mistakes,

and that is the secret of success. In

three years the Mac has become 10

times more powerful than the original

machines. Special applications are

being developed to increase the po
tential of horizontal markets (such as

DTP) and vertical markets (such as

engineering). The emphasis is on
ease-of use software and accessibility.

Nothing is permanent in business,

other than the fact that there will be
change. You should never be afraid of
change, but should welcome it as a
means of development. As a measure
of their commitment to success, the
value ofApple's stock (or sha res, as we

in Europe (as opposed to the Stales),

and the consequent costs arc higher,

hence the higher prices of products

outside the USA - this was claimed,

despite the fact that most machines are

manufactured outside the USA. CD
Rom is being looked at by Apple and
by third party developers. There is no
immediate intention to release a port-

able Mac - the reason given being that

Apple do not want Lo compromise
their standards, and the technology is

not yet available lo allow the develop-

ment of a portable Mac without the

loss of some of the standard Mac fea-

tures. The question of warranty peri-

ods was raised The stock answer was
given - as machines improve in terms

of reliability, so the warranty periods

will be extended. When it was pointed

out that an extended warranty is

needed most during the initial produc-
tion phase, when more problems arc

likely to arise Mr Boesenberg replied

that it's a case of paying sooner or later

- if the initial warranty period is ex-

tended, ihe purchase price is in-

creased to compeasate. Apple have a

strong hold on the educational market
with the Apple 1IGS, they arc striving

to make the Mac stronger in this mar-
ket also. Apple's corporate identity is

threefold - a commitment to making
great PC products (hardware, software

and a platform for developers); a pas-

sion for a changing world; competing
in an exciting environment.

I am sorry to say that wc were not

impressed by Mr Boesenberg's
speech. He really didn't say anything

new, it was more like a 'pep-talk' for

dealers. We have heard U all before

particularly the excuses for the higher

prices here. We have not been con-

vinced in the past, and we are still not

convinced after his talk.

What The Dealers Say!

We took the < of our visit

In the

States, it is unlikely that you will ever

find a dealer who handles just one
product Most will handle at least two
manufacturers' product lines. We
spoke to some Apple/IBM dealers. It

was interesting to note that they sell

more IBM's but they prefer to sell

Mac's. Indeed they use the Mac's in the

course of their business, in preference

to the IBM's.

Apple undoubtedly have a strong

hold on the higher education market
(58%), but in the home and business

markets IBM sales are higher. IBM is

poised to undertake an aggresive

marketing strategy with the new PS/2
model 25 at a low price range, in an
attempt to attract this market. The
dealers welcome the low price, as this

will mean more sales. The June '87

sales figures fur personal computers
showed IBM in the lead with 44.7% of

all sales, Apple 2nd with 18.5%, and
the rest following on behind. Apple is

not concerned by the low price strat-

egy, as they maintain that people buy
Apples for reasons other than price.

From a dealer's point-of view, they
would rather sell aM ac which involves

the minimum amount of training and
support - even for a new user. An IBM
sale will entail at least a half-day train-

ing course, just for the basics. The
other fact which came across was the

fact that users use more applications

on a Mac than they do on any other
machine. The increased productiviy
which can be expected by a Mac user
is well-publicised, and the daily use of
Mac's is quoted as being 4.5 times

higher than usage of other personal
computers.

One of our main complaints is the
pricing strategy. The prices in the UK
arc so much higher than those in the

USA. To quote those advertised in the
current press, a Mac+ will cost you
SI 579, whilst a Mac SE with HD20 is

just $2799! It may seem that we keep
labouring this point, but it is the only
way to get any action. Why should we
be expected to pay more for the same
products? Even the fact that units are

manufactured in Cork has not re-

dressed the balance!
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Why Desktop Publishing?

In the first of a series of articles on
DeskTop Publishing Lawrence Miller

looks at the history of printing and DTP.

Hon was the continuing of the dis-
tancing of the author from the An
Ished work and the introduction of a
certain uniformity of appearance in
the end product.

The development of
printing...

Fromits 15th century beginnings to
the modern day shows a major effort

towards automating the typesetting
process combined with a move (in this
century) away from metal type with
the invention of onset typesetting. It

has also had the effect of moving
printing further from the author and
pricing Its use out of the reach of the
average consumer as printing sys-
tems have become increasingly so-
phisticated (and expensive). The only
saving grace came with the^...

introduction of the
typewriter in 1873 /'.^MffiWS^SM
which allowed , <W^/^'

^

the production
of uniform —

"

typed f

finished page combined with a last

proofing - all before any printing to

paper with the consequent reduction
In errors due to the elimination of

retyping (with its inherent leaning
towards errors) as well as reduced
typesetting costs (errors found in

proofing mean new or amended
plates) and an overall reduction In

turnaround time. With the appear-
ance of the microcomputer, it became
possible to return control of the key-
board operation directly to the au thor
for any kind of texJ - from pamphlets
to books. It still left the actual print-
ing (forquality reproduction) with the
printer but the author could provide
the precise layout required [With a
willingness to ieam the required type-

setting codes) or at least the entire
text to avoid the entry phase for the

A curious title...

In the light of both Apple's and. in
particular, the Macintosh's amazing
rise to fame A fortune on the back of
Desktop Publishing [DIP). However,
I think that that it would be advanta-
geous to take a brief look at the his-
tory of printing and the background
leading to our current Ideas ofDTP to

gain some perspective on Us uses
(and abuses). Apologies In advance
for any sins of omission but any such
viewpoint is obviously limited both by
space and the author's personal
prejudices.

The use of movable type...

For prinl Ing is generally believed to

have been one of the most significant
invenUons in the history of mankind.
It would be more accurate to say thai
the Introduction of movable type by
Gutenberg was the significant event
as the principle was known and used
by the Chinese for centuries before
his use. It needed the background of
a society boiling over with a ferment of
ideas, together with an alphabetic as
opposed to an Ideographic written
language, for this lnvenUon to bear
fruit. The development of printing, at

a time when the intellectual life of
Europe was undergoing a revolution,
provided the explosives to be deto-
nated by the fuse and detonators of
what we now call the Renaissance.
Printing allowed the rapid spread of
new ideas amongst thousands,
through not only books but pam-
phlets, at a rate faster than the
Church could respond to and faster
than the Church could burn or put on
the Index Itborum prohibltorunx A
look at the time scale and publication
rates reinforces the clear link between
printing, the Renaissance and the
Reformation. Gutenberg developed
the prinUng press between 1446 and
1448. By 1500 there were presses In
183 European towns and cities with
more than 16,000 works printed in
some 40.000 editions. Compared to
the previous centuries of manually
copied books, this was (and is) an
unstoppable flood allowing almost
anyone to put his thoughts before an
ever growing audience In an easier
fashion than previously thought pos-
sible. The other effect of this revolu-
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documents by the individual but at
the expense of the aesthetic produc-
tion qualities provided by typesetting.
Tiiis resulted in a multi-tier hierarchy
of finished material ranging from the
glossy magazine/book through the
paperback and Dalsywheel / Gollball
typewritten document to the fax
cruder stencil-duplicated document
originating on a typewriter. The Intro-
duction Of the microcomputer has
changed the world oftypesetting once
more.

Computer typesetting,,.

Initially eased the printer's task es-

pecially in the area of newspaper pro-
ducUon where it allowed reporters to
input text at a VDU attached to a
central computer system. From here
the editorcould access the filed mate-
rial for direct editing and page layout
before the final adjustment to the

printer. Once more, control over the
final appearance of text was moving
back to the originator of the material.

There is considerable

evidence...
That typesetting has always been a

remote mechanical process to take an
author's words and change them into
an aesthetically pleasing but different
form controlled and laid down by
people generally unfamiliar with the
work as well as unknown by the au-
thor. For many writers this has been
an advantage to work with no worries
concerning the final appearance but
for others it has been frustrating to

see an Idea changed by someone not
involved in the original creative proc-
ess. The next important step, In the
process of returning control to the
originator as well as widening the
range ofpeople who can produce high



quality material, came from Apple
and leads bark to the title of the
article.

The big leap forward...

Came with the Introduction of the

Apple LaserWriter and Postscript

combined with the Macintosh com-
puter and WYSIWYG software. At
last, total control from idea to finished

article became available at a fraction

of the cost of a modern offset photo-
litho system. Anyone, needing print-

ing and capable of learning to use or

already using a computer, can benefit

from a DTP system and the. Apple
system readily went about filling this

need to the extent of creating a brand
new niche market. Apple's DTP sys-

tem does not meet all printing needs
but It does solve many and, in addi-

tion, eases a lot more. The per copy
cost, from the LaserWriter, is rela-

tively high and is only economic for

direct reproduction of a limited num-
ber of copies. For larger quantities. It

is cheaper to use the output as a
master for photocopying or. for larger

quantities, as a master for offset

photo lilho reproduction. Alterna-

Uvely, wtlh the introduction of Post-

script compatible printers such as the

Linotronics. the original text can be
used directly from disk but with con-

siderably higher resolution available.

Within this range of possibilities lie

the solution to most peoples printing

requirements combined with a level of
control unprecedented since the in-

vention of printing as well as consid-

erably reduced costs for professional

typesetting and savings in time be-

tween origination and production.

Whilst the output from the Laser-
writer has a resolution of only 300
dpi, use of Linotronics offers far

higher resolutions when required.

The success of DTP. as a working
concept, is clear to see from the

growth of Apple and its sales of sys-

tems to the number of users actively

involved in DTP systems. The pro-

duction of magazines such as this

bears clear witness to the usefulness
of such systems, let alone the pleth-

ora of businesses producing cata-

logues, sales documents, presenta-

tions etc. Even greater evidence of the
value of OTP comes from authors
such as DouglasAdams whose recent

book Dirk Cently's Holistic Detective

Agency was written, typeset and
proofed on a Macintosh™ Plus with a

6
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LaserWriter™ Plus using MacAu-
(hor™ before being printed with a
Llnotron 100. By this means he
maintained control over every phase

of his work from the first Idea to the

finished product. This. I think, an-

swers the qi lestion Why Desktop Pub-
lishing? even though there are many
caveats to born In mind. I'D cover

some of these in my next article -

areas such as design, layout and the

general a?sthetlcs of typography.

Lawrence Miller is a consultant
on Micro Computer and DTP In

the West Midlands.
Apple2000 welcomes articles on
any Apple related subject - please
write or phone for contributors

guidelines.
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ReadvSetGo! 3
RSG3 is generally simpler to use than its

competitors in the "Desktop Publishing"
market, particularly for simple layouts.
Its greatest strength is trie ease with
which text can be edited after position-
ing on the page. RSG3 runs text around
dropped-in blocks of text or graphics,
but throughout it is limited to working
with rectangular blocks.
There are notable weak spots in the user
interface, and the manual is inappropri-
ate to (lie price.
I have used RSG3 to set this article my-
self, so don't blame the Editor for the
funny looking pages!

Initial Impressions - the manual
The manual Is the first thing that strikes you about

this package. It looks like a magazine!
The text was written hy the author of the standard

book on Word 1.05. The manual tells us that after re-

ceipt of the text all its "...editing, content amplification
and layout was ... performed with RSG3 in about ten

days." (56 Pages? At that rale, you'd never gel the club's
magazine!)
As a magazine, or as a tutorial, its OK. As reference

documentation for a £395 program, its frankly inade-
quate. As an advertisement for the program. II Is sur-
prisingly accurate.
Accurate? At first, it looks quite well done. Look closer

and (he cracks show. It Is Inexcusable to have a spelling

| mistake in the section describing the Spelling Checker!

J
(Perhaps they didn't use it and so never noticed that
they had one - out of two - Command keys wrong.)

S Where is the "Help Screen" trouble shooting chapter,
mentioned In the introductory "Getting Started" see-
Uon? Why do all the chapters have headers except "A
Quick Tour" and "The Essence of RSG "? Where the

I graphics break the text awkwardly, are these Intended

| to be educational deliberate mistakes? (For example.

I
Page 45, the start of the chapter entitled "Layout Bas-
ics." has a graphic splitting a heading from Its section.)

Not bad really, but far from flawless.

Program imperfections
Similar small imperfections mar the program. Tab

settings and graphics scaling are done only via numeric
dialog boxes. A click in the grey part of the scroll bar
lumps you to the opposite end of the page, instead of

scrolling by one screenful. Sometimes, screen litter is

left behind until Ihe next major refresh — I noticed this
when adjusting "Line Spacing." the name RSG3 uses In-

| stead of Leading. (Integer point sizes only, by the way.)
And I soon became fed up with the Jump to the top left

corner of the page, which happens every time you
change the view size. Multiple windows are possible, hul
reduce the window width, and you can't scroll to the
right edge of the pagel It s a pity, but the Edit menu's
Undo option only restores selections deleted by
backspacing.
I'm sure the toolbox could be better laid out. Surely

the layout should emphasise the functional pairings ol

I
texf /graphics, straight/round. This is important be-

|
cause one docs change tools a lot.

| The pointer selects blocks, and reshapes them. The

A Page Layout Program
Reviewed by

Dougal Hendry

lightning bolt selects text block links. The I-beam is

for text editing. The 4 arrows adjust pictures. The T
creates text blocks, while graphic blocks are creat-

ed from the X-box. The other four tools create lines

and boxes. The toolbox is moveable, but it dosn't
'float to the top' like PageMaker's, so that it does
take up desktop space, reducing the
amount of page visible on screen.

One reviewer complained that the tools

prevented him seeing a whole US letter

page at actual size on a Radius big
screen. He could have done It if he had
moved all the tools across to the Mac
screen. Moving the tools is mentioned
Just once In the manual — in "Getting
Started." buried within the section on a

multiple windows - and not referenced in |r
the index! t^^w^^^w^^^a

The Layout Sequence
OK. so how do you use II? Well, start by reading

through the manual! There are no Help screens in

the program, so bashing on is pretty unrewarding...
What follows is Just my sequence, and you can
backtrack, change your mind and fiddle as much as
you please - in your own time!

Begin with Page Setup. This is limited to the
printer's standard paper sizes, so A4 is the biggest -

an Important limitation for some.
The program permits creation of "Master Pages."

which can contain all repeating elements, including
layout blocks. Masters can be created for left and
right pages of the document.
Choose an overlay Grid. This Is a conventional

non-printing layout aid, which the various blocks
may be required to "Snap To." Many Umes 1 wished
that I could separately specify horizontal and verti-

cal Snap. The liner the grid, the slower the screen
update.

Continue by defining the blocks that will hold the
text. I found it easiest to define these for a pageful of
text, without illustrations or other breaks. The rea-
son for this is that it is damn difficult to get text in
adjacent columns to line up exactly If those col-

umns start off at different distances away from the
top of page! There is a neat way to handle graphics,
don't worryl

Add as many pages as may be needed, then start

entering things-

Text Entry
Text can be entered directly, or from files — Mac-

Write. Word 1. or ASCII texi. Those text boxes can
be linked into chains, along which the text will flow,

(and ebb), automatically. The text, not tfie box. is
adjusted automatically when it is edited or changed
in font. It always looks after Itself when edited, or a
box is resized, or linked in and out of chains. This is

pure magic to anyone who has struggled with Page-
Maker. The mechanics are simple: Get the lightning
bolt linker tool, and click Just once in each block in
sequence. Of course you can scroll and page around
between clicks. End by selecting another tool. Thats
it. Extra blocks can be added, inserted, or even tak-
en out of chains equally simply.

Give Graphics the Run Around
Graphics and Headlines can be placed in blocks
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designated as "Run Around."
Run arounds arc blocks placed over the text

blocks and which "repel" the text underneath,
so clearing out space for themselves. (The se-
cret benefit is that space Is cleared In units of
whole line numbers, which keeps the align-

ment!) Again the hardened pagemaker's Jaw will drop
as the text qulfrkly flows around the new element. A
small restriction is that each column of text can flow
past the insert on only one side. A column cannot
engulf the insert.

Overlapping text or graphics blocks don't have to
behave like this, but when they do. they allow easy
placement of graphics, sub-headings, drop caps, ad-
vertisements... what do you want?

Imported and other Graphics
Graphics are imported into special graphics

blocks. These act as a resizeable cropping window
onto the graphic, which can be freely moved around
under it. But. if you should need to stretch or shrink
the graphic Itself, you must use the Special menu's
unhelpfully labelled Specifications opUon to get a di-
alog box, into which you can type your chosen scale
factor. This is not the proper Mac style. Neither is the
"Input error" that results from entering too many dig-
its, (even zeroes), in the dialog box. And aren't all
menu selections leading to further choices supposed
to end with an ellipsis (...)?

It must be said that there is an advantage to treat-
ing bit-maps (paintings) in this way. It allows you to
set 24. 48 or 96% reduction, giving better LaserWriter
printing.

RSG3 has tools for creating lines ("rules"), and box-
es for setting off and framing the elements of your
masterpiece. ("Thin" Is one Laser pixel wide.) The op-
portunity to use tartan Ink actually occurs when one
of the QuickDraw patterns is selected for the "Pen'
and another for shape filling. Personally. I find the
boxes rather cllcheed. but the textured lines do offer
scope for invention, although the printed result var-
ies with precise positioning.
Once again, attempting accurate placement will

lead you back to that wretched Specifications dialog
box... Overall, it is much more sensible to make up a

Drawing" in some Draw program, and
import it.

Objects, object*
Worth noting is that objects can be

grouped by shift clicking for movement
on screen. However, nudging' one object
via the dialog box leads you into arith-
metic to try to apply the same nudge to
the others in the group!
To re-order screen objects, RSG3 uses

only "Bring To Front" and "Send Behind"
menu commands - lacking shuffle up/
down one.

P.S there's PostScript too
Implicit in those comments is that

this Is a 'Draw-type' Object-oriented
program, able to utilise the full resolu-
tion of the T^serWriter. And for those
who dare. It offers PostScript program-
ming. This is the naUvc language of the
LaserWriter, and can be used to generate
otherwise unobtainable special effects.

The PS program is entered in a normal text box.
which is then designated as PostScript — by that
same Specifications dialog box.

Word Processing on the Page
While graphics are best prepared outside the pro-

gram, the word processing facilities are good enough
to encourage the creation of copy on the page. The

text editor becomes really useful because of
the fast, automauc. text reflow, which allows
an editor to properly edit (or just 'sub') an arti-
cle to fit the space allowed. With PageMaker,
and proper text galleys, the temptation is Just
to cut off the end I

It has a switchable Hyphenation function,
which was allowed to do all the hyphenation
in this review. Words which must not be hy-
phenated can be held in an exceptions list.

The Spelling Checker
The rudimentary spelling checker really

should have been used on the documentaUonl
It scans the text at a nearly acceptable

speed, seemingly limited by repeatedly reload-
ing the dictionary from disk.

It just highlights the first suspect word, then
stops. There is no program guess or sugges-
tion, as with Write Now. The vocabulary seems
rather limited. (It objected to 'layout'. 'OK' and
'desktop'), although 60,000 words are claimed.
It would apj>ear to be partly anglicised, object-
ing to neither 'color' nor 'colour.

1

Words can be added to a personal supple-
mentary lexicon, a plain ASCII text file.

Kerning and Baseline Shifts
Letters can be moved apart, together, up or
down by whole numbers of points. This was
used (along with stretching), to tighten up the
main headline. Pretty good, but why must the
opUon key be used to kem a group of letters?

Size and Disk Space
The program and dictionary fit onto a 400k
disk, and run in only 192k of Switcher, which
makes the program impressively compact.
This article occupied just 44 k of disk space.

My Conclusions
Version 3.0 is much easier to use than its

predecessors, but still gives many causes for
irritation. This is unfortunate, since to my
mind the program has the makings of an ideal,
simple introduction to Desktop Publishing.

It Is small enough, and fast enough to be
used adequately without a hard disk, although
access to a LaserWriter, or other PostScript
printer, is really essential for DTP. Lacking my
own one. I cannot comment on criticism of ex-
tremely slow Laser printing by RSG3.
Letraset took over distribution of the pro-

gram only after the release of version 3.0. and
presumably are aware of its quirks. Release 4.
or even 3. 1. should surely \ye pretty good.
My own personal opinion is that the retail

price ought to be closer to the US discount at
about $200 (that's £130 including duty), than
the British RRP of £395. (both plus VAT).

Editors Note:

After this review was written LetraSet an-
nounced the introduction of R.S.G 4.0
which I have been assured clears up the
above points and also adds over eighty new
features. We will try and get a review copy
to Dougal for a comparison review as soon
as LetraSet have a release review copy.
They will be demonstrating this complete-
ly new version at the DeskTop Publishing
Show in October.
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LaserPaint
Norah Arnold looks at LaserPaint,

the complete environment for

graphic design and graphic arts.

Ever since I met the LascrWarc Inc.

team at the Rotterdam MacWorld
Expo I have looked forward to having
a closer look at LaserPaint®. their

latest offering. They have certainly

aimed very high with this program,
trying to give every graphic artist and
designer the ability to adjust (he pro-

gram to his or her own needs and
requirements, so that it suits them
'just like that old familiar pen', to

quote the manual. They have not
aimed to automate the designers'

tasks and create robotic work, but
have attempted to give the designer
the ability to add endless variety to his

work by enabling him to configure
each tool to the particular needs ofthe
moment. They have aimed to provide
a program giving professional line

drawing capabilities, high resolution
bitmap editing up to 600 dots per
Inch, full control of text kerning and

I pie-

LaserPaint© LaserPaintMerge

Lase^r^Job FRONT

tures and along paths, four colour
and line colour separations and pro-
fessional camera ready artwork. How
far have they succeeded in their aims?

Let us first look at the LaserPaint
main screen which appears on
startup, a dump of which appeal's at

the bottom ofthe page, showing one of

my drawings already in place. The
first Tool Panel to appear is the Draw-
ing Tool Panel, whose commands arc
documented in more detail below.

Just as in LaserWorks, their high
resolution font editor for the Macin-
tosh. LaserWare have succeeded in

Implementing the Macintosh user
interface in an interesting, functional
and often novel way. On clicking on
most of the icons in the Tool Panels,
the icon becomes darkened to show
that it is selected andwhen the cursor
is pulled back into the drawing panel,
a miniature of the icon design is found
to be attached to the cursor, enabling
the user to be certain of which func-
tion is selected at any particular time.
LlneWidlh is controlled by a thumb

wheel and clicking the mouse button
on the lower part of the thumb wheel
increments the setting by one. Hold-
ing the mouse button down causes
the thumb wheel to spin and keep on
incrementing, while Shift click on the

thumb wheel will increment by fives.

Placing the cursor on the top half of

the t hi irnh wheel causes the setting to

decrement. This type of thumbwheel
is used on several of the other Tool
Panels; to control Diameter and Flow
in the Painting Tool Panel, to control
Leading and Kerning in the Writing
Tool Panel and to control the number
of copies and Reduction in the Laser
Tool Panel.

Along the bottom of the screen is

the Control Panel. The first icon is the
Tool Chest and Tray.

These give the user the capability of
hiding the Control Panel and/or the

* File Edit Instruments
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The ilrst line of drawing icons arc
grouped together because they are all

path commands which ran he used
together to create one continuous
path or line. Clicking the Line Icon

itself lets you draw a line defined by
two control points. Double clicking
removes the control points and dese-

lects the line, making it into an indi-

vidual object. Four points are neces-

sary to define a curve as Be/.ier curves
arc used in LascrPaint lust as in
LaserWorks, the Laser font editor

from the same authors. The first and
last points define the beginning and
end of the curve, while the Iwo middle
points are 'control points'. An Arc is

composed of three control points, the

first and t hird being the start and end
points while the second point is the
radius of the arc.

The Spiral function is most impres-
sive and is composed of three control

points; a starting point, a control
point which is the centre of the spiral,

and a third point at the position where
the spiral will first cross the radius
line. Once you get the knack oi using

fng with it and making beautiful de-

signs. The second line of icons are
functions !hat create one continuous
shape. The circle and the frame or
rectangle work very like their

counterparts in other drawing pro-

grams.
The group of seven icons In the

centre arc all used to edit or to adjust
an existing drawing. The Change icon

on this drawing tool panel allows the
altering of the lincwidth, iinccolour.
linepattern. dash. Joins and caps. By
clicking on any control point ofa path
or drawing object, the present set-

lings of these functions can be made
to apply to that part of the path. All

drawing objects may be Adjusted
even after completion. Any selected
object may be Erased and the size of
the Eraser tool is adjustable from the
diameter setting. Link closes the path
of objects made with Lines, Curves ,

Arcs and Spirals.

The controls at the bottom alter the

appearance ofa line, its linewidth, the
capping of the ei id of the line, the way
in which two lines join and the dash

current Tool Panel so that more of the
drawing palette can be seen and the
full screen can be visible ifnecessary.
The Tool Chest gives access to the
control panel and the Tray allows

access to the current Tool Panel. An
extremely useful feature is the ability

to temporarily turn on the Tool or

Control Panel in order to select a new
function, and then have the panel
automatically turn itself off.

Next in the Control Panel come a
row of six push buttons.

Activating any one oi these buttons
will cause a different tool panel to be

displayed on the screen. Clicking
button L> brings up the Drawing
Panel. P - Painting, W- Writing, G -

Goodies. L - Laser and last of ail Y
stands for Your Own. When you click

the sixth button an empty Tool Panel
appears with a banner heading 'Your
Own'. This is a tool panel which the

usermay create for himself, by taking
functions from any of the other Tool
Panels and collecting them together
in awaywhich reflects and assists his
own personal use.

After the push buttons is a square
icon known as the Color Scan. Option
- clicking on the Color-Scan gives
access to a panel of 48 patterns.
These patterns represent 48 different

colours. Well, you might start won-
deringwhy all this talk ofcolourwhen

the majority of Macintosh comput-
ers in existence have only black and
while screens. The answer is that
unless you have a Macintosh Ii you
will have to use your imagination as
far as the screen is concerned. The
whole point of this system of colour
designation is to enable LaserPaint to

create either Line Separations or the
four plates (magenta, yellow, cyan
and black) necessary for the (our
colour process automatically from

EF;HSE CROP FRT9I75 LRS5Q
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Painting functions can only be used
within a Bit Box. Although several Bit
Boxes can be created on one palette,

only one Bit Box can operate at a time.
The size of the Bit Box may be
changed at any time by clicking again
on Rits and dragging the handles on
the upper left or bottom right corners
in or out.

The Pen function acts like a graph-
ics pen. The thickness of the stroke
can be controlled hy operating the di-
ameter setting. The Pen is always
black and the Flow setting has no
effect on this function.
The Brush function acts like a paint

brush. The diameter setting controls
the brush thickness and the flow
setting controls the amount of paint.
When the CapsLock is down the pres-
sure of the brush is at its maximum,
and the diameter setting only
operates on the brush when the
CapsLock is down. The direction of
the brush stroke may be rotated by
the use of the Option key.
The Marker acts as a normal

marker pen with six tips to choose
from, controlled by use of the option
key. Both diameter and flow can be

controlled but it is tricky to gel them
both at exactly the right setting for the
effect you wish to produce.
One of the most effective tools on

this menu is the Airbrush which has
normal flow settings from 1 to 5.

There are two Airbrush caps to choose
from; the plain cap and the spatter

cap. The caps Icon indicates which is

current.
The Eraser tool works in the usual

way with the size of the Eraser being
controlled by the diameter setting.

The Crop tool Is used to trim the
painting in the Bit Box by clicking the

Crop icon and dragging the upper left

hand corner handle downwards or
the lower right hand corner handle
upwards.Proportional cropping along
the X and Y axis can be done by
pressing shift while clicking either of
the two handles.
There are three types of mask:

opaque, ghost and stencil. Option-
click acts as a toggle to change from
one to the other. The stencil mask
works specifically with the painting
commands to enable painting within
a deRned boundary. With drawing
commands the effect is different.
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The functions on the writing panel

allow you to add or edit text on the

artwork.
Clicking on the Text Box icon will

change the cursor from an arrow to a

hairline text cursorwhen it enters the
drawing palette. Dragging the cursor
diagonally will create a Text Box. The
blinking vertical cursor in the Text
Box indicates the point of text inser-

tion. When the Text Box icon is

clicked a second time, a black dot
appears in the lower right hand cor-

ner, which can then be moved in order
to change the shape of the Text Box.
The Column icon is used to set the

column layout. Each click on the icon
will change the layout to a different

choice. The icon with a question mark
is reserved for a customized layout
which can be made using the configu-

ration option.
With the text selected you can click

on any path created with the drawing
tools and the text will follow the path.
If the text is then selected for editing

it will return to its text box to be
changed and the Text Path icon can
be used to return It to its path. The

text can be placed above, below and
on the centre of the path by configur-

ing. The text can be adjusted so that

it will fl t correctly on the palhand look

its best by adjusting the Kerning. It is

essential to test out the appearance
by doing lest prints in order lo get

good results.

The Vertical Text icon may be set to

on or offand affects the way in whirh
the text on the path will be done. With
Vertical Text on. all the characters on
the path will stand up straight regard-

less of the direction of the path. When
Vertical Text Is off. the bottom of the
characters will adhere to the line of

the path.
Font characteristics may be

changed from the writing panel by use
of the Font, Style and Size icons. The
Justify icon acts as a switch button, a

different Justify condition being en-
tered on each click. Both Leading and
Kerning may be controlled by the

adjustment of the relevant thumb
wheel. Afle.r text is positioned one can
try many different Leading and
Kerning values in order to see the

effect on the text in question.

the colour information embedded in

the artwork. In the case of the four
colour process, the four black and
white artworks can be given directly

to the printer for making the plates

and printing.

A Command - click on the Color-

Scan icon will open the colour con-
figuration panel. The full range of
Pantone colours are available within

the program in both coated and un-
coated papers. The percentages ofthe
process colours are shown in colour

meters and the percentages have
been adjusted to reflect as closely as
possible the range ofPantoncs. Those:

Pantone colours known by name and
not by number have been given

numbers for identification purposes
and are listed clearly in the manual.
In any one artwork, up to 48 Pantone

may be specified. Colour
>ns may be used with

f,
bitmaps or text.

unintentionally. The only thing you
can do with a locked object, other
than print it. is to unlock it. This
feature I have found to be particularly
useful when the screen becomes
crowded with a

DETACH 5ELECT

X

The next icon is the Pat-Scan and
this gives access to a panel of 48
patterns which may be used normally
like the patterns available in

MacPaint or MacDraw.
Once drawn, any object may be

locked which prevents it from being
altered, either Intentionally or

The Detach icon shows a jigsaw
puzzle. This function separates an
object intoitsronslituent parts and is

the equivalent of 'ungroup' in some
other programs. Select is chosen
when the userwishes to specify which
particular object is to be worked
upon.
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The Laser Tool Panel is used to

prepare the printer for your next
printing task. All the printing features
are controlled from this panel.

A file called 'LaserPaintJob' may be
printed when the current artwork is

printed. This is a normal LaserPainl
Object File and can be customized by
the user. Many items may be grouped
as one object and saved in an object

file in this way by the use of the Job
button.
The Separations button is used if

you wish to print Separations rather
than artwork. The separations must
have been prepared previously using
the Separation functions in the Good-
ies Tool Panel. When the Separations
Button is on. all the 4-colour separa-
tions or line colour separations rele-

vant to the current artwork, will be

printed in sequence. The relevant
colour will be printed on the bottom of
each page. The current artwork has to

be unseparated artwork and is not

The Overlay function will print

overlays automatically with the cur-

rent artwork when it is printed. The
user is expected to insert the clear

overlay paper between all pages and
the coiour instructions will be printed
on the overlay with an outline of the

objects.

The Merge button is used to set the

Merge option on or off. A LascrPaint
object may be Merged with each page
of the current artwork. This can be
useful for printing a company logo in,

for example, 1.0 per cent grey and
merging it with artwork so that it will

be seen only in the background and
will not detract from the artwork. A
Merge file cannot contain any
bitmaps but may contain drawings
and text.

When the Registration Marks icon
shows the marks then they will be

printed on each page in the four cor-

ners. These are essential for colour
work and can be used lo accurately

position the eight page format into

one plate, in the mounlage. They
represent the full drawing area of the

printed page, although with the clips

«X oft\S\W V% &\3&4ta& CN«$TV£Vt-

ing. With these controls it is possible

to register text running across several

pages. Trim marks can indicate

where the final job must be cut.
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191 - 195 Marsh Lane, Preston, Lanes. PR1 8NL

Telephone (0772) 561321 and 52686

The Apple Specialists

MACINTOSH II DOWN IN PRICE!
Yes, as part of their continuing commitment to Education, Apple have substantially

reduced the price of their flagship, to educational establishments. Subject to Apple

approval, the Macintosh II is now available at the new subsidised prices to

Universities, Polytechnics, Colleges, Schools, Hospitals and Registered Charities.

In addition to this, we have also trimmed our margins in an effort to make this

super Macintosh even better value.

-.-

MACINTOSH II SYSTEMS

Single FD Mono System APPLE REG
Macintosh li with single internal

floppy disk drive, high resolution

monochrome monitor, 1/4 bit video

card, standard Apple keyboard £ £449.5.00

40M HD Mono System
Macintosh II with single internal

floppy disk drive and internal

40Mb hard disk drive, high

resolution monitor, 1/4 bit video

card, standard Apple keyboard £5495.00

40M HD Colour System
Macintosh II with single internal

floppy disk drive and internal

40Mb hard disk drive, high

resolution colour monitor, 1/4 bit

video card, standard Apple keyboard £5995.00
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2M, 80M HD Mono System
Macintosh It with single internal 800k
disk drive, 1 Megabyte RAM
upgrade, internal 80 Megabyte hard

disk drive, high resolution

monochrome monitor, 1/4 bit video

card, extended Apple keyboard £6795.00

2M, 80M HD Colour System
Macintosh II with single internal 800k

disk drive, 1 Megabyte RAM upgrade,

internal 80 Megabyte hard disk drive,

high resolution colour monitor, 1/4 bit
;

video card, extended Apple keyboard £7295.00

EDUCATION

£2650.00

£3300.00

£3575. 00

£3900-00

£4200.00

Please add VAT to all prices
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The Goodies Tool Panel Contains
functions which act upon the draw-
ings and paintings which are created
by t he use ofthe ot her tool panels.The
panel contains six Icons and two push
buttons.
The Rotate function will turn an

object around on its axis. In order to

make very accurate rotations it is

necessary to use Rotate in conjunc-
tion witli the Degree Meter accessed
from the Instruments menu. Rotate
works on all the functions in the

drawing menu except Ovals and
Frames. With some objects Rotate is

not 100% reversible. Resorting to

'Revert to Saved' may be the only way
out.

The Flip function is more or less
self-ex planaturyaiul is used toFlip ail

object either horizontally orvertically.

Clicking on the arrow Flips in either
direction.

Mirror is a special feature that al-

lows the formation of a rnirror-image
of the current object across any hori-

zontal or vertical axis. The Mirror
function works veiy well with objects

made up oflines and has no difficulty

in duplicating the object to the oilier

side of the axis. Objects made of

curves are much more difficult and
some degree of approximation is the

result.

The Peak tool can be used to create

the effect of perspective. It can

operate on objects made up of Lines
and Curves from the Drawing Tool

Panel.
The Scale function operates on all

other Teaser Paint functions. It works
on the corners of the bounding boxes
that surround the objects.
Auto-AirDrush fills closed paths

with fountain effects. To activate the

Aiilo-AiiBmsh ihe object must be a
closed path. With the object selected,

you click on the Auto-AirBrush icon.

When the Auto-Aii Brush appears in

the drawing palette, placing it within
the object and clicking will produce
the fountain.

The Sep Line Color button will

separate the current artwork into
seve ral files according to the 'pantonc'
colours used in the artwork. These
are used later for printing and may be
edited if the user has any special
requirements.
The Sep 4-Color button separates

the current artwork into four files.

Magenta, Cyan, Yellowand Black and
saves thcrn to disk. The files can then
be printed automatically or edited to

the users special requirements.

The delault position of the zoomer is

on 1 , and while the figures to the right

enable the user to zoom out and see
more of the page, the figures on the

in to magnify an area of the

m e 1 HNS
! i i ! ]

The memory requirements ofLaser-
Paint depend on whether or not the
zoomer Is set to less than one. With
the zoomer on one, the memory de-
mands will be at a minimum and the
resolution of a bitmap created in this
scale will be 72 dots per inch. Zoomed
in to the 2 setting, the artwork would
print at approximately 150 DPI. while
4 would give 300 DPI. LaserPaint has
the ability to produce bitmaps of600
DPI for those having suilicient mem-
ory available and a printer of that
resolution.

One very important thing to re-

member when using LaserPaint. Is

that while artwork done in'draw'
mode will be printed in the resolution
of the output device, artwork in the
lbrm oi bitmaps will always be printed
in the resolution in which it was
printed. That means that if you are
printing on a LaserWriter your draw
ings will be printed in a resolution of
300 dots per inch, but the very same
drawings, if printed on a Linotronie,
will be printed at a resolution of2540
dots per inch.

%t$
The next Icon in the control panel is

the joystick control, the centre of
which contains the lever. Clicking on
theJoysticklever scrolls the palette in

the desired direction. There are eight
directions to choose from. The scroll-

ing speed increases as the arrow
cursor Is dragged away from the

YcIIoih
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centre of the Joystick, and con-
versely, will slow down as the cursor
is dragged closer to the centre.

The last item in the control panel is

the Page Matrix which represents the

outline of eight fully printed pages.
The small bl ack box or view indicator,

shows the portion oflhe palettewhich
is visible on the screen. The view
Indicator can be dragged anywhere on
the palette and I found it to be the
quickestway to move from one page to

another.

Conclusions

This is a program for the serious
graphic artist, not for the MacPaint
fan who likes to doodle on the screen
now and again. It is a comprehensive
program with many features which
one cannot get the best out of in a few
minutes playing around. The dedi-
cated graphic artist would be willing

to spend time in learning how to

manipulate the tools to his advan-
tage.

In addition to saving artwork as bit

images or drawings. LaserPaint en-

ables you to save in PS (PostScript).
EPSF (Encapsulated PostScript For
mat) and TIFF (Tag Image File For-

mat). Unfortunately 3 did get a couple
of bombs while saving in Encapsu
toted PostScript Formal but this was
the only problem which I encountered
in using LaserPaint.

In the past the authors have been
very responsive to suggestions for
improving their products and I am
sure that they will continue to im-
prove and refine the many features of

I^iserPairit in corning months. In the

latest update, halftone screens have
been made configurable by the user,
the ti*xt handling improved, and the
Configure Font menu letsyou display
150 fonts from your system folder!

The documentation is very thor-

ough and well presented. It has given
me some really good laughs, though,
and I would suggest that the authors
get a native English speaker to check
the manual for both spelling and

\info

Product : LaserPaint®

Publisher : LaserWare Inc

Available from : {from Oct 1st)

P & P Micro Distributors

Todd I lall Road

Carrs Industrial Estate

Hossendale

Lanes BB4 5HU
Price : £399 + VAT
Value: «««««
Performance : «««««
Documentation: *«««
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Keynote Speeches

The major Keynote Speeches from

Boston transcribed by Peter Olsen

John Sculley s Speech

This is h reparian the Tuesday Key-

note Speech at the Macworld Expo.

John Sculley spoke for about 45
minutes and then took questions

from the audience. This report was
prepared by Peter Olson (PFABO on

DELPHI) and any inaccuracies are

due to my transcription of the sub-
stance of the speech, which I have

done in my own words to a large

extent (I'm not a stenographer!). If

you would like to post this or reprint

It, please do so in its entirety.

John was introduced by Pat
McGovern of IDC, parent corporation

of PC World Communications. Pat

mentioned that it is his 50th birthday,

and John Sculley's 50-month "anni-

versary" as the head of Apple Com
puter. Hewenton to describe his first

view of the Macintosh, in the fail of

1983. which led to the startup of

Macworld magazine, and then gave a
plug to his new publication Macin-
tosh Today which has its premiere

issue at the Expo. He wound up his

introduction by mentioning that

Sculley will have a book published in

October by Harper and Row. entitled

"The Oddessey". and by praising

Sculley as the man who In rued Apple
around from the company that the

press was ready to write offin 1985 to

the company it is today, a forerunner
in the world of modern personal

computing.
John Sculley then took the podium.

He says that in fact, it is not the work
of one man making Apple what it is

today, but actually the work of many
people, both inside and outside

Apple. The future depends on the

gathering together of a critical mass of
computers in the hands of people who
use them for interpersonal comput-
ing. Computers will be integrated into

the workplace and the schools, con-

necting people to people, and con-
necUng people to information. Devel-

opments In artifical intelligence will

pave the way for contextual annlysis

of that information. People will have
at their fingertips sophisticated tools

for managing Information, and this

will change the way people think and
learn.

Information is displacing natural

resources as a dom inant factor in the

economy of the world. Up to now. we
have seen a hierarchical economic
system, where raw materials from

third world countries are imported

into the US and other developed
countries, and made into products of

greater value, both for our own use
and also for export back to the same
countries which provided the raw
materials. But now that is shifting,

and instead of the hierarchy, we are

seeing si network of intcrrrelation-

ships talcing its place. The affluent

middle class can no longer be the

epicentre. It is an ecosystem ofa kind,

and a seemingly small change in one
area can have an enormous effect on
the whole (John illustrated his point

with a comment about the effect of

deforestation of the Amazon on the
production of oxygen in the atmos-
phere). The small change that is going

to effect our future is the fact that we.

the affluent middle class, have been
living beyond our means, and we
must figure out how we can continue

to create value as an affluent middle

class society.

We need to create value on (he basis

of ideas, new paradigms of thinking

and communication. The central core

of the worldeconomy is a t risk, andwc
need innovation based on powerful

ideas. "Changing the world' is NOT
jtlfti a figure of speech!

It may appear that IBM and Apple
are now on Ihe same path, since IBM
has finally embraced the world of

graphic interfaces and even ships a

"pointing device" with their new ma
chines (they don't call it a mouse, you
see) [laughter from the audience).

And yes. it will now be easier for the
two environments ofIBM and Apple to

coexist, but Sculley predicts that in a
few years, people will see that IBM
and Apple are still on two different

paths, just as they have been in the

past. By the year 2000. the desktop

engine will be capable of 100 million

instructions per second (the Mac II

tips the scale at 2 MIPS and the Mac
Plus is about 0.5 MIPS). Telecommu-
nication and personal computing will

have converged, and AI will have

progressed. Apple's locus is to bring

this technology to the people, and to

follow the natural progression from
the mainframe as the epicenter of

computing power, through to the

network (just becoming dominant
today), and all the way to the

individual's personal computer. In

the world of the future, mainframes
will make excellent peripherals for

personal computers!
To understand the difference be-

tween IBM and Apple, all you have to

do is see how the two companies will

develop their systems for this future.

IBM will have the PS/2 talking to

every computer IBM makes, but the

PS/2 will always be the peripheral.

But for Apple, the personal computer
is the epicenter and the mainframe Is

the peripheral. So the vision of these
two companies will continue to keep
them on separate paths.
Apple appeals to the art isl s. Apple's

role will be to provide a technology
platform. Third parties will imple-

ment the tools to bring this technol-

ogy to the people. For example:
• One of the new products at the

show is a FAX modem operating at

9600 bps. allowing Macs tocommu-
nicate via facsimile or to connect to

conventional FAX devices.
• EtherTalk on the Mac II will make

the Mac 11 a real workstation machine
and ApplcSharc PC will allow IBM
PCs to participate in Apple
workgroups.
John mentioned some figures on

Mac networking, saying that Apple
estimates there are now 130.000 Ap-
plcTalk networks containing over

400.000 nodes.
One of the important aspects of

interpersonal computing is the ability

to open multiple windows and work
with them concurrently, some of

which are related to applications

running in your Mac. and some of

which may be tied through a network
to information on someone else's

Mac. Naturally, this cannot be done
without some fonn of multi-tasking,

so Apple is announcing MultiFinder.

its first generation multi-tasking
operating system. MultiFinder was
designed for the Mac II. but runs on
the Mac Plus and Mac SE as well. It

will allow mutliple windows from dif-

ferent applications on the screen at

once, and will have background print-

ing. Soon there will be background
communication and file processing
available from third parlies. Multi-

Finder works the way people do. and
has fast context switching, integrat-

ing information across multiple
Macs, and even across multiple oper
ating environemnts. such as the Mac
286 coprocessor. MultiFinder will be
shipping is September, so you will be
able to use it in 1987 [unlike, the

multitasking for the IBM PS/21.
John then went on to talk about an

even more exciting new product,
which dates back nearly two years
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when Apple Fellow Man Kay con-

vinced him to look at a new project

from another Apple Fellow. Dill Atkin-

son. That work has blossomed into

the HyperCard product which Apple
will l>e shipping in a few weeks.

HyperCard is an extension

of Macintosh technology

which is probably the most
exciting thing since the

Macintosh itself.

It is a new medium which will revolu-

tionize the use of personal comput-
ers. It opens software in a fashion

analogous to the way a Mar II opens
the hardware. It provides a personal

toolkit of snap-together parts called

"stackware". Just like the Mac pro-

vides a way to use computers without
inUmidation. HyperCard provides a

way to organize Information in an
associative, natural manner. Stacks

ofcards are used as a metaphor to tie

together text, pictures, and sound
allowing you to jump between ideas

much as you would think to yourself

"That reminds me of..."- HyperCard
is a kind ofdatabase, but not like any
conventional database you have ever
seen.

Because Bill Atkinson Is an old

hand at writing super-optimized
code, HyperCard can do these things

quickly as well as elegantly. It's a

great organizing tool for people who
never can figure out where to file

things. Eventually, it may be used as
a front end for the massive databases
which can be put on CD-ROMs. Al-

though HyperCard is a program
mable medium, the emphasis is an
the content, not the programming.
HyperCard will be bundled in with

all newMacs shipped, and will be sold

along with a large amount of example
stackware for just $49 to anyone who
has already bought his Mac. Apple
wants to see a large installed base for

this product grow rapidly.

The Mac II is a brand new center of

gravity. All you have to do is look on
the exhibit floor at new products such
as VcrsaCAD (a 2 D CAD system),

large screens and accelerator cards.

Hewlett-Packard has a new line of

scanners and printers that are com-
patible with the Mac. proving that

some very large companies have
joined the ranks of Apple developers.
Apple will continue to lead the way in

desktop publishing, but will also be
expanding into a variety ofother per-

sonal productivity markets.
Everyone involved with the Mac can

take personal pride In having turned

(he Macintosh into what it is today.

The Mac evokes a passion in its users

and its developers, audit is spreading
worldwide. Thank you.

John then took questions from the

audience:

Q: Will Apple be doing something to

provide for network management?
A: Yes, both Apple and third parties

will be providing management tools.

Q: Will Apple be manufacturing a
"mainframe peripheral" as you put it

in your speech?
A: We"Il leave that to the third par-

lies, [laughter from the audience)

Q: What about graphics boards
such as the high-performance en-

gines from Silicon Graphics'?

A: I don't knowwhat we'll see in that

area Just yet.

Q: How long do you Intend to con-
tinue at Apple?
A: The journey has just begun.
Q: How well has Apple been doing In

the Japanese market?
A: For8 years nobody knewwe were

there, and we were losing money.
Then we developed the first western
personal computer with kata kana to

kanji translation in ROM and became
an instant overnight success, and
this has continued for the past year

and a half.

Q: What about the memory re-

quired for multi- tasking?
A: Multi-tasking does require large

memories. While Apple will continue

to sell one and two megabyte ma-
chines, we think that most Mac lis will

be configured with 4-5 megabytes.
That's why we are using the SIMM
strips in our memory designs.

Q: What about support for 512K
Macs that were gotten with difficulty

Into corporations "through the back
door"?

A: Well, realistically you can use
these Macs in a traditional fashion,

but you really are missing a lot of the

power of a Macintosh if you don't

upgrade them.
Q: What Is Apple's view of the engi-

neering market?
A: We are not that Interested In the

engineering market of today, since it

is still a small market. What we are

interested in is the opportunity we
have to break it wide open like we did

with desktop publishing. We will do
that with productivity tools, and with
AU/X. which is UNIX with Apple's

user interface.

Jean-Louis

From: PEABO
Subject: Jean-Louis Gassee Key-

note Speech
Tliis is a report on the Wednesday

Keynote Speech at the Macworld
Expo. Jean- Louis Gassee spoke for

about an hour. This report was pre-

pared by Peter Olson (PEABO on
DELPHI) and any inaccuracies are

due to my transcription of the sub-
stance of the speech, which I have
done in my own words to a large

extent (I'm not a stenographer!), if

you would like to post this or reprint

it. please do so in its entirety.

Since Jean-Louis Gassee needs no

introduction, he didn't get one (Only
kidding! Mitch Hall did say a word or

two before bringing Jean-Louis on
stage).

The title ofJean-Louis speech was
"Personal Computers: Are We There

Yet?". Hebegan by commentingabout
how. when things are going well as
they are for Apple right now, there is

always the danger of complacency.
Apple would like to avoid falling into

that trapl Yes, although personal

computers are now far from perfect,

there are a number of things we have

been doing right, and these point out

the direction for growth in the future.

What do we have to do to fuel innova-

tion?

Using a keyboard is a won-
derful thing for a small

child, to be able to push on
the keys and have things

happen.

I think that personal computers are
still too hard to use. Let me illustrate

by taking an observation from Ste-

wart Alsop. that there arc there arc

perhaps 50, 000 people "in the indus-

try". Beyond that, we have several

hundred thousand people who are
enthusiasts, and maybe 10 million

other users of personal computers.
And there are many more children

who are 4-5 years old. If computers
did what we would like them to be able

to do, these children would be able to

use the computers too, even before

becoming literate in the ordinary

sense. Using a keyboard is a wonder-
ful tiling for a small rhild, to he able to

push on the keys and have things
happen, and It produces a sense of
exhilaration.

But right now. using computers
takes too much knowledge and time.

Beyond the 10 million users there are

in America alone 200 million other
people who are not users of comput-
ers. The personal computer is des-

tined to be the magic telephone or

magic book, but today too many
computers are tied up into very lim-

ited uses, constructed with canned,
rigid applications for clerical cattle!

(You think I am being excessive?) In

some companies, people are given
locked templates for spreadsheets
from their MIS departments and nre

forbidden to make changes or create
their own. What we need is to be able
to use these tools In a non-predeter-
mined fashion.
Think for a moment about how cars

are more expensive than personal
computers, but the market for cars is

much larger than the market for

computers. The 'car' user interface is

one where much of the knowledge is

built into the car, not into the head of
the person who is driving it. In con-

trast, our computers ( which are our
Intellectual vehicles in the universe of

knowledge), still require a great deal
of knowledge in the head of the user,
and this Is why we are still talking

about System Files and folders. The
Macintosh user interface is the begin-

ning of putting more knowledge into

the computer, since we have the dl
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reel manipulation of the graphic
metaphor with less encoding and
decoding required just to make the
computer work. I am not suggesting
lhat everything can or should be re-

duced to a black box; we have learned
from the experience of the original

closed Macintosh. Wc need a layered

approach, where the ordinary user
can feel comfortable manipulating
the computer but the advanced user
can still get inside and get into the

technical aspect of things.

Pointing to the future, we see we
have feedback between two radically

different engines: we have the unfor-
giving, hard, binary logic of the com-
puter; and we have the crazy. Illogical

thinking of humans. What humans

We have the unforgiving.

hard, binary logic of the

computer, and we have the

crazy, illogical thinking of

humans

cando is to draw effective conclusions
(not necessarily logical conclusions]

from fuzzy data. Intelligence in hu-
mans lets us take a concept, and
perform elastic deformation upon it,

to produce another concept, or link

between two ideas. But the artificial

intelligentsia who are trying to make
a computer think like a human are

having a hard time with this, except in
very limited areas such as the chess
playing programs. And the systems
we have made which are easy for the
machine, such as the hierarchical

card catalog of the library, do not
correspond with how people actually
think. The computer should instead

replicate and follow your thinking
process.
Why is Apple's new product Hyper-

Card so Important? One way to look
at HyperCard is as the stack of cards,
but this is only the most limited way
to think of it. Now for the first time, a
personal comput er has built into It an
object oriented language. This is the
next s tep beyond BASIC and Pascal in

the evolution of personal computers.
With BASIC and Pascal there is a
large amount of knowledge which
must be mastered in order to pro-
gram. But real people will be able to

program in HyperTalk! (Yes. and
"programmers" will be able to use it

too!) HyperTalk provides a smooth
enough path to any degree of com-
plexity you want to take it.

Recently I have: been on a sabbati-
cal, and I have had time away from the
meetings and demands ofbusiness to

do some hacking around with Macin-
toshes and a LaserWriter, and to play
with these new tools. HyperCard, I

believe, will be even better than Apple
thought it would be. And you hard-
core C programmers will be able to get
into it Just like machine language
programmers have always been able
to extend the functions of Applesoft
using the ampersand function to

escape into your subroutines.
I want to talk about databases now.

Vou know that very few people are

able to use Dialog (I apologize to any-
one in the audience from Lockheed, it

is not a fault particularly of that one
system). Today's database systems
have a very sovictic user interface: I

imagine it to have been written by the
KOR so as to keep people from getting

into the data! Wc could imagine in-

stead a kind of pyramid, In which the
tip of the pyramid is an index in

HyperCard which knows something
about the data beneath It. and which
can assist you in your browsing (even

before you connect to the database) to

think ofthe right way ofphrasingyour
question that you didn't realize be-
forehand.

It is the Mac user interface, and
extensions to it, and the smooth ac-

cess provided by HyperTalk which
points in the direction to the future.
Now, before we get the idea that eve-

rything Is easy, let's talk about the
obstacles. There is always resistance
to change, which I think of as the
"corporate immune system" at work.
Now, 3-1/2 years after the Mac was
introduced (and now that we have
built it up from its 1 28K beginnings),
very few people question what the
Mac is. The consistency of the Mac Is

just like the knowledge that is stored
in the car; you don't have to remem-
ber so much to use one Mac applica-

tion and then another. This will only
get better because of Juggler [Multi-

Findcrl because the applications
which conform to the standard Inter-

face will integrate well and others
which may not will be very noticeable.
Now imagine Ifwe wanted to make a
more efficient, rational car, diJlcrcnt

from the designs we have now. All the
gauges could be in the center near the
stick shift, and the stickshift could be
like a joystick and moving forward
would accelerate and moving to the
left or the right would steer the car.

Why not have a car like this, which a
person In either front seat could
drive? It is technically possible. In

computer terms, perhaps an analogy
is to the use of the QWERTY key-
board. Now, are we [Apple] going to
lead a movement to change the key-
board? No, I don't think so! We arc
already in enough trouble because of
the mouse! And a one-button mouse
at that! (I want you to think for a
moment, by the way, about what will

happen when instead of a mouse, we
start using a stylus. Those people
who think the mouse should have
three buttons will need to take saxo-
phone lessons! [laughter from the
audience]).
Another thing I am worried about

personally is literacy. Too much of
today's education is centered around
the belief that the student is a kind of
vessel into which the educational
system will pour knowledge, and the
student quite naturally Is rebellious
because of this. In the entire western
world, there Is a trend towards a
decrease In literacy. One thing we
often blame is 'IV, since TV Is in the
business to prevent us from having to

think. (Now this is not always bad; I

know I sometimes like to relax In front

of the set to get my mind offmy work.)
The other thing besides TV is the fact

that technology has made our lives

easier, easier to live a homeostatlc
life, just maintaining body tempera-
ture (but what about poetry?) Tech-
nology is smooth I ng ou r access to the

things we want out of life, and this is

creating a chasm between the knowl-
edge haves and have-nots. And It Is

paradoxical that even though you
would think that the people who have
the worst Jobs should be compen-
sated for their extra burden, the fact

is that It Is the people with the most
interesting jobs who get paid the
most. It is not what you would call

fair.

This will continue to be a widening
gap: unless we do something such as
applying computers to the problem
we will find ourselves in an intellec-

tual South Africa.

And finally, I want to talk about gov
ernment. You may find this paradoxi-
cal, since I am a believer in the free

market and so on, but I am very
troubled by some of the "deregula-
tion" that is going on now. Think of

how the interstate freeway system
has contributed to the growth of

transportation in this country. Well. I

don't see the corresponding "data
freeway" being put into place here.

The Europeans and the Japanese
know very well the value of efficient

tranaport of information. A computer
which does not have a memory can-
not be intelligent, and access to data-
bases is necessarily a part of the
computer with a memory. I know one
country by the end of this year will

have universal access to electronic
mail through X.400 standards. It

may be that not everyone will make
use of this, but the capability will be
there to communicate with anyone in

that country electronically.

We cannot lose sight of the
goal of creating ultimate

simulation tools

ISDN and the personal computer
will be able to change thewaywc com-
pute, since we will be able to do real-

time graphics, or fake local editing

(there will be no need for arcane
commands to fix a typographical er-

ror you see three lines above in your
typing).

So what should we do in reality?

(Coming to the Expo is in some sense
a vacation from reality for most of us.)

Apple feels that this is the time when
we must be very careful to keep our
eye on the ball. Don't lose track of
what wc have been trying to do. Soft-
ware is fragile, and It would be easy to
get off the track. We have to keep
improving. For example, installing
DAs and Fonts into the System file is

really an unsatisfactory way of doing
things. An Improvement which might
sewn mundane Is actually as noble as
creating a new CPU. because creativ-
ity does not strike in designated
plans. What we might find more
difficult to think about Is how we can
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prevent the corporate Immune sys-

tem from preventing the flourlshin g of

new ideas. We must keep open to

innovation.

We cannot lose sight of the goal of

creating ultimate simulation tools.

There are plenty of things we would
like to do which we don't presently
have the tools to do. For example. I

would like to design a house, and
since I live in California, I would like

my architectural design program to

know about the styles of building
appropriate for this climate, and to

know about zoning regulations in my
area, and building codes. This could
be programmed inside, but I think is

better nandled by the program being
able to access a database somewhere,
without my having to know the details

of how the database might be organ
lzed and what commands to use to

obtain the information. I don't think
we will see this in the next 5 years,

because the best CAD/CAM pro-

grams today don't have the compute
power, or the understanding (in the

artificial intelligence sense), and in

particular, do not have access to the

data freeways necessary to get to the
data they would need.
Well that is enough for today, I see

our panel for the next discussion
would like to convene. I want to thank
all ol you who are using the Macin-
tosh, and the third party developers
who have made such wonderful prod-
ucts for us, for making the Macintosh
the success it is.

IT
Bi "

III

Campbell
From; PEABO
Subject: Bill Campbell's Expo

Keynote Speech
This is a report on the Thursday

Keynote Speech at the Macworld
Expo. Bill Campbell spoke for about
45 minutes. This reportwas prepared
by Peter Olson (PEABO on DELPHI)
and any inaccuracies arc due to my
transcription of the substance of the

speech, which I have done in my own
words to a large extent (I'm not a
stenographer!). If you would like to

post this or reprint it. please do so in

its entirety.

Bill Campbell walked up to the po-
dium and introduced himself as the
new President ofClaris, the company
Apple has formed to take over appli-

cation software development: This is

my first public appearance since
Claris was created, and I want to

share with you my view of the indus-
try. I'm pretty sure all of you are
cranked up now by seeing products
suchaa HyperCard, andwe are too. as
soon to-be Apple developers.
Now, I know you'd all like to hear

something about what Claris will be
doing, and I hate to disappoint you
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butyou won't hearany leaks from the
top here today. What 1 want to do is

clear up any confusion about what la

Claris and what will we be doing.

[In the next few paragraphs, when
Bill says "we" he is referring to Apple
Computer, not Claris.]

First ofall, let me explain why Claris

was formed. Apple's software strat-

egy has not been clear the past few

years. We have had five strategic

products: Applcworks. MacWrite.
MacPaint. MacProject, andMacDraw.
A lot ofus thought Apple should bring
new products to market in order to

push the technology forward.
MacWrite and MacPaint were very

well done as ground-breaking appli-

cations. I myself was not in favor of
aggressive development by Apple,

because I thought that Appleworks,
for example, had nearly locked out
any competition in word processing,
spreadsheets, and databases for the

Apple // line. But within Apple we
(Jean-Louis Gassee, Mike Spindler,
Larry Tesler, and I) believed very
strongly that it was necessary for

someone to be publishing break-
through applications.

4lh Dimension from ACI was a
product we fell Apple should label,

and the product was even being
seeded, but Ornnis, Helix, and Ash-
tonTate were very concerned that we
would be taking away their business.
We decided that the threat to our third

party developers was too great, so we
turned 4D back to ACI land from there
U has been picked up by Guy
Kawasaki's new company Acius). We
decided that Apple should get out of
the software application business,
and we prepared a paper for John
Sculley which outlined 3 ways this

could be done:

• We could sell the products we had
individually.

• We could sell the products as a
group.

' Wc could spin oITthe products as
a kernel for a new company we would
form.

Al Eisenstadt (Senior V.P. in devel-
opment) recommended the third

choice, with the addition that we
should do it right and make sure the

new company was adequately
funded.

(Bill now begins to use "we" to refer
to Claris.]

What this means for Apple is that

there i3 now another company with a
very strong focus toward Macintosh
software development. The primary
mission of Claris is to produce inno
vatlve software and market it for the

Macintosh, first and best.

And secondarily, we are very inter-

ested in the cottage industry of small
developers with bright ideas, who we
feel will be a good source for future
Macintosh products. Wc will be de-

veloping, publishing and SUPPORT-
ING Innovative software for Apple
products.
Early on. after the news of the Apple

software spinoff became public
knowledge, Guy Kawasaki was
quoted In the San Jose Mercury-News
as saying the newcompany should be
named BCIUS. for "Bill Campbell
Inherits Used Software". Well, we
went back to the Latin and came up
with CLARUS meaning "Campbell-
Labelled Apple-Rejected Used Soft-

ware" but we decided to change the U
to an I for Inspired!
We recognize that just having Ap

pleworks. MacWrite, MacPaint,
MacProject. and MacDraw is not a

strategy for success, but that's what
we are starling out with.

The difference is that we are adding
support. This is the first phase of
building Claris.

The primary mission of

Claris is to produce innova-

tive software

The second phase is to make key
acquisitions ofnew software products

and to begin development. It is here
that we will be making key strategic

decisions about build or buy.
The third phase is to identify key

technologies that we need to bring in-

house. We do not intend to be just a
quick-turnaround publishing com-
pany. We believe that great products
start with great ideas.

One ofthe things that will be differ-

ent about Claris from Apple is sup-
port. In the old days, you went to your
Apple dealer, bought your Mac with
MacWrite and MacPaint, and that
was the end of it. You were on your
own except for occasional upgrades
you got by taking your disk into your
dealer. We will change that com-
pletely.

There arc a few more things you
should expect to see from us. One is

innova 1 1ve marketing. We are going 1

have a very clear idea of our target
market segment and how to bring new
electronic metaphors to it. We are
going to have a strong international
presence from day one. Localization
is an important competitive weapon.
Yet, there will be some tremendous

challenges ahead of us. It is true that

we don't have a base oi tremendous
new technology (yet). Our MIS sup-
port, distribution channels, finances,
and strategy are not built up yet. We
need to formulate our acquisition

strategy, and we need to be sure we
don't overlook what Apple has taken
so much advantage of: serendipity.

Here are the key questions as I see
it:

Why have there been no example of

portfolio companies that have made
it? We think It can be successful If

you have hit products.
What is the relat ionsh ip of Claris to

Apple? We will be a wholly-owned
subsidiary, which Apple will fund up
to the moment of separation. John
Sculley is committed however, to

malting Claris independent of Apple
as quickly as possible. We are going
to move out to Mountain View this

fall, with separate people, payroll,



and benefits by October 1, and by
January 1 we will have separate MIS.
distribution, and so on. though we
will still be owned by Apple.

Dave Winer [of Living Videotex!
keeps saying "Claris is Apple, Claris is

Apple" but I disagree. Don't expect

Claris to have any more relationship

to Apple than any other third party.

Wc arc asking you third parties to

trust us in this, John Sculley and
myself. We realize this is a sensitive

situation and our integrity is on the
line.

Some people have been asking, why
didn't you get 4th Dimension? 4th
Dimension is not related to us. II was
the catalyst that caused the idea of
Claris to become important, but it

The three things 1 see as

being important are

consistency, standards and
communications.

was already done before Claris. What
is important to us is the future. We
are going to be a major player, putting
in place a foundation and building
blocks. The three things I see as being
important are consistency, stan-
dards, and communication.
Consistency is for the users. We will

have no need to compromise our
programs in the interest of being
compatible with the IBM PC. We are
committed to the Macintosh world.
We will give users what they need,
such as software which adapts to

their needs. Some of this will emerge
overtime as we acquire new products.
and some will be created by us. For
example, shou Id a spelling checker be
only a part of a word processor, or
should it be available where ever
needed? We think MultlFinder will

pave the way to a much greater con-
sistency between products.
Standards are reluctati lly adopted,

but much of todays success is due to
coexistence with standards. New
standards emerge every day (for in-

stance the TIFF standard developed
by Microsoft and Aldus). We believe
that Claris must get involved in the
making of standards. dBASE III and
1-2-3 are standards In theIBM world,
and obviously there must be data
interchange. In the Macintosh world.
MacWritc and MacPaint arc file stan-
dards.
Communication is crucial to the

workgroup and host system environ-
ments, for example IBM and DEC. In
tomorrow's environment, communi-
cations must recognize software
which Is In other environments, so we
can have true workgroup computing.
Claris will not be an overnight suc-

cess; you will have to judge us over
lime. We have the "BCiUST products
today. The products we are yet to

acquire will define what wc will be-
come, and the technologies we bring
on will make us a formidable force in
the future. Forming Claris has been
a major step for Apple; it has high
visibility, high expectations, and it is
a different road from what Apple was
traveling before. We are going to

enhance what we have, market well,

and distribute world-wide. We have a
good team, fervor, love of our prod-
nets, and the deep pockets of our
parent company.
Thank you.

Q: Why is Claris not publishing Hy-
perCard?

A: 1 think Apple has positioned
HyperCard as system software. This
is very believable, despitewhat some
people have been saying. This prod-
uct is so j^reat it will ultimately be
good for all developers.

Q: How do you intend to qualify
small software houses for partner-

ships?
A: We are going to look for holes In

our existing product line, and look for

innovative technology. When we first

were formed, we were inundated by
people wanting us to look at their
products, but things have settled

down a bit now. Write us or call us.

Wc arc very open to good ideas. What
we want right now Is products which
have a broad horizontal application.
We're interested in business, educa
lion, and scientific/engineering prod-
ucts in particular.

Q: Do you seean attackon the prob-

lems of support?
A: YES. We think support is a key

element of the equation. We want to

be the Mercedes-Benz of support.

Look for example how well Microsoft
has been doing with support recently.

What wc expect to do is to train the

dealers for the sales transaction, but
offer after-sale support ourselves.

Q: What about the special relation-

ship with Apple that vendors like

Microsoft have ( for example, seeing
new hardware in advance of its re-

lease)?

A: I hope Claris gets every bit as
good a deal as Bill Gates. Most major
third party developers do havea very
close relationship with Apple. If any-
thing, I think the concern has been
I hat Claris woidd be too close, but
again 1 want to emphasize that both
Apple and I are committed to being
fair and trustworthy about this.

Q: Will there be a stock ottering?

A: We don't know yet how we will

become independent. We may spin
offthe company to the existingApple
shareholders, or may have an initial

public offering.

Q: Will you be selling HyperCard
stackwarc?
A; We don't knowyet. Probably not,

because what we nerd to do is build
our own core technology. We want to

focus on that, and not stackware. I

could see doing something with
stackware for the university market.
Q: In line with your independence

from Apple, when will you annouce
your first product with NeXT, Inc.?

A: Well, I had breakfast with Steve
Jobs recently, but no. we aren't in any
strategic relationship with his com-
pany.

Q: The products you have are per-
ceived as being entry level, do you
plan to raise the level?

A: Yes. we will follow the increased

power of Apple hardware. But. the

word processing market is naturally
tiered. There Is always a place for

products like MacWrite and
WriteNow. We may be on both tiers

for some products, maybe onlyon the

high tier for some products. We will

be making our products better. It's a
wonderful opportunity.

Q: It seems that Apple software
products have been subsidized by the

hardware. Will Claris have to raise

prices?
A: We are going to have to have a P

& L statement to meet, andwe have to

look good for investment companies.
We need to price our products for

growth and profitability.

Support is going to cost us money,
so the prices will probably have to be
a bit higher.

I Bill I

Atkinson

From; PEABO
Subject: Bill Atkinson talks about

HyperCard
This is a report on the 'ihursday

wrap-up session at the Macworld
Expo. Dill Atkinson showed off

HyperCard, which John Sculley and
Jean-Louis Gassee have both de-
scribed as the most exciting thing
since the introduction of the Macin
tosh. This repeal was prepared by
Peter Olson (PEABO on DELPHI) and
any inaccuracies are due to my tran-

scription of the substance of the
speech, which I have done In my own
words to a large extent (I*in not a
stenographer!!. If you would like to

post this or reprint it, please do so in

its entirety.

Bill Atkinson's talks during this

Expo have drawn such crowds that
the management has routinely
opened up more space, and tills final

talk was no exception. Bill brought
the rest of the HyperCard team with
him (there were quite a few Apple
employees walking around with the
HyperCard "bowling shirts" on — blue
with yellow collars, a name over the
lapel, and on the back the word
HYPERCARD at the top. a large black
circle and diagonally rising over It the
legend "Acme Dot Co.").

Chris Espinosa. the HyperCard
product manager, began by introduc-
ing Danny Goodman, author of The
Complete HyperCard Handbook-
published by Bantam, and also the
author of two extensive stackware
products from Activision called
"Business Class" and "Focal Point".

Goodman, whowas not and still is not
a "programmer", was involved with
the Hy|>erCard development for about
18 months.
Chris then turned the stage over to

Bill.

(applause from the audience]
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The Macintosh Dreain Is about get-

ting the power of the personal com
puter Into the hands of individuals.

So far what we have accomplished is

putting the use of applications into

people's hands, by using Ihe graphi-

cal interface and metaphors in a
consistent way, but this had made it

increasingly difficult to be a creator.

The split between authors and users
keeps increasing.

HyperCard is a software erector set.

It's aboxofparts, bolts, and examples
Qust like in the erector set brochure).

HyperCard uses the same technique
to teach people how to use it. You
start wilh a n example you see and try

making it yourself. Then you try

changing it a bit, and eventually you
know it well enough to branch off on
your own.

[At this point, they killed the lights

and the presentation became pre-

dominantly visual and hence difficult

to explain in words in this report. Bill

showed an expanded version of the

stackware which is on the HyperCard
release disk. Some fragments that

come to mind arc;

HyperCard organizes data into

stacks of cards. Each card is exactly

the size of the original Mac screen, so
you can be guaranteed that anything
you produce onone kind ofMacintosh
can be viewed on any other. Cards in

any stack can be linked associatively

to cards in any other stack.
Each card can have pictures, text,

and buttons wilh any Iconic shape or

ordinary legend associated. It is like

a superset of the usual Mac interface.

A variety of text formats is allowed,
including scrolling text.

Data compression is so efficient

that a thousand clip-art screens can
fit in a megand a halfof memory, and
on a Mac II the flipping from one card
to another is very fast. (Evenona Mac
Plus it's no slouch.) Flapping between
cards is controlled by a Visual ciTect'

specification that allows for fades,

wipes, and so on as cues to the kind of

linkage between cards.

There is a built-in painting system
like MacPaint but with a lot of im-
provements. You can still import and
export bit-mapped images In Paint
format, and HyperCard is not in-

tended to replace MacPaint at all.

(One of the Improvements that sticks

in my mind Is the ability to pick up an
arbitrary shaped piece of an existing

image by painting a mask over top of

it temporarily to define the bits to be
picked up, and then being able to

move the picked up image around the
screen.)
An object-oriented language called

HyperTalk (developed by Dan Win-
kler) is Integrated Into the system.
There Isan Inheritanceamongobjects
represented by buttons, screens,
background buttons and screens,

stacks, and HyperCard itself. The
English-language-like syntax has
provisions tor event and message
processingamong the objects and is a
modern structured language.
HyperTalk can read and write TEXT

• importing or exporting from

other database or word processing
software. There are built-in proce-

dures for sorting cards in a stack
according to field values.

There are various Levels of access to

stacks, including the low levels re-

quired to use a stack, and higher
levels which allow painting, author-
ing ( creating structure using links),

and scripting (writing in HyperTalk).
Although stacks cannot be copy pro-

tected as such, they can be password
protected in order to keep people from
getting to the higher levels of access.

The system is perfectly adapted to

building by example. Bill said that

HyperCard is like an erector set where
you never have to worry about run-
ning out of pieces. You can copy
button definitions from the examples
and "idea stacks" provided with the

system and they paste in complete
with the associated scripting so you
have a functioning button right away.

You can also copy entire stacks for

incorporation into your own designs,

or you can pick out clip art Just like

you have always been able to do with
MacPaint.
At the end of the presentation. Bill

continued talking. I

We have made 20,000 copies and
sent them out the distribution chan-
nels this week. Ifyou buy a new Mac
Plus, Mac SE, orMac II you get Hyper-
Card for free. Otherwise, you can buy
It for $49 including disks and a
manual. In about 60 days we expect
to begin shipping international ver-
sions.

The Macintosh Dream is

about getting the power of

the personal computer in the

hands of individuals.

HyperCard does require 128K
ROMs and at least one megabyte of
memory. Ifyou use it with MultiFin-
der, you will need more than a mega-
byte. We recommend a two- floppy
system or a floppy and hard disk.

There is 800K of built-in help, so you
will need the disk space ifyou use the
help. The four disks you get are a
floppy-based HyperCard boot, a
setup disk for installing HyperCard
on your hard disk, a disk ofexamples
and ideas, and the help disk.

[ Chris Kspinosa then brought out

the rest of the HypeiCard develop-

ment team, toastandlngovationfrom
the crowd. He then handed the mike
back to Bill, saying that he thought

most of the audience questions would
be for Bill.

]

Q: Does HyperCard support MIDI?
A: We couldn't anticipate all pos-

sible uses ofHyperCard, so we put in

hooks so you can call any 68000 code
you want. You need to compile the
code as separate resources of type

XCMD orXPCM and install it in your
stack. That'showyouwouldgetMIDI
support*
Q: What is the relative performance

of a Mac Plus compared lo a Mac II?

A: Card flippingon the Plus is about
half as fast as the II.

Q: Can you launch applications or

documents from inside HypeiCard?
A: Yes. and when the you quit the

application, it comesback to the same
card you launched from. You can
also print the same way. There is an
example stack which lets you organ-

ize your hard disk and automatically
update the catalog of documents
when you want.
Q: Where did the HyperCard idea

come from?
A: QuickFile/Rolodex were very

early ancestors of the HyperCard. I

have been thinking about the prob-
lems of authoring software on the

Macintosh for a long lime, and this is

what I came up with.

Q: I low would you import or export

to another database?
A: You can read or write text files

using HyperTalk, and you could have
a card with several conversion but
tons on it. for SYLK or D1F formats for

example.
Q: How do you access a specific card

In the stark?
A: You can bring up cards by posi-

tion in the stack (first, last, next,

previous, or card number in the

stack), or by name, orbyan internally

assigned ID number thai never

changes.
y ; Canyou have a HyperCard stack

on AppleShare accessed by several

users at once?
A: Not right now. The stacks are

opened read-write for one user only,

but I'm working on that lor a future
release.

Q: Could you design a spreadsheet
or database program this way?

A: No, it would work but It would be
too slow. HyperCard is an organizing
tool for personal database, not a de-
velopment tool.

Q: Is Finder still necessary?
A: Yes. Finderis highly tuned forits

purpose, manipulating flies. You
might consider using HyperCard as a
very sophisticated MiniFinder re-

placement though! HyperCard works
very well with MultiFinder (though
you need more than the one meg
minimum memory to run it this way).
It's great to be able to flip back and
forth between your word processing
and a HyperCard stack in just a sec
ond. and not have to break your train
of thought waiting 30 seconds to

launch.
Q: What are the limits to slack size?

A We haven't put any arbitrary
limits tn (that is. you'll run out of disk
space before you hit the limits in the

program). You can have up to 10
million cards in a stack, and up to half
a gigabyte of data. *

These speeches were downloaded
from Delphi.

Delphi is a commercial time-shar-
ing and bulletin board system.

The Delphi Digests are made avail-

able thanks to Jeffrey Shulman of

Rutgers University.



When you want a choice

call MacLine

!

Affinity Microsystems
Tempo imaffoDAwitticcnWonaitxandmg)

Alsoft
Disk Express (mnimse Disk PerIctmance)

Altsys
FONTaStlC (aeateard scale yccr own hontst

FONTastic PIUS {*Jv«wdFgtittEi»a»

Foniographer (»ate Postscript. ut*r foms)

y$nn Arbor
Full Paint (c^w<Jo^*>tsaiwi».»«ten«is)

FullWrite ^oemtoV^Ptointf
Batteries Includ&d
Mac Battery Pak (9 han^r*svAccessed

Thunder |soaowcrdSpd^c*ecKe»)

Berkeley System Design
Stepping Out iwtu»i screen extend*)

Bogas
Studio Session [Edku * Piay* win a voices)

Bonadlo Associates
Expressionist (OA Eoyawn Processor)

Borland International

Reflex (Rflfaoonal Database, information analysts)

RoflOX PIUS (now floiatona Database}

Turbo Pascal mt ve-sic* m Bofianas compiler)

lurbo Pascal Tutor (Toadies Mac Pascal}

Eureka (Fquacen Saver, gerwatisariy Graph)

Boston Software
MacPublisher III SEE SPECIAL
Brainpower
Statview 512+ [wnaf.M«w,pan5aft]
BrtVO Technologies
MacCalc (MllIW -a;(B0.Ida.w«SiiBddSfiwO

Casady Ware
HuentrontS iZ^oloc^lrnaowhwkx.ai

CE Software
Calander Maker 3.0 (Cuiiantaf iCitatol

DiSk Top 3.0lOACift^ wiM4*4r*l4W)
MockPackage + ioa Term. wn» pnm Chart)

MacBillboard4.01 («noctr*icArishop}

QuicKeyS (**jgn Keys, save mouse moves)

Central Point Software
Copy II Mac (incidi»s MacToofy umU)

Cortland
Top Desk (7seltostalrig Desk Accessories)

Cricket Software
Cricket Draw includes P«Jscnp(l8u;lrnanipw(a»n)

Cricket Graph {mportar»dyadir«jme»ctaMos)

Dreams of the Phoenix
Phoenix 3D (competent, bud9«t30)

Quick & Dirty Utilities Vol 1

Quick & Dirty Utilities Vol 2

£59.00

29.00

29.00

54.00

268.00

58.00

29.00

29 00

58 00

6500

52.00

59.00
181.00

59.00

46.00

59.00

19G.00

09.00

32.00

26.00

33.00

23.00
23.00

Call

22.00

37.00

189.00

125.00

33.00

30.00

38.00

Introducing
Fullwrite Professional

the UK version.

A new generation of word processor

featuring power word processing and

desktop publishing capabilities plus

an English dictionary.

£225.00

Special Offer
Under £200.00 DTP

MacPublisher III, a DeskTop Publishing

program with dozens of power features.

It is well suited for Imagcwritcr as well

as Laser output. (Illustrator compatablc).

Price - £179.00
Offer valid until 31st October 1987.

Dubl Click Software
Calculator Construction Set €39 00

WetPaint Vol. 1 & 2 EACH 26.00
WetPaint Bundle <awi dp ut> 39-00

World Class Fonts Vol. 1 & 2 EACH 26.00

World Class Fonts Combo Pack 39 00

Enabling Technologies
Fasy 3D (cieara andsaipisoM 3Dobiecrs) 75.00

Enzan-Hoshiguml
MacCalligraphy (.superb, unusual Panargi 105.00

Forethought
Filemaker Plus (feature padted DataBase) 168.00

Foundation Pubilshfng
Comic Suip Factory imakaupComW) 59.00

Great Wave Software
Kids. Time (Squally programs lor ages 3 - 10) 31.00

Concertware + (ainttumwCOTcowj 32.00

Hayes
SmartCOm II (acclaimed f^ms-paduje) 95.00

ICOM Simulations
TMON{fiet«iUadnto*hD«l^g*) 98.00

Imagine
Smart Alarms <da reminder system) 42.00

Innovative Data Design
MacDraft (advanced object crienled features) 174.00

MacMaster
Fedrt Plus {beutei c*a Edit* mfswfsj 33.00

MaeroPac
101 Macros for Excel (keystrow™ saver) 39.00

Mainstay
VIP (Programmable How Chart*) 79.00

Think n' Tim© (Nd* TreeChanOui^) Call

Microsoft
Excel 1.04 (ihepcwerSaea&heel) 209.00

Word 3.1 it* power Word Process*] 209 00

Works 1.0 (5 -dllniegiat* programs) 179.00

Odesta
Double Helix {m^^mm^m 300.00

Orange Micro
Ragtime 2 (DTPWProcess«$S*KwiBic) 225.00

Owl International

Guide (nrslhypaieilprogf-mlatfieMae) 86.00

Palantlr

MacType [srucwed Tyring riOuchn) 28.00

PBI Software
HF3 Locator m.**^ hps OA) 28.00

PCPC
HFS Backup (Haid Disk Be*cpuai^ 28.00

Pos tcra/t International

Laser FX (
^itedr^ipt rc*«Ucdr^S ) 128.00

Satori
Bulk Mailer 3 79.00

Simon and Schuster
Mac Art Department <ow i&oim»ge»

Softstyle Inc

EpStart (Run a Macniffian Epson prhta)

Software Supply
Suitcase (unlimited Apple Menu DM'5)

Solutions inc.

Glue (treaw a "priil to (feX"cepatiiT)0

SuperGlue {essential OTP led)

Smartscrap & the Clipper (a.cd*ned)

Springboard
Ccrtiticato Maker
VideoWorks (original Animaaon package)

Supormao Technology
Superlaserspooler (tie*«es Spader)

DiskFit (backup HD "smart ftoppkw')

Survivor Software
MacMoney (conpkXo ho«™ Acaxncng. ropcrts)

Symmetry
Picture-base 1.2 (C6p Art Database)

Acta [Ouflrwrtrrltlng Desk Accessory)

Target Software
ScOOp (brand new DTP wiBi many ItMtues)

William & Marclas
MyDiskLabeller i mm you own disk labels)

MyDiskLabellerwith colour

MyDiskLabeller with Laser

£26.00

29.00

39.00

48.00

sas

38.00

33.00

108 00
49.00

48.00

48.00

42.00

325.00

27.00

37.00

Introducing Course Builder for educators

Create powerful, stand alone, stale of the art

applications with unprecedented oaso. £295.00]

InUQdMQing
Chess Master 2000

2D or 3D perspective view, Staunton

shaped pieces, thinking window, 32

levels & 3 styles of play, programmable

opening move book, etc, etc.£29.00

Fun 'n Games
Hitchhikers Guide 26.00 DarkCastle 29.00

Leather Goddes 25.00 MacGolt 38.00

Fokker Tnplane 37.00 Shanghai 29.00

34.00 Ancient art of war 29.00

iGrandrix 37.00

Harrier Strike

Ordering and Ppljcy
"To order call Monday - Friday. 9.30 to 5.30.

•Add VAT and £2. 50 per order to cover postage 4 packaging.

"Payment Is by VISA card, cheque, money order or C.O.D.

-Please allow 6 flays lor cheque* to dear

'Credit cards will not be chargod urim the order is shipped.

"11 a partial order is despatched, the balance is pootod froo of

additional postage charges.

' AD Goods are sent by Insured Registered First Class Mall.

"Courier services are available

•Defective software is replaced immediately.

•Refunds win only be given on unopened packages that aro

returned; vrfthin 7 days d receipt.

.

"For International orders exclude VAT.
• Prices are corred at lime of going in press

'VAT NO 452314966*

MacLine always try to match the best genuine software prices offered to UK Macintosh users.

NOW we have a catalogue. Call for a free cop/ to be sent to you NOW.

Call MacLine at (01) 642 4242
Wren House, Sutton Court Rd, Sutton, Surrey SM1 4TL, UK.
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PowerDisk
Keith Chamberlain reviews

, a disk utility.

TM

PowerDisk™ comes with a single 3.5
disk and a 26 page owners manual.
The program disk is not copy pro-
tected and recommends making a
working copy before proceeding.
Installation is a simple process in-

volving double clicking on the Install
icon choosing the system you wish to

install to and clicking the INSTALL
button. After a short time the mes-
sage "PowerDisk Installed." appears
and you can now proceed to use it by
rebooting from the system chosen.
Ifyou now pull down the Apple Menu
and select the PowerDisk desk acces-
sory the PowerDisk control panel
appears. The amount ofmemory allo-

cated to PowerDisk can be adjusted
and the chart shows how all the
memory has been allocated.

Pou'crDiik tonlto! Panel

PowerDisk Memory

100% In use

1000 of 1000 K

(•nr. O Off

H Ihe Oynomlt

flctiuity: 318b
HMtienry: 681

(J I

Memory Utilization

System 91 K
System free HK
MotPoliit I.S 128 K

PoiuerOlik IO00K
OK

There is an option in the PowerDisk
menu to delay writes which can be
overridden which improves perform-
ance at the risk of lost data should a
crash occur. These options can be
saved so that they become the de-
fault.

flDoui Pouiprnitk...

Daisy Uiriips...

Soue Optloni...

Beep Disk

Beep PomerQIsk
Activity Icons

dm* Z0SHO

You can also have beeps made when
either the normal disk acUon or the
PowerDisk are being used and also a
small Icon can be put in the top left of
the screen to show which is being
used. These features would probably
be turned off under normal use. The
final item in the menu gives informa-
tion about the disk in use and the

delay UJrlto<

Coullon: Oeloying writes con Improve
performance homeuer. imitates Hie

possibility of do la lass.

urn! i. Immediately
OOetay Writes OK

iecond delay

number of files.

A further information file is the status

disk information used by each appli-
cation.

One Interesting feature was that
when using a bit copy program for
software library disks it went to Pow-
erDisk for Information after flic first

copy, instead of looking for another
disk to copy. This means you can have
a very fast multiple bit copier, some-
times a useful feature. The disadvan
tage bei ug I ha 1 1 1 does not allow copies
of different disks without switching
off PowerDisk.
When using OMNIS 3+. I found lhat
the control panel showed that the
program reserves as much memory
as it can and therefore I decided to

turn off PowerDisk when using
OMNIS as lis performance may be
affected. Also when using Excel the
loading from disk of large templates
seemed much slower, which shows
there must be some trade offon speed
for the first use of data while data is

actually being moved Into PowerDisk
and Excel.
In conclusion I feel that PowerDisk
gives some nice features ovf.r ihe
normal control panel RAM cache and
may be sUghlly faster when using
delay writes, but it does have a few
disadvantages. «

Power Disk Status

PowerDisk Info ID: PDpb Size: 290

Dynamic:

Permanent:

4%

1(10%

35 of 81 K

1000 of 1000

Prime:

Control:

5888

1293
3727

1112

1113

Smallest io: 512
fluerage io: 1552
Largest io: 206336
Total io: 5018624

v May now be if uteri

H Has been initialized

Need Dynamic
Dynamic not auail

Desize Permanent
Skip statistics

Hit Ratio: 68%
Colls: 3232
Hits: 2202
Misses: 1030
Errors:

On/Off

53 Dynamic
Oisk bell

U PowerDisk bell

[x] flctiuity Icons

Delay writes

Total blks:

Perm blks:

Dyna blks:

DelayTick:

l ast i/o:

Min Heap:

Uecay:

Hit ualue:

38Qn

2100
1790

180

1442

256

63

128

I
OK

I

which although for most users Is of
little use except for general interest is

probably of value to programmers. It

is interesting to note some of the
claims about information transferred
such hs ihe 'Hit RaUo' and 'I/O* trans-
ferred but they serve little purpose as
the actual program is transparent in
opera! ion.

1 have had the software for some
weeks now and it does speed up some
operations especially when moving
between applications via finder, obvi-
ously this depends on the amount of
memory available and the amount of

info
I

S2L ami 2OSH0

dumber or riln/foldtri; 6 rrceipacr: iyu;/i

CTMtMJ Man. July 1 % Ifto? B | 2SitS

Modified: r»l, toplrmbai 11. 198? < I VS0
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Product: PowerDisk™

Publisher

:

Available from

:

Software Power Co.

P.O.Box 14133

Fremont, CA 94539

Price : £ 59.95

Value: 44
Performance: 444
Documentation: ««««



MacLibrary

Norah Arnold describes the eight

new Macintosh Library Disks

The eight new disks this month are

all BOOK. There arc six new Update
disks and two demonstration disks.

Disk 167 Update 4

Disk Librarian 1.0 ©1987 by John
Lim is designed to catalog your collec-

tion of floppy disks quickly nncl en-

able you to search for missing files.

This program is RAM-based and has

CJ

Q B
afconfxlTKWvl

fiV UHMW»«A

Mr 13 IfaMl H..KW1* I I

n n n
Directory (

a CD

been optimized to read disks and
search for flies fast.

Directory is a FKRY which allows
you to view the contents ofyour disks
and to perform basic operations on
your disks.

Icon Extractor takes all the ICN#
resources in a file, extracts the Icons
in the lists, and save them to a new file

in individual ICON resources.
PowcrSlation is a Macintosh "soft-

ware control centre" thai lets you
organize your frequently-used appli-

cations, documents, and desk acces-
sories in a way that is suited to your
working habits, independently of the

the way they are organized under the

file system. Also PowerStatlon lets

you move among applications
SLiickly, usually much more quickly
lan is possible with the Finder.

PowerStatlon is compatible with all

models of the Macintosh having at

least 512K of RAM. including the
Macintosh XL. and with any screen

size. PowerStatlon requires System
version 3.0 or later.

PostScriptions is a Turbo Pascal

program that will send PostScript to

the LaserWriter. There are several

templates that will allow you to easily

enter the text that you want send.

Disk 168 Updates
Balloon is a game where points are

continuously added as you fly. To
accumulate points you must fly in

free air. Each object other than the
Balloon is enclosed in an invisible

rectangle. Ifyou fly Into this rectangle

with the balloon or cover the object

you continue to loose points until you

AICS.O TJT CWvSlMJlOjlt
M»fwg 2

£2, £ f
A.N.. OptWil

°, n D
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are out of the rectangle. You loose

points twice as fast when you fly into

the stork. The Balloon will also ex-

plode ifthe stork hits the centre ofthe
Balloon.
Rogue This is a Macintosh version

ofthe "Rogue Clone" byTim Stoehr. It

is very un Mac-ish (the mouse is

hardly used) . but does correspond
well to the UNIX™ version. It was
compiled with Aztec C by Manx Soft-

ware Systems.
Jam is an AppleTalk Tele Confer-

encing program. It allows up to 20
AppleTalk users to communicate to

each other in real time. Any user
connected lo AppleTalk may Join the

conference.

Disk 169 Update 6

rniniWRITER is a text-editing desk
accessory witli the following features:

• You can use all standard Macin-

tosh features. Including Undo.
• You can choose the lont the text is

displayed in.

• rniniWRITER can printyourdocu-
ment on an ImageWriter exactly as it

appears on the screen — at 'draff

speed. It can also command an
1 mageWrite r to use boldface or under-
lined characters.

• rniniWRITER can send a file to a
LaserWriter as PostScript com-
mands.

• miniWRITER can automatically
use the 'smart quotes' used by typog-

raphers.
• mlniWKITEK tells you how many

lines, words, and characters are in

your document.
• Opens and saves TEXT flies com-

patible with any word processor.

Pi r-i oMM. I
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HFSDlr™ , the HFS Disk Directory

Cataloging System from OITC. has
been created to support disk file

management of large HFS storage

systems on the Apple Macintosh™.
Tills program provides fast cataloging

and supports the creation of

hardcopy and aoftcopy directory list-

ings ofHFS volumes. This version has
been corrected to operate with the 4.

1

version of the Apple Macintosh Oper-
ating System and supports the

Macintosh SE™ and Macintosh II™.

Currently, this released version,

1.61, has no limit on the number of

Foldcrs/Fllcs processed and pro-
duces complete directory listings for

all mounted volumes.
FileMaster has 4 basic functions:
• It can manipulate the flags and

comments of files or folders seen in

both, the Finder and ResEdlt "Get
Info..." dialogs.

• It can quickly browse through
either data or resource fork of any file

without Interpreting its contents.
• It can delete a file.

• It can rename a file or folder.

All these functions are provided for

either a single file, or for all files on a
volume or In a folder, which match a
certain search criterium.

Disk 170 Update 7

Cheap Beep lets you easily choose
several sounds to be randomly se-

lected from as a replacement for the
old SysBeep. CheapDeep is a Control
Panel device file for System 4.1 and
later. These systems have a Control
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Panel desk accessory which can open
files of type 'cdev' and allow them to

display information and accept com-
mands through the Control Panel

window. To enable CheapBeep. you
move it into your system folder.

OrayVlew is made especially for

converting Thunderscan SCAN files

(that's the big file that results from a
scanning session) into actual 32 gray
shade images. These can be viewed
Just for pleasure, or used as Start-

upScrccns. and should be usable in a
variety ofnew products sure to come
for the Mac II. It is also very handy for

viewing any PICT resource, color or

n, D, C3

n n n
Te*i f
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CheapBeep CheapBe*p Doo

in
Be*ps-sp*ed 1 Beeps-speed 2

black and white.
Kolor Isa program for Marin losli II

owners. It allows you to change the
default colors associated with:

•Controls (buttons, checkboxes,
radio buttons, and scroll bars)
•Windows
•Menus
•Hillting (most notably used for

text hiliting)

Kolor Is used in conjunction with

the Control Panel. It creates re-

sources which are used by the various
Managers as defaull colour tables if

an application hasn't supplied them.
As of this writing, very few programs
written for the Macintosh "colourize"
their own resources, thus allowing
you to customize your system to suit

your tastes.

DupTree is an utility program that
copies directory (folder) trees. It will

set up a copy of the source directory
tree without copying any flies. This
can be useful in certain circum-
stances.
Tops Boot :- this Is what the author

says, "I had been using a Tempo boot
macro to automatically Invoke the
TOPS DA. supply a network name,
and publish my hard disk on the
network. Unfortunately, the raven-

ous system heap requirements of

System 4. 1 caused me to stop using

Tempo, and I soon got rather bored
with doing all this manually. My solu-

tion wasTOl'S boot, a small startup
application that does all this for me
withou t chewingup a lot oi my system
heap."

Disk 171 Update 8

Globe is the classic spinning globe

demo seen on Sun workstations. It

workson all Macintoshes with at least

5 L2K ofmemory though it looks best
on a Mac II with 8 bits/pixel colour.
The program consists of the applica-

tion Globe along with various data
flies containing different sizes of Ihe

,
CJ

ciQ3
1

mO

d m cj

globe bitmaps. The sizes range from
32 x 32 to 250 x 256. Double clicking

on one of the data files will bring u p a
spinning globe in the desired size.

Globe uses lots of memory: minimum
around 300K and much more if you
are using a Mac II in one of the mul-
tlbit screen modes. The largest globe
(256 x 256) uses 2MB! when run at 8
biis/pixel.

GrayHelvetlca is a Composite File

of Helvetica, which Is built into the

LaserWriter. It converts the built-in

Helvetica Into a Gray Helvetica. The
Font Is best characterized as a display

type. Its appearance is best appreci-
ated in sizes of 24 to 124 points in

Bold and Italic.

ChicagoSymbols is a very small
LaserWriter font, containing repre-

scn- tations of the four"hard to get to"

characters that are present in Apple
Computer's Chicago font. These
symbols arc the "command" key. the
check mark, the diamond mark and
the Apple.
LunarCrack is an I NIT resource

which causes your SysBeep trap to

"crack" the screen. To use tt simply
put it in your system folder and boot.
Ifyou want to gel rid of it. just pull it

out ofyour system folder and reboot.

Disk 172 Update 9

ATC stands forAirTrafflc Controller
and this is Macintosh Version 1.0 of
July 1087. The Macintosh version is

nearly a straight port of the original

Unlx lM air traffic controller game by
Ed James. The only changes from the
original were added to get around the
need to pass parameters to the pro-
gram upon startup and an option to

have prop planes enter and exit at
different altitudes than Jet planes.

Excel Templates:- the author says.
This spreadsheet evolved over the

past five years from the time I first

started putting my finances onto a

computer (a Columbia Data Products
with Perfect Calc] Over the years it

has been expanded and refined,

moving through Mull iplan and even-
tually onto Excel. It started as a

M»r.irchK 01

> \,n,r Hf S M*« MM*

n r-|

simple way oftracking a few i

and grew to a system thai lra<

of my major expenses, bank ac-

counts, gives projections, tracks

budgets, and projects taxes."

Hack Is a display oriented dun
geons & dragons like game. Both
display and command structure re-

semble Rogue. To get started you
really only need to know (wo com-
mands. The command ? will give you
a list of the available commands and
the command / will identify the

things you sec on the screen.

Disk 173 Silicon Beach

This is a Silicon Beach Sampler
disk with a SuperPaint demo and
some screens from Dark Castle and

Serwn *r*l-A0KM Sir**-

5w«n ttvnt Ovk Cut*

D
5l<Ko» Pr«»i t«l«- *«-r«ltt

olher Silicon Reach software.

Disk 174 Executive Office

This is a demonstration disk of
Executive Office. Executive Office isa

neat database and filing system

READ ONLY Executive UHic*

Demo Cabinet

which includes a word processor.
Most of the facilities are available to

explore on the demo disk, but it is a
read only' version so no new files can
be created. *

Coming Soon!

The whole Macintosh

Library is going to 800K!
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Phone lines open from 10.00am

to 6.00pm, Monday to Friday.

Orders are post-free in UK
(1st class recorded post)

Pay by Cheque, Access,

American Express or Visa.

V.A.T. is not included in prices;

please add when placing order.

Product pricing and availability

subject to change without notice.

Foreign orders welcome. E&OE.

oft
Bridge House • Wellington • Somerset • TA21 OAA

Quality Mac Software • At Unbeatable Prices
(And if we don't post it to you in 7 days, we'll take 5% off the price!')

Introducing the cheapest prices for

List MacSoft
Price Price

Altsys

FONTastic Plus
Fontographor

Affinity

Tempo

£74.95
£375.00

£45.00
C249.00

£90.00 £59.00

Ann Arbor Softworks
FullPaint £99.00
FullWrite" £295.00

Berkeley System Design
Stopping Out £85.00

Borland International
Reflex £99.95
Sidekick £99.95
Turbo Pascal £99.95

Blyth Software
Omnis III Plus £495.00

Bravo Technologies
MacCalcV2 £199.00

Center Point Software

Copy II Mac £39.95

Cricket Software
Cricket Draw £295.00
Cricket Graph £175.00

£65.00
E210.00

E60.00

£59.50
£59.50
£59.50

£360.00

£99.00

£29.00

£199.00
£125.00

List

Pries

MacSoft
Price

Data Tailor

Trapeze V2

Icon Technology
MacAuthorv1.4

IDD
MacDraft

Living Vldeotext
MORE

Microsoft
Basic (Compiler)

Basic (Interpreter)

Chart

Excel
File

Flight Simulator
Word V3
Works

£295.00 £190.00

£199.00 £145.00

£245.00 £175.00

£295.00 £165.00

£150.00
£75.00
£95.00
£395.00
£150.00
£39.00

£295.00
£295.00

MlndScape
Balance of Power £26.95
Championship Boxing £26.95
ComicWorks £69.95
DejaVu £26.95
GATO £26.95
GraphicWorks £99.95
Orbiter £26.95
ShadowGate £26.95

£120.00
£60.00
£70.00

£215.00
£120.00
£29.00

£210.00
£185.00

£19.50
£19.50
£59.50
£19.50
£19.50

£64.50
£19.50
£19.50

List MacSoft
Price Price

Mlndwork Software
MindWriteV2* £295.00 £199.00

Odesta
Helix

Double Helix

Orange Micro
Ragtime

£250.00 £125.00
£495.00 £350.00

£395.00 £225.00

Silicon Beach Software
Accessor Pak 1 £29. 95 £1 5.00
Airborne! £24.95 £17.50
Dark Castle £44.95 £28.50
Enchanted Sceptres £34.95 £25.00
Silrcon Press £74.95 £55.00
Superpaint £90.00 £57.50
World Builder £79.95 E5O.00

T/Maker
Click Art (all same price)£49.95 £35.00
WrtteNow £165.00 £99.00

Think Technology
LaserSpeed
L/Speed Office Pak
Lightspeed C

£80.00 £55.00
£425.00 £299.00
•150.00 £100.00
10.00 £75.00

* As soon as available.
'Unless program nnt yet released,

discontinued, or sale subject

to cheque clearance.

We're not going to be undersold ... provide proof of a genuine offer that's better than our price for any of

these products from anyone in this country within 14 days of purchase and we'll refund the difference .

Ready-To-Use Graphic Disks
Gallery : Usefuf pictures, borders, maps, trademarks etc.

Symbols: Tourism, Animals, Farming, Programming etc.

Hands: Tradesmen, Food, Leisure etc.

Food & Drink: Illustrations of Food and Drink.

Display Fonts: Decorative lettering (inc. Music & Border Fonts)

UK Atlas: Roads,rivers,railways,airports,(X)unties,cities

etc (Inlcuding London Underground map)

One Instant Art disk costs £29; two cost £56; three cost £81;

four cost £104; fiv& cost £125: and all six cost £144.

instant business forms
Over 40 ready-to- use business forms designed for UK users.

Includes spaces for company logo, address, VAT no., otc.

Specifly MacPaint, PICT, or PageMaker format Costs £49
Instant sampler disk for only £6.00

LaserWriter-compatible fonts that download automaticalty for immediate use.

GreyFonts GhostFonts
Now you can print In 9
grey shades on your

LaserWriter!
Each GreyFonts package

contains nine different grey
shades for the standard Laser

font you want. GreyFonts
available include: Times,
Helvetica. Avant Garde.
Bookman, N Helvetica

Narrow. Palatino, Symbol &
Zapf Dingbats. All the usual

style options are availble.

such as Bold, Italic, Underline,

Outline, and Shadow.
One GreyFont costs £49; two
cost £94; three cost £134;

four cost £169; five cost £199; six

cost £224: seven cost £244: and
all eight cost £259

GhostFonts allow you to
print LaserWriter fonts as
backgound, or shaded text

without outlines.

GhostFonts come in Light,

Medium & Dark shades.
Background printing works in

programs that allow mixing of

text & graphics, eg:

PageMaker, MacDraw,
SuperPaint. Xpress.

GhostFonts for the LaserWriter
includes Helvetica.Times and

Symbol and costs £45,
GhostFonts for the LaserWriter

Plus also includes Avant Garde.
Palatino, Bookman. Dingbats, &
Hefvetica Narrow, and costs £89.

Ask for our free

catalogue
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Art at the Expo

Continuing the report of the MacWorld

Expo, at Boston by Irene Flaxman

We first met Jim Fitsimmons, of

MacAmerica, at last year's Boston

Expo. He showed us a copy of VER-

BUM, the maga2ine for Macintoch art-

ists everywhere.

Jim likes to seek outMac artists, with

a view to finding a means to publish

their works where they will be appre-

ciated. So, he has many original works

of art, all created on the Macintosh, but

created using a number of different

programs, and by many different art

ists.

The picture shown on this page was

created in FullPaint by New York artist,

Hurt Monroy, to 'suggest a planetary

awareness'. Jim gave us permission to

reproduce it in the magazine, allowing

due recognition to the arusL

Although this illustration originates in

the States, many ofJim's collection have

come from much further afield. The
artists he helps include French, Austrian

and Australian, to name a few. All are

happy to letJim look after their interests

and get their works published. Having

visited his 'office', the originals are

there, hanging on the walls with pride.

One means of publishing ihe works

was the creation ofa 'year-planner* type

of diary, liberally illustrated with

Macintosh-generated pictures. He
plans a similar publication for 1988,

so he is eagerly looking for new
talent.

The topics and styles vary widely,

as you would expect from such a

diverse group of individuals. I can't

say that I understood them all, or that

I liked them all - but that is always the

case with art, it is a very personal

experience.

Jim spent some time as a distributor

of magazines, specialising in .Mac-

related topics, but it's a hard way to

make a living. This is his association

with VERBUM, and he was promot-

ing that (amongst other publications)

at Boston last year, and in San Fran-

cisco this January. He was not at this

year's Boston Expo, but VERBUM
were represented there indepen-

dently. His name docs not appear in

the magazine's credits, but the indica

lion was that he was still working
away in the background.

What, then, distinguishes VERBUM
from other Mac-related magazines? It

is described as the 'Journal of Per-

sonal Computer Aesthetics', and is

devoted to art-related topics, includ-

ing articles on the various drawing/

painting/graphics packages available

in addition to the reproduction of

computer-produced art.

Volume 1.2 includes a useful chart

comparing the facilities offered by

various drawing programs (Illustrator

and Cricket Draw), font editors

(Fontographer and LaserWorks), and

font effects programs (IP Text, Tex'

Effects, I-aserCraft and Laser FX). The
comparisons seem quite comprehen-
sive, so it must have been quite a task

for the author.

Another interesting article is a

comparison between the production

of graphics on an IBM (or clone) as

compared 10 that on a Macintosh.

I found the articles of interest, and
I barely realised that there were

advertisements included at the back

(7 pages of adverts, in a 34-page

publication).

If you are interested in subscribing,

VERBUM is published four times a

year, and the cost of an overseas

subscription (including airmail postal

rates) is S45.0O.

VERBUM
P.O.Box 15439
San Diego

CA 92115
USA

Ifyou are a budding Mac artist,

why not send in your pictures to

the P.O.Box for publication?
Please include any copyright in-

formation, and we'll be delighted

to include some in future issues.
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Network News

Problems with 800K drives, Mac II

video boards and colour monitors

From: DDUNHAM
Subject: Mac n /multiple video
cards
II you're using a Mac II with multiple

video cards, be sure to use multiple

monitors, too. Otherwise you can
drag the mouse pointer off into never-

never land. Apparently Apple's cards
don't know if a monitor is actually

attached.
From: DDUNHAM
Subject: RE: equation composers
A local prof who has looked at 4
different equation composers says

that Expressionist is the "least bad" of

them all. Thai means, he likes it. but
(like most programs} it's got some
flaws. It's $55.
From: PRARO
Subject: MacsBug 5.3 has new com-
mand?
I just tried out the new version 5.3

MacsBug, and I see that it has a
couple neat new features ... one is

that the top of the screen is dedicated
to a register display with stack frame
and top of stack words visible and
updated at each command.
Another is that the character set is

(maybe] a little more legible ... I'm not

convinced yet.

The other one is a new command UT
which supposedly should lake an
addess. I haven't been able to figure

out yet what it docs ... docs anyone
know?
(And someone else will have to report

on the new Mac II debuggers!)
Peter
From: MACWEEKBOS
Subject: Raskin vs. Jobs
History buffs should take a look at

today's Wall St. Journal (July 27,

1985). in the letters section, for an
interesting letter from Jcf Raskin
rebutting the idea that Jobs created
the Macintosh, and explaining how
he. Raskin, took it from idea through
prototype.

Ric Ford
From: MACWEEKBOS
Subject: Microsoft acquires Fore-
thought
Microsoft has acquired Forethought
and Is negotiating with FileMaker
Plus developer Nashoba Systems.
Inc. for marketing rights to that pro-

gram.
Ric Ford
From: ASMCOR
Subject: Mac II monitors

I bought a Sony CPD- 1 302 monitor a
month or so ago. for my Mac II. and
ever since IVe been wondering If I

should have had a bit more patience

and waited for the Apple monitor. I

just got ahold ofa real, live Apple RGB
and put it side-by-side with my 1302.

Here's what I saw:
1. The Sony has a non-glare screen,

the Apple doesn't. In fact, the Apple
has a very glossy screen that reflects

everything in the room. As they say in

the dishwashing commercials 'I can
see myself."

2. The hues and color saturation are
virtually identical (it IS the same pic-

ture tube, although you have to ad-

just the pincushion control on (he

Sony to get the edges straight), but
the non-glare screen on the Sony
makes things look slightly darker.

This can be compensated for with the

brightness control. Also, In a dark-
ened room, if you move your head
back and forth you can see the non-
glare grating If you look for it

3. Text appears sharper on the Sony.
Again. I think It's because of the non-
glare screen, but It's definitely a bit

sharper.
4. The Apple has a built-in degausser.
You might need it once a year, you
might never need it. You can have any
TV technician degauss your screen if

It needs it. anyway.
5. The Apple has two convergence
controls (H and V) and the Sony has
one. They both have width, heightand
centering controls. Selecting the con-
vergence test in the Control panel
showed that they both have a slight

offset in the blue at 256 colors. The
test looked identical to me on both
monitors.
6. The Apple matches the Mac II. The
Sony is a darker gray, but still looks
good.
7. The Apple works only with the Mac
II as far as I know, but the Sony will

work with quite a few other comput
ers as well (it has both digital and
analog inputs).

8. The Apple has a 90-day warranty,
and lists for $999. The Sony has a 1-

yearwarrantyon parts and labor, and
two years on the picture tube, it lists

for $975, 1 bought mine In Boston for

$775 and IVe heard of folks getting
them in New York for $600.
My conclusion? They're both fine

monitors. The Sony is more flexible,

has a non-glare screen and a better

warranty, and you can undoubtedly
get it cheaper. I'm happy with my
choice. Jan
From: BMUG
Subject: RE: Mac II Color Monitors
New Trade-In Program for Macintosh
II Color Monitors
Cupertino. California. August 3.

1987. Apple Computer, Inc. today
announced a program that allows

customers to exchange an Apple
Macintosh II monochrome monitor
purchased by October 31.1 987 for a

color monitor purchased during the

first quarter of 1988. The new policy

is a response to the greater than an-
t lcipated demand and the slower than
expected availability of the new Ap-
pleCoIor High-Resolution RGB moni-

Under the policy. Apple -will offer

customers the opportunity to ex-

change an Apple High-Resolution
Monochrome Monitor purchased be-

fore October 31. 1987 for full credit

towards the purchase of an Apple-
Color High Resolution RGB Monitor.

The monochrome monitor can be re-

turned to an Apple-authorized dealer
between January 1. 1988 and March
31.1988 to receive full credit towards
the purchase of the color monitor.
"Customer satisfaction is one of

Apple's top priorities." said Charles
Berger. vice president market devel-

opment for Apple. "Because the

demand for the Macintosh II color

system Is exceeding supply we've
taken these steps to give people the

opportunity to use their Macintosh II

systems right now and have full color
when the monitors become available

at no cost. In the meantime we are
manufacturing the RGB monitor as

quickly as we can and expect to have
full supply this fall."

[from AppleLinkl
From: R1CFORD
Subject: 800K drive problems
Here's a storyand some advice... I put
one of those yellow disk "protectors"

in my SE internal floppy drive, and
went for a drive with the Mac. It was
well cushioned as usual. At the des-
tination. I booted and the yellow thing

Jammed. I couldn't get It out no matter
what I tried (short of destroying the

whole works). It also wouldn't goback
in. It was In right side up. by the
way...

Back home a couple of days later, IVe
disassembled the SE and the drive. I

don't see any way the "protector"
could help to keep the heads from hit-

ting each other. They're a good half
inch apart, with no way to contact
each other. The protector seems more
likely to cause trouble than to prevent
iti

My advice is to avoid the blasted
things - 1 threwmine in the trash - and
if you feel the need to do something,
put a real (blank) floppy disk In the

drive for travelling. (It doesn't seem at
all necessary).
Ric Ford
From: MACWEEKBOS
Subject: RE: 800K drive problems
Peabo reminded me that 1 was wrong
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about the carrying hag static in a
previous "warning" message, so I

thought it best to clarify this floppy-

protector warning a bit...

I eventually fixed the drive, after

completely disassembling U and
tweaking this and that a lot. Alter re

assembly, it worked, but sluggishly. I

took it apart again and found that a

pin wasjamming a little still. It was a
pin I'd bent a bit, and it seems to be a

crucial part of the mechanism. It's the
thing that engages the semi-circular

cutout in the bottom of the floppy

underneath the arrow on the other

side. If the disk feels tight and slug-

gish going in or out. this pin may be
too hard on the side oi the
>re it engages the cutout,

the problem may have been
iscd originally by my inserting the

protector upside down, partway in.

before I realized and removed it. It

didn'tseem Td done it forcefully at all,

but maybe enough. I think ihis is the

main danger of the yellow protectors,

and it might be good to write "This

side Up" on the top < >f it and "X" on the
bottom.

Any Sony/floppy disk experts out
therewho think this thing really helps

prevent some problem in normal
transportation?
Ric Ford
From: DEDHED
Subject: RE: 800K drive problems
Ric . The yellow plastic "disk" which is

shipped In the Sony drives is meant to

protect the drive heads from contact-

ing each other during shipping.
Ux»k through your drive slot (po;

with a penlightl. you'll notice that t

heads in an empty drive are seperated
by quite some distance. It's reason-
able to assume that unless a good
shock causes the drive mechanism to

close (as if a disk were inserted), the
heads are In no trouble. Ifyou notice

your Mac running the disk eject mo-
tors when you power on (sepecially

after travelling with the Mac) you may
want to use the protector, if not. it

would r^obably cause ^more harm

inserted.

Mike
From: MACWEEKBOS
Subject: RE: 800K drive problem*
Mike. Thanks for the observations. I

guess it's still safest to put the protec-

tor in, to prevent exactly what you
describe, where the mechanism sort

of "closes' letting the heads crash
together. I'm upset at having the
protector Jam suddenly, but IVe
heard of the same thing happening to

other people with floppy disks them-
selves. I've had 2 other 800K floppy
drives fall completely and without
warning, but both times the floppy

disk was released after first getting
stuck.
I'm convinced that these drives are
overly delicate, and I never slam disks
in or out. Sure hope the 1.6MB flop-a aren't even worse! Ever since

g my only 800K drive in a Mae
Plus the week after the warranty ran
out. I've kept a spare external drive on

hand. Now. with a two floppy SK, I'm

not sure what to do. Put a protector in

one drive and not the other??
Ric
From: DEDHED
Subject: RE: BOOK drive problems
ptr. The reason for not wanting the

heads together during long periods of

time is that it may allow condensation

to develop between the surfaces, es-

if the unit is being trans-
temperature ex-

said condensation
evaporates, any dissolved/sus-
pended matter would then be on the

heads-
Mike
From: IsrSapple.UUCP (Larry Rosen-

;t: Rc: Multi-tasking Finder
In article < 1 584 (Doug Moen) writes: >

>DoesMultlFinder load fonts and da's

into the system folder dynamically,

>as needed, and purge them as

needed, or does it try to load every font

and >da into memory at once? I have
a 1Mb MacPlus. with about 800K
worth of >fonts and desk accessories

in my system folder. If the latter is

true. >then I am afraid that MultiFin-
dcr is useless to me. unless I am
prepared >to purchase a memory
upgrade, or live with a completely

1 1 only loads the resources as you use
them. Basically, resources that come
out ofthe System file are loaded in the
System Heap, rather than the Appli-

cation Heap.
The System Heap under Mullifiiider is

expandable, because application arc

loaded towards the other end of

memory as miirh as possible. So if

you start opening DAs, the System
Heap will start growing; as you close

them, it will shrink again. (The about
box in the Finder shows the current
memory usage: as you open and close

DAs you can sec the si/.e ofthe System
memory grow and shrink.)

The point I made before about the

number of DAs, is that the System
resource map has to be loaded in the

System Heap as well, so every DAand
font requires additional map space.

For example, the names of resources

are in the resource map.
— Larry Rosenstein
Object Specialist Apple Computer
Subject: Rc: Mac Multitasking
In article <496 (All 02er) writes: > >I

did not need to "change a few lines in

my code, " nor I did not need to >decide
before had that I was going to run
VT100 during VideoScape.
It turns out that some existing pro-

grams will run without change in the
background under Muitifindcr.
There are programs that were written
to allow user interaction (menus
choices, etc.) while it is oil computing.
The most common way ofdoing this is

to poll for events while processingand
handle the event normally when one
comes in.

Multifinder will do a process switch at

these times. All that is necessary is

1 hat Mullifiiider be told that the appli-

cation can run in the background,
which is indicated by a bit in a re-

source. (The Multifinder people tried

this with one public domain program
and it worked fine.)

>I appreciate Apple's effort in trying to

get the Mac to multitask - what >I

don't understand is how they call

these current altempls (like the

>Switcher and now the Muitifindcr)

multitasking".
You can say that the muliitasking in

Unix or the Amiga O/S is more ad-

vanced, but you cannot say that

Multifinder is not multitasking.
Multitasking is the ability to run 2
processes (apparently) at the same
time, which is something Muitifindcr

can do.

It is true that Multifinder 1.0 uses
non-preemptive scheduling as op-

posed to preemptive scheduling used
by the Amiga or Unix. This means
that applications have to be coopera
Uve In order to run in the background.
>From the end user's point of view,

the result Is the same; you can have
your computer do more than one
thing at a time. The vast majority of
users could care less how it works
inside. The difference between Multi-

finder and the Amiga O/S is subtle

and something that many users won't

understand.
— Larry Hoscnstcin
Object Specialist App!
Subject: Mac II

"

(by Levco)

I understand that, al the Mac expo.
Levco was showing some accelerator

boards for the Mac SE and Mac II that

used the Inmos "Transputer" chips.

There was some sketchy information

about these boards in a recent Mac
Week but the article there really con-
fused the issue about prices. ..etc.

Did anyone out there happen to gel a

good look at one oi these boards or get

some information about what they
are and how they are used/pro-
grammed?
If you have any info please post ii Id

the net. if the prices reported by
MacWeek are close to correct I'm sure
a lot of people on the net would In-

Interested.
Greg Corson
19141 Summers Drive

South Bend.
IN 46637 .

Info-Mac digests consist of submis-
sions by individuals on the academic

computer networks. Submission and
distribution of these digests is by

network, moderated by volunteers al

Stanford University.

Usenet is a loosely-coupled network
of co-operating academic and com-

mercial computer systems. It is a
non-profit network whose primary

aim is the sharing of technical infor

mation and the spreading of research

results.

Delphi is a commercial time sharing

and bulletin board system. The Del-

phi Digests arc made available

thanks to Jeffrey Shulman ofRutgers
University.
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Lightspeed PascalTM

John Arnold reviews th is integrated

programming environment

LIGHTSPEED PASCAL published
by TO INK TECHNOLOGIES INC. and
is supplied as a package with a man-
ual consisting of the User's Guide and
Reference Manual and three 400k
disks. LP1 System, LP2 Libraries, and
LP3 Utilities.

The review copy is version 1 .0 with

Release 1.0 supplement which I used
with a MacPlus.
The manual consists of 60b1

pages
with a 28 page supplement and al-

though substantial it was not in-

tended to be a Pascal language man-
ual, if for your programmingyon need
information about the Pascal lan

guage then you will also need to ob-

tain one of the many Pascal language
texts that arc available to supplement
the manual. Serious programmers
would also require Inside Macintosh.

I found the manual to be excellent,

very nicely presented and clearly set

out. with all the information regard
ing the package one would need to

make effective use of it.

The manual starts with installation

details, a tutorial of some of the main
features of Lightspeed Pascal, details

about the Editor, creating a Project,

running and debugging the program,

details about Unit and Libraries,

building an application, using re-

sources, interfacing with assembly
language. LightsBug. compiler op
tions and menu options. The lan-

guage reference section follows, with
a number of appendices completing

the manual.
The section dealing with errors

gives short program extracts of code
giving examples of both correct and
incorrect lines, this could be quite

valuable for newcornmers to Pascal
programming, and perhaps to some
who are not newcornmers.
Lightspeed Pascal is produced by

the same company that produces
MacPascal. and the language is in-

tended to be compaUble with MacPas-

cal and also with Apple's Lisa Pascal

and AN.S. Pascal.

For users familiar with the MacPas-
cal package, the development envi-

ronment of Lightspeed Pascal will

come as no surprise.
Programs are written in the editor,

lines ending in a return or a';' produc-
ing automatically the holding of Pas-
cal keywords and the indentation

which helps to make the layout of the

program more attractive and read-
able (the indentation, tabs and tyi>e-

face and size can be changed using
the Source Options... from the Project
menu ). also at the same time syntax
errors are picked up with outline text

being used to display characters from
the point of error/This of course
means that the correcUon can be
made Immediately before moving on
to the next line of program.
Having completed the text of the

program the next stage is to create a
project. This is done from the Project

menu by choosing New Project. Hav-
ing chosen a project name and saved
it From the Create button, the project

window appears on the desktop with
two files already present
MacPasLib and MacTraps, flies can
be added or removed with Add Win-
dow. Add File.... and Remove. There
are four option that can be set foreach
added file:- D .. must he set if any of

the debugging options are required. N
.. when set embeds the first & charac-
ters of the subroutine names Into the
end of the subroutine code, V .. gener-
ates code that detects errors arising

from numeric overflows, and R.. does
various kinds of range checking. The
Project file must contain all the Li-

Project Debug Windows

CompleH.proj

complGH_numbers

moveto(202, CO;

lineto(202,202),

lineto(0,202);
initialize;

u[1] :=0.35;

u[2] :=0.35;
for i := to 200 do
begin
rz :=-2.0 + i *0.02;
for j := to 200 do
begin

iz :=-2.0 + j *0.02,
zero(a);

tit] :=rz;

zl2] :=iz;

for k := 1 to 20 do
begin
clear;

a := z;

{innerloop}
_

oomplex_iter(a, u, r);
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braiy files. Units, source files in the
correct sequence, so that the program
can be linked and compiled. Once the
Project is complete the program can
be run from the Run menu with Go.
the files in the project are compiled
and linked automatically and the
program then runs. Should it be
necessary to edit a file you have en-
tered in the Project, this fact will be
flagged and the next time the program
Is run only the changed file Is recom-
piled making the process of editing,
compiling, and linking extremely
simple and very rapid.

Having once experienced the com-
piling and linking process by this
process, the seperate linker and
compiler procedure adopted by some
other products, will I am sure, seem
unbelievably tedious in comparison.
The Lightspeed Pascal package re*

tains the debugging facilities intro-

duced in MacPascal, with some pow-
erful new additions. It is possible as in

MacPascaJ to insert and remove stops
In the source code, Go from the Run
menu will run the program to the

inserted stop point. Go can then be
used to run to the next stop, or the
option is there to Step and Trace line

by line through any part of the pro-
gram. Also familiar to MacPascal
users will be the Observe window and
the Instant window. Variable values
can be displayed at a break point with
the Observe window, the variables
specified being updated each time a
break point Is reached. When a run-
ning program has been stopped with
the Pause option the Instant window
gives the facility of being able to enter
any vaJid Pascal statement and exe-
cuting it immediately, hence if re-

quired the values of variables can be
changed before continuing the run.
The main addition to the debugging
facilities is the LightsDug window,
this can be opened from within a
running program by clicking the
spraycan at the right of the menu bar.
Uiis stops the program and displays a
number of items in three divisions in

the LightsBug window. One area dis-
plays the activated subroutine call

chain, also obtainable from this area
are the register, zone, or variables
which when selected will be displayed
in the second area. The register dis-
play shows the values of all the
MC68000 registers while running the
program. The zone display, or heap
display in the upper right window has
three control buttons on the top row
S..the system zone, A., the applica-
tions zone, and C.the current zone.
There Is also a zone address box so
that any other zone can be displayed
by entering its address. The zone
display gives the number of pointer
objects, handled objects, etc. with a
scrollable display beneath giving in-
formation of whether the object is

locked, the type of block. Its address,
size etc. Selecting any of the lines
produces a memory display starting
with the address for the chosen ob-
ject, the display appears in the bot-
tom area of the LightsBug window
and again is scrollable. The memory

displayed can be edited after eliciting

the Edit button, although as empha-
sized in the manual this should only
be done with caution.

The LightsBug window can be ex-
tremely useful to the debugging of a
program as I have had reasons to
discover In my own programs which
on occasions produced the

( for me )

inevitable bomb!
Think Technologies have in fact

gone further, because they also In-

clude the Macsbug file ( the actual file

on disk is named Maxbug and has to
be renamed Macsbug and placed on
your startup disk, if you want
Macsbug to be installed on startup).
Once installed it is obtainable either

came to write the review, as I tryto use
Switcher to have in memory both
MacWrite and the program I am writ-

ing about. After using LightsBug I had
the error message "Ligfitspeed Zone
has been damaged. Proceed with
caution". I couldn't have been cau-
tious enough because shorily after-

wards I found myselfin Macsbug with
the only way out being a quickjab on
the reset switch.

I have had a quick look at some of
the messages programmers send
each other over the wires and notice
that others have the same problem
when using Lightspeed Pascal with
Switcher, there is an obvious solution
to that particular lifficulty! When

fVl register*

LightsBug

zones
comp
comp

Zone: [014ESCl

Free Prgble Hnd Lck Prg Ptr

•^mmmw*****1
*P 014FD0 000010
*P 0I4FE8 000010
*P 015000 000010

000000Base:

00: i

00C:
018:
024:

0001
0001
000F

Q Of fse t

:

| 0Q0Q
FFFF FFFF 000F

18Bfl 0001 18BC 0001
18C0 0001 18C2 0040
67D6 0O0F 75E8 0001

. DDDD
.

. i D

J. . .2. . .<B

c. . .-i.e.

4

I*. .uD. . ./

by pressing the Interupt button or
from the Debugmenu. An appendix in
the manual gives details of the com
mands available from within
Macsbug. 'lyping G returns the user
to Pascal.
Altogether the debugging tools

available from within Lightspeed
Pascal make It a very powerful Pascal
program development environment
and one which forme at least cuts out
a lot of the hassle one has come to
regard as normal when compiling
programs.
Assembly language source code

written and assembled with the MDS
assembler, converted to a Lightspeed
Pascal library and entered into the
Project can be interfaced with your
Pascal program. A short sec:! ion in the
User's Guide part of the manual gives
the necessary details.

Time critical procedures may there-
fore be speeded up by using an as
sembler.
From your Pascal source code by

choosing the Build & Save As option
in the Project menu you can compile
and link to obtain cither a stand-
alone application or a desk accessory.
Any necessary resource files can be
attached using KMaker or ResEdit
both of which are supplied as part of
the package with sections in the
manual grvingdetails oi their use. The
file to feed to RMaker, which is a
resource compiler, has to be created
with any standard text editor, again
for conven lence of users a simple one
Is provided. One then obtains at the
end of the process a working applica-
tion which can be dragged onto any
disk.

The only difficulty I had was when I

using Lightspeed Pascal for purely
programming purposes there would
probably be no need to use Switcher
anyway.
One message mentions problems

when running with the 68020 on the
Mac II, this would need checking out
by Mac II owners before purchasing.
Lightspeed Pascal is a strongly

typed language, more so than
MacPascal. this may give difficulties

when trying to compile MacPascal
source flies, I found problems with
programs using pointers to pointers.
Fortunately Think Technologies have
built in a solution for those who get
really stuck, in the form of Inline pro-
cedures which enable users to call

stack based Macintosh routines with
all type and parameter checking dis-
abled, m

info

Product: Lightspeed Pascal™

Publisher : Think Technologies

Available from ;

Apple2000

P.O. Box 3

Liverpool L21 8PY
Price : E 109.00

Value :

Performance

:

Documentation :
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Typesetting with T£Xtures: a review

Sak Wathanas in

Kernel Technology Ltd, 21 Queen Street; Leeds LSI 2TW

At a lime when everybody and their

dogs seem to be releasing new WYSI
WYG (what you see is what you get)

word-processors or page-makeup pro-

grams for the Macintosh family, it must
seem somewhat perverse of Addison -

Wesley to produce a batch-oriented text

formatter called T^Ctures. Even though
it comes with an integrated editor and
previewer, T£Xtures is as far removed
from the intuitive, "user-centred" Mac-
intosh word (and page)-processor as you
can get. But TeXtures should not be dis-

missed out of hand, for it is an imple-
mentation of the TgX type-setting pro-

gram.

Prof. Donald Knuth, the progenitor of
TgX, is one of the stars of the com-
puter science firmament, and his mag-
num opus, The Art of Computer Pro-
gramming, is an essential reference for

all programmers that can be found on
the shelves of every university library.

When he was commissioned by the

American Mathematical Society to de-

sign a computerized typesetting package

for producing their journals, he brought

with him the precision, the scholarship,

and the rigourness of a professional

computer scientist. The result is that

TeX has set a standard in the mini- and
main-frame world against which other

typesetting programs are judged. Tt£X

has some of the most sophisticated line-

and page-breaking algorithms of any

typesetting program, and (as befits its

origins) its prowess at setting equations

and formulas is second to none.

Prof. Knuth has made the program
sources for Tj^X (and its supporting util-

ities) freely available to the public, and
a T^X distribution tape is available for

a tape-copying fee, T^Xtures is a port

of this program suite onto the Macin-
tosh, and it is, therefore, an accurate and
complete implementation of Tr^X. (You
may wonder whether Addison Wesley
are allowed to charge for something that

is free. Yes they are, because the work
that has to be done to move the pro-
grams onto the Macintosh is consider-

able, and that work is what you pay for.

In addition, T^Xtures comes with an ed-

itor and previewer, which were not in-

cluded in the free distribution.)

TfeX basics

It is impossible to review TrfXtures with-

out describing something of TeX and its

approach to typesetting; readers who are

familiar with TgX can skip this section.

There is no space here to even give an
overview of the TgX command language

(it has an entire book devoted to the sub-

ject

—

The T&book l —,which Addison-
Wesley has wisely supplied with the

TrfXtures package), but 1 hope the few
examples in the review will give the

flavour of the language.

A TeX input file is an ASCII text

file that contains the text that you want
printed. Embedded in the text stream

are commands that control the appear-
ance of the printed copy. TeX will pro-

cess the entire input iile (or files) be-

fore producing any printed output. TeX
is, thus, similar to JustTcxt, which was
reviewed recently in Apple 20002 .

T^X has about 300 "primitives" and
a further 600 or so control sequences
that are built from die primitives. More-
over, T£X has a macro facility for defin-

ing new commands in terms of exist-

ing ones, and so the command set can
be extended indefinitely. Rather than

providing users with a host of "special

effects", l£X provides the means with

which to create their own. T£X is like a

programming language with variables,

macro definitions, nested scoping, if

else and case constructs, looping con
structs, and recursive macro calls. It

also has the more familiar formatting

commands to control line-spacing, page
width, fonts and so on.

Some sample TeX is shown in fig-

ure 1; these are the TeX commands
that generated the beginning of this ar-

ticle. TeX commands begin with the

character *\M to distinguish them from
ordinary text (the stuff that is to be

printed). Curly braces are used to group

text and commands, and to delimit the

scope of a TeX command any changes

lose their effect on exit from the group-

Groups can be nested, and behave like

BEGIN-END blocks in PASCAL. Most
of the control sequences in the exam-

ple (\begincolumn and so on) are

macros that are defined in a preamble

held in a separate file, which is included

(using the \ input command) at the

beginning of the document.

Tpft as a document processor

In this section, I look at the use of

TeX as a document processor (I use this

term to cover both word-processors and
page-makeup programs) and compare it

against other Macintosh programs.

The printed copy

The quality of the printed copy is the

yardstick hy which document proces-

sors are judged. For a printer or pub-
lisher, all other considerations are sec-

ondary. You can see the quality of

TfeX's output for yourself: see how the

words are evenly spaced in every para-

graph (other document processors only
do this with "ragged-right" margins),

how every page and column has the

same length. (Some might object to the

three column format, but I had to keep

to the "house style" for this magazine.

Ragged-right text might have been more
appropriate for such narrow columns,

but I wanted to show what TeX could

do even under such difficult conditions.)

The primary aim of TeX is to pro-

duce beautiful books that cannot be dis-

tinguished from manually typeset ones;

nothing is allowed to get in the way of

this, no concessions arc made to the

demands of computer time, computer
memory, disk space or user-friendliness

if they compromise this ideal. If TgJC's

efforts still do not come up to scratch

(it's only a computer program after all),

you can line tune the output yourself.

The comments in the JustTexl review

about the accuracy of placement, and

the fine control of the appearance of the

printed copy all apply equally to TeX.

Logical vs visual formatting

You can formal a document in two
ways: visually or logically. Visual for-

matting is the way most Macintosh doc-

ument processors work (even JustText).

You look at the output (on screen or

on paper) and add a little space here,

take out a little space there, and so on
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there until the results "look right". With

logical formatting on the other hand,

you first organize your document into

logical units—chapters, sections, sub-

sections, paragraphs, and so on—, then

specify how these units are to be laid

out. For example, instead of saying,

"down a line, right a bit" at the begin-

ning of each paragraph, you would say

"this is a new paragraph"; at some point

you would tell the document proces-

sor that starting a new paragraph means

"down a line, right a bit".

At lirst, it may seem that logical for-

matting has few advantages: after all.

visual formatting is interactive, and you

can see how to get the effect you want.

The problem with WYSIWYG is. as

someone has put it, is that "what you

see is all you get." If you need to

make global changes later, you have

go through the entire document, mak-

ing changes everywhere. For example,

if, in MacWriu, you want to move the

left margin an inch to the right, you

would have to change every ruler in

your document. With a logical format,

you merely tell the document processor

that the page layout has changed, and it

will reformat the entire document.

Word 3.0 and MacAuthor support a

limited form of logical formatting. TeX
allows both visual or logical format-

ling, but its design encourages the lat-

ter. With TgX, you can define macros

that format each kind of object in your

document. For example, consider the

sample TgX input given earlier. In-

stead of visually formatting each sec-

tion heading, I chose to define a macro

\beg inflection . By changing this

one macro, I can change the font, size,

or positioning of all section headers in

the article. Word 3.0 and MacAuthor

will let you do something similar by

defining styles, but because IfcX is pro-

grammable, I can make my macro be-

have differently according to circum-

stance. For example, I can make it set

sections titles in a different way when
the document is printed in one column,

instead of two or lluee. More important,

I can squirrel away the section title and

use it later to make up a table of con-

tents.

In short, with logical formatting, you

trade extra work at the time you cre-

ate the document for the ease of making
changes later. For a large document, or

one that will be revised often, the abil-

ity to format it logically is an advantage

that cannot be over-emphasized.

TEX features

So, what do you get if you used TgX

to typeset your document instead of us-

ing, say, Word or PageMaker? Here are

some of the main advantages:

Sophisticated line- and page-break al-

gorithm

There is no space here to describe TgX's

line- and page=breaking algorithms, so

this brief discussion will have to do.

Anyone interested in computerized type-

setting should look at the detailed de-

scription in The TtfCbook. None of the

other Macintosh document processors

even come close.

When deciding how to set a line,

there are several conflicting require-

ments that have to considered— this is

where printers exercise their skill. For

example, printers would try to (among

other things)

set the spaces as close to their natural

width as possible

• make the inter-word spacing the same

throughout the paragraph

• hyphenate as few words as possible

• add extra spacing (if needed) after

punctuation, instead of in between

words.

TpX will try to do all this and more,

using an algorithm that produces the

best compromise. You can control how
TpX breaks lines by specifying "penal-

ties" (which are hints to T^X on good

and bad places to break), "tolerance" (a

parameter that controls the width of the

interword spacing that you are prepared

to accept), or a host of other parameters

or (as a last resort, because it is visual

formatting) explicitly breaking the lines

yourself.

The page-breaking algorithm is simi-

lar, and one of TnX's insights is to treat

both horizontal and vertical material in

much the same way. The user controls

vertical spacing in the same way as hor-

izontal: by adjusting the parameters that

control IfeX's behaviour; the notions of

penalties and tolerance apply to vertical

material.

TeX can do better than a WYSIWYG
program because TeX can look at as

much of the input as it needs; for exam-

pic, in order to get even page lengths,

Tj=X needs to look at more than a page's

worth of text in order to find the best

place to break the page. It then in

sens extra spacing between paragraphs

if necessary to fill out the page. A
WYSIWYG program can only produce

even word-spacing within a line (the

user may not have typed the rest of the

paragraph in yet), but TgX can look at

the entire paragraph before it chooses

where to break the line. If it doesn't

find a good line break, it then hyphen-

ates all the words in the paragraph, and

then tries again.

T£X uses an ingenious hyphenation

algorithm (the subject of a PhD thesis

at Stanford) that does not need a dic-

tionary. I won't go into it here, as The

Tffihank describes the algorithm in de-

tail, hut most of the hyphens in this arti-

cle were inserted by TgX (although you

can insert "discretionary hyphens'* your-

self)-

IJser-extensibility

T£X's powerful macro facility makes

it possible for users to extend the lan-

guage to fill their needs. A good exam-

ple is the IAT^X macro package which

was written for novices and casual users

who might otherwise have been over-

whelmed by TEX. MTEX fully supports

the logical approach to formatting doc-

uments described earlier by providing

"style sheets" that define how each type

of document (for example, book, article,

report and letter styles are provided) is

to be printed. It too is user-extensible,

and many iATgX style sheets have been

placed in the public domain.

Control over placement of characters

Italic correction You may have en-

countered the problem of italic text

"running" into an adjacent un-italicized

character. TgX allows you to specify an

italic correction, which is applied in this

circumstance (like. this). The amount of

italic correction varies with the charac-

ter, and is specified by the font designer.

Wide variety of diacritical marks You

may never have to mention Sergei lu-

r'ev, Muh&rnmad ibn Musa ai-Khwa-

rizmi or even Dvorak in your docu-

ments, but if you do, TfeX can handle

it. If necessary, you can overtype char-

acters by using the \kern control se-

quence. MacAuthor allows you to over-

type characters, but it is limited by the

accents available on the Macintosh (no

ties for example). Tr-X also recognizes

certain character sequences (e.g., fi, fl)

as ligatures and will substitute the ap-

propriate marks.

You can also place marks on the

page wherever you want them: foot-

note marks, trademarks, marginal notes,

keming (letting one character overhang

another) are all possible. It is also pos-

sible to do simple line drawings if you

have the appropriate fonts {W^K, see

below, has a set of macros for this pur

pose).

Equation processing

At first sight, it would seem that setting

mathematics is no different from setting

any other kind of text, but anyone who
has tried will know that this is not so. It

is not just a question of having the right

fonts—in the first place, mathematics is

laid out in two dimensions; in the sec-

ond place, the spacing is all important.
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Spacing in formulas is used to break it

up so that its components are visible at

a glance; too much space, and the for-

mula becomes "fractured" too little and

the formula is squashed.

This is the area in which TfcK sim-

ply outshines the rest TgX's heuristics

will generate the right spacing in for-

mulas most of the lime and, of course,

you can fine tune the spacing yourself

if needed. T£X is used to typeset the

American Mathematical Society*s jour-

nals and so has to handle complex for-

mulas. There is no space to describe

TfcX's math rruide in any depth, so you'll

have to be content with a list of features

and some examples from The Tfflbook.

Note that T^X was designed to handle

mathematics right from the start, and so

its maths miuie is an integral pan of the

system.

TfcX allows bodi in-line formulas (like

this: ELi and displayed:

and, as you can see, it will treat them
in different ways. Displayed equations

can be numbered, and you can line up
several equations on their equal signs:

= r r e'^^dxdy
J —OO J —OO

- I / e-'rdrdO
Jo Jo

=i (--L)*
= jt. (1)

Try that with MacDraw if you have a

couple of hours to spare—then think of

what you would have to do if you want

to change it

TeX also has a command for making

matrices, determinants and the like:

(«n ai2 ... airt \

? ? :;; 7
"mi a„ l2 ... amii /

ExeeOem support facilities

TgX has a table generator that really

can't be matched by other Macintosh
document processors. The example be-

low comes from The Tgibook. "But I

can do that with MacDraw", you say.

Of course you can, but what happens
when you want to change it? If you add

some text to one of the boxes, you may
have to make the box wider or deeper.

In either case, you are forced to change
adjacent boxes. With TgX, you just add

your new text, and the whole table is

IM.'Jmj _

_

_

1*.

__ ______redrawn tor you.

Yea! World Population

8000 d.c. 5,000.000

50 A D. 200,000,000

1650a-d. 500,000,000

1850 a.d. 1,000,000,000

1945 ad. 2,300,000.000

1980 ad 4,400,000,000

Footnotes, table of contents gener-

ation, cross-references (the ability to

mark passages, so that you can refer to

them later— useful for bibliographies,

or internal references), and help in gen-

erating indices are some of the things

that TgX can take in its stride. To
provide such features, a document pro-

cessor must be able to make one or

more passes through the entire docu-

ment, something that does not come nat-

urally to WYSIWYG systems (at least

without loosing the responsiveness of

the system).

Moreover, because TEX's input is

plain text (all control sequences are

strings of ASCII characters), it lends

itself to preprocessing. For example,

it is easy for a bibliography program
to generate a string of TgX control se-

quences that insert citation marks as

well as the hihliography itself in your

document (the program called BIBT£X
does this). As you add or remove items

from the bibliography, the citations will

be updated appropriately.

IfeX problems

Let us now have a look at some of the

disadvantages. There are plenty. The
worse is its non-interactive operation:

you have to run 'IeX on your docu-
ment and get a printed copy before you

can see what it looks like. A simple

mistake (like leaving out an opening or

closing curly brace) can mean that you
have spent ages printing out junk. You
can reduce the number of drafts needed

by formatting the document logically

rather than visually (see earlier discus-

sion), but even so it is not uncommon
to have to print many draft copies be-

fore you get what you want. Special

effects that you take for granted with

PageMaker like having columns of dif-

ferent widths and heights on the same
page are not impossible in T£X, but they

lake a lot of work.

Learning the T£X command language

is a major stumbling block. The syn-

tax is simple enough, though some pro-

gramming experience is helpful; it's just

that the language primitives are very

primitive indeed, and even to do some-

thing simple takes a lot of TrOC com-
mands. It's like programming in as-

sembler— you have a lot of flexibil-

ity, but it's also very tedious and time-

consuming. It is not enough just to

learn TrOC's command sequences, you
also have to understand how TgX's line

and page-breaking algorithms work to

harness the full power of TgX. With
T£X you more or less have to "debug"

your documents—not a job for the faint

hearted.

Unadorned or "plain" TeX as it is

called is not really for the novice or ca-

sual user. The idea is that TpX wizards

would produce macro packages (or "for

mats" in IfiX terminology) which would
insulate casual users and novices from

plain T^X while still producing high-

quality output. Two formats are in wide
circulation: l£G£K and AMSTeX arc on
the free TgX distribution tape, but only

laTgX is intended for general use. There

are also many L*TEX style sheets that

have been placed in the public domain.

TrX's error messages can also be im-

penetrable to the uninitiated since they

are given in terms of TeX
1

s internal ob-

jects ("boxes" and "glue"). It can be

hard to relate an error message from

TeX to the input lilc, and to work out

just what it is that 'IfeX is objecting to.

This can be particularly frustrating if

you arc using a macro package because

by the time IgX detects an error, it is

usually deep inside a macro call, and

the error message you get probably tells

you little about the real problem.

Another problem is that TeX docu-

ments are hard to read because they

have TgX control sequences embedded
in the text. I find it hard to proof-read

my documents on the screen, as the 1\X
control sequences are very distracting. I

also find it easier to write the body of
the document, then add TgX commands
instead of Uying to do both together,

TeX can be slow even on a main-

frame: all this optimizing of line- and

page-breaks takes up a lot of machine
time. The turn-round time for getting a

draft copy can be several minutes even

for small documents. TjsJK is also bifi:

the free distribution tape is over 25Mb.
All in all, it is fair to say that TeX is a

A look at Ij/Vtures

Let me now turn my attention to TeX-
tures, and look at the features and prob-

lems that are specific to this implemen-
tation on the Macintosh. Before I pro-

ceed any further, I should say that this

review is based on a pre-release version
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(0.95) from Addison-Wesley, and the fi-

nal version can be expected to be much
improved.

Good points

Complete implementation

I was able to typeset TfcXtures docu-

ments with TgX on our Unix system,

and vice versa. The only prohlem was
wiih fonts that weren't available on the

Macintosh and vice versa. It also runs

at a reasonable speed— at least, I didn't

feel that my documents took any longer

to process on the Macintosh. For exam-

ple, it processed this article in about 4

minutes.

I downloaded the IAT^X macros (over

9000 lines of TgX) and was able to type-

set some I*Tf:X documents with them,

albeit with a few problems. Apart from

fonts that were not available with TgX-

lures, a few lines had to be deleted or

changed (some T^X commands are only

available with a virgin TEX—called INI-

TEX— not one that has had a macro

package loaded).

Page preview

The TgXtures page previewer shows

you the typeset output in its own win-

dow (see figure 1). This facility re-

moves much of the annoyance of us-

ing a non-WYSIWYG system. You still

liave to wail for T^Xtures to process the

whole document before seeing what it

looks like, but at least you don't have lo

waste reams of paper. You can view the

document, one page at a time, at various

magnifications and there is also a useful

"magnifying glass" feature to examine

detail. With the previewer, you can ex-

periment with T|fX macros till you get

what you want.

Built-in editor

TeXtures has an integrated editor (based

on the Macintosh "eut-and-paste" ed-

itor) for creating and modifying 1£X
documents. The editor window can be

moved or resized like any Macintosh

window, and you can see both the TeX
input and what it produces side-by-side.

The number of files you may have open

at any time is limited by the memory
available.

If you've used TgX on a mini- or main-

frame, then TrfXtures will seem very

slick. When you open a TgXtures doc-

ument by double-clicking on it, the edi-

tor is invoked; you can browse through

the document, making any changes you

want. To typeset your document, you
select Typeset from the pull-down menu.

TpX then processes the input from the

select window; error messages are dis-

played in a separate "log" window (see

figure 1).

If there are no fatal errors, the first

page of the typeset result is displayed

in the preview window. If there are er-

rors* you can either ignore them, and

force TfX to continue (to try to catch

as many errors as possible), or abort. If

you opt for the latter, the editor window
is selected with the insertion point close

to where T^X has abandoned process-

ing of the document The log window

is a standard Macintosh window which

means that it can be scrolled and re-

sized. This means that you can view the

log and editor windows together: very

useful for correcting errors in your doc-

ument.

Allows graphics

TgKtures allows you to insert graph-

ics (see figure 1) from other Macintosh

applications, although the method used

is somewhat convoluted. You are also

supposed to be able to insert PostScript

code directly using IeX's \3pecial
control sequence, but the manual was

very sketchy and 1 have not been able

to make this work.

Bad points

Remember that the system sent for re-

view is a pre-release and that some of

the problems may be fixed in the pro-

duction version.

Co-operating with other Macintosh pro-

grams

To someone who is used to the Macin-

tosh, TfeXturcs will seem clumsy. Al-

though it does its best to fit into the

Macintosh "world", it cannot quite dis-

guise its mainframe origins. Textures

can only read files created by other ap-

plications if they are plain text files. I

would like to see a utility to convert files

from "oulliners" such as Acta or Morn
or even just MacWrite files. Similarly,

it would have been handy to use TfcX-

uires, for example, to set an equation,

then paste the result into PageMaker.

Picture data are handled in a non-

standard and counter-intuitive way. You
have to paste pictures into TrfXtures own
private "scrapbook" format (there is one

for each TgX input file), and only then

can they be inserted into a document us-

ing a TfcX macro (examples are given).

Editor

The built-in editor has an annoying

bug: instead of deleting highlighted

text (which has been selected with the

mouse), it sometimes deletes from the

beginning of the marked area to the be-

ginning of the line. Another problem

is that it does not scroll the window
when you move below the last line of

the window with the mouse or with cur-

sor keys (it does scroll when you type,

thank goodness).

The worse thing about the editor is

that it is simply not powerful enough
for a text editor: for example, no global

"find and replace" command, no control

over whether the search string is to be

case-sensitive or not, no regular expres-

sion matching, no way of defining ab-

breviations, no parentheses balancing. I

also find it disappointing that they have

not built in more "TpXness" into the edi-

tor. No attempt has been made to match

the Macintosh keyboard's special sym-
bols to equivalent symbols in TpX. For

example, to type a bullet you still have

to type \bullet instead of option-8;

and a "smart quotes" feature (like the

one in Acta) would have been very wel

come.

I said earlier that I preferred to con-

centrate on the writing, and then to add

the TjfX control sequences later. I found

it quicker to transfer this article to our

Unix system, use its more powerful ed-

itor {emacs) to do this, and then re-

transfcr the result to the Macintosh than

to use the TeXtures editor to do the same

thing.

Tf^C "compiler"

I have few complaints about the 'IfcX

"compiler" itself as it is the same as

the one on our Unix system. How-
ever, there are several improvements

that could be made:

• it needs the LflgX macro package or

similar. Plain TgX is just too much
for most people.

• there needs to be some way for users

to build or save their own macro

packages. 1 had no way of building

the IaT^X package myself; instead I

had to explicitly include it each time

I wanted to use it, but it takes several

minutes just to load the lAlgX pack-

age.

• the program could not find its font

files unless they were in the same

folder; there should be some way (a

Preferences menu, say) for the user to

say where the font files can be found.

Previewer

Its operation seems counter-intuitive to

me. You are only allowed to see one

page at a time (at different levels of

magnification): to see another page, you

have to select it from a pull-down menu.

The scroll bars are used only to scroll

the current page (you can only see part

of a page on the screen unless you
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choose Reduce to fit). It would be bel-

ter if the prcviewer had used the scroll

bars the same way as (say) MacWrite:

putting each page in turn on ihe screen

as you scroll through the file (by click-

ing in the scrollbar).

TjXtures is big

You need at lease 4Mb of disk space
(if you want all the fonts), and prefer-

ably 1MB of RAM. You will need much
more disk space when you start to use it

in earnest. The reason is that the type-

set output for each document is held in

a resource fork in the document's file.

This isn't such a bad idea: it means that

you don't have to wait for T£Xtures to

process your file each time you want to

look at it, but there is no way of deleting
it except with the Resource Editor.

Incomplete manual

As well as The Tffiboak, there is a

TfeXtures manual that describes those

aspects of the program that are spe-

cific to the Macintosh. For the most
part, it was adequate, but a crucial part

(dealing with fonts) was missing. TeX
is largely machine-independent, but the

fonts available on each system, what
they are called, how to access them and

so on will be peculiar to each imple-

mentation of TfcX. 1 was able to deduce
some of this information by perusing the

supplied examples, but some questions

remain unanswered:

1 How can downloaded PostScript fonts

(like the ones sold by Adobe) be

used? Will there be some utility

to convert from Abode's font metric

files to TrrX's?

2 Is it possible to print to a (PostScript)

typesetter at full resolution? How?
The PostScript fonts are, of course,

device independent, but many 1g<
symbols (particularly the ones used
for maths) are not available in the

standard PostScript fonts. You have

to use the Computer Modern fonts,

but these are bit mapped fonts and it

is not clear how to persuade lfeXturcs

to output a high resolution version for

a typesetter.

3 Is it possible to access the special

symbols in the standard PostScript

fonts (bullets, pounds signs and so

on)?

4 How can PostScript code be inserted

into a document?

Cost

I also feel that it is somewhat expensive,

considering that the sources for the core
of the system were free (well, almost),

and that a large part of the TgX distri-

bution tape (e.g., MgX and BIBTEX) is

not supplied with Tr^tures.

Conclusion

TfeXtures is a good implementation of
TgX for the Macintosh, but lacks the

features that would make it accessible

to casual users. At the moment, I can
only recommend this package to exist-

ing Tr:X users or those who need fine

control of the printed copy. It is most
suited to technical or scholarly docu-
ments, but it can be used for other types

of documents. TeXtures will probably
produce the best typography of any of

the existing Macintosh document pro-

cessors, but it probably requires the

most effort on the user's part.

Product information

TpXtures costs £495 (»VAT> and is

available from Addison -Wesley Pub-
lishers Ltd, Wokingham, Berks. You
get five double-sided disks containing

TpXtures, the full set of Computer Mod-
ern fonts, the font metrics for the built-

in LaserWriter fonts, some example TeX
documents, and a copy of The TgXhonk.

It is not copy-protected. You will need
at least 512K of RAM, though they say

that that would be a tight squeeze—

1

Mb and a hard disk is the recommended
configuration for serious work.
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* File MW Typeset View Windows

\ input rewmac

Mi tlepage

1121

reuiem.teK |inj reuieiu.teK types 1
K include macro defns in preamble

J? generate title and
f* do special processing for 1st pagj

\begincolumns 3 8 start 3 column mode

\beginsection What is {\TeX} \-tures? * new section

fit a time when everybody and their dogs seem to
be releasing nem UVSIUVG Cmhat you see is what you gf

TeH log

[5]

Output written on revietu.tex <5 pages, 45763 bytes)

Figure 1. The TEXtures screen.
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Learn your Arabic
by computer

the Mac as a key to the secrets of the East?

by Adrian Brockett and Mansoor Al-Helaly *

Students at Leeds University are learning their Abe
(Arabic by computer)! Over the last academic year

the 1st year Arabic class has been doing so for a

minimum of one hour a week on the BBC micro (Abel).

It is intended that from October 87 students from subse-

quent years will also be doing something similar on the

Macintosh Plus (Abc2).

* press ken t to end

'*-S* (T) J*ijJI jl^l "^jjli

* v ' To J! u- 1 «MJM

• Js-J-J' cj
Woo jl^ SoL)

Flq. I FUllnqgops

fig.l shows a scrcendump of the gap filling exorcise consisting of two

windows, flic upper one displays lite text with gaps in it, cadi gap
represented by a push button, and the lower one randomly displays the

words tlial have been removed from the text, each wiih a radio buuon.
On selecting the gap to be filled a question mark appears, and the user

then has to select the correct word from the lower window. In fig.l the

user has made an incorrect choice from the lower window, and has

been told 50 in English. Had the coneU choice been made the push
buuon in the upper window would have been magically replaced by

the word. In this way the user proceeds through the exercise until all

ihe push buttons have been replaced The two windows display dif-

ferent font sizes (Naskh 28 and Naskh 18). This is to prevent the user

irying 10 guess ihp correct word by the size, rather than by the mean-
ing.

The programs for Abel, written by Col.O.Taylor,

comprise at present 7 different vocabulary exer-

cises and 22 grammar ones. Two exercises teach,

the rest practise what has been done in class. 26 out of

the 29 exercises arc variations on the multiple-choice

form. They are not merely of the type "choose one of the

following 4", however, but come in an imaginative

variety of forms and colours.

The opinions of those on the receiving end has tur-

ned out to be the best method of evaluating the
experiment. 90°/o of the class had had no previous

computer experience at all, and four of them were mid-

dle-aged, nevertheless, and despite a number of con-

straints, not one of the 20 students was hostile. Indeed, 6
of them regularly spent extra hours. Anonymous
questionnaires were given to the students after every

hour's session and at the ends of term. Following are a

couple of extracts from the hourly one: How useful were
the exercises? Out of 183 responses: 54 said extremely,

107 very, 19 fairly, 2 a bit, and 1 not at all. Did you enjoy

doing it/them? Here out of a total 1S5 responses: 162 said

"yes", 2 "quite", 20 were left blank, and 1 was negative.

(Of the 162 a number added "very much". Most of the

blanks were through oversight, often students were so

wrapped up in their exercises dial they left no lime 10 fill

the questionnaire in).

« prpsi kPijt inpnn

R

w_j i^LT ^aJI t^tJ^JI j C»U,<j.,nVll oia ismIaj

^iUiil Jl o^l J»^i-^J o*-?-*^ cv~*-"

9
out of

9

Flfl. 2 Vocotlzotlon exarctso

fig.2 shows a screendump of the vocalization exercise, also consisting

of two windows, 'the upper one displays a text whose vowels have

been suppressed by the program. Arabic writing basically comprises

consonants moving from right to left, many of them joining cursively on
to the next. Vowels are represented by small signs above or below the

consonants and are an optional extra. But since they can change ac-

cording to a word's function (e.g. whether it is subject or object) & is a
good test of comprehension to get the user to put them in. The lower
window displays boxes containing these vowels, which can be selected

by dicking the rectangular push buttons below them. The arrow shows
thai the far left one is about to be chosen. Ai can be seen from the text

in the upper window three vowels have already been correctly selected

(see 9/9 score bottom right), and the next consonant to be done has

been highligliicd by calling TEXTMODEOO. On selecting the correct
voweJ it is displayed in the text and the highlight moves to the next
consonant to be vocalized, Above spans consonants there is already a
w-like sign, as in the figure, and to display the vowel also in such cases
requires additional processing. Each choice carries (at present) three
points, one being lost for every incorrect choice. (Another idea is to
make the scoring go 7 for 1st time right, 3 for 2nd, 1 for 3rd). At the
end of the exercise the iota! score is converted into %, witf] an ap-
propriate message.
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Following is a table of the significant findings of the

questionnaire given at the end of the first term. The
four bracketed numerals in the left hand column

indicate the following questions:

1. What were your first impressions of Abe?

2. How much has it helped you revise?

3. How much has it helped you learn for the first time?

4. How tolerant have you been to Abe's teething

problems?

Column A is extremely positive responses. Column B is

very positive responses. Column C is quite positive

responses. Column D is not very positive responses.

Column E is negative responses.

article from an Arabic newspaper in a number of ways.

With the gap-filling exercise, after the choice of text,

there is a choice of it being seen in full first, or already

with gaps. Then is vocalization wanted? Or not? Are the

gaps to be created by deleting 1 in every 3, 4, or 5 words

or by deleting every verb, or noun, or adjective and ad-

verb, or particle? See fig.!. The vocalization and un-

scrambling exercises can be seen in figs.2 and 3 The
texts are written in al-Kaatib, an Arabic word-processor

available from Eastern Language Systems, ?A0 Fast Center

Si., Provo, Utah 84601. See the June issue or Apple 2000,

pp for ihe sister Hebrew w/p.

A B c D E
0) 1 11 1

(2) 11 7 1

(3) 1 12 6

(4) 7 9 2 1

ini

The tabic clearly shows that the balance of student

opinion was heavily weighted on the very positive

side. (It should be noted that the course is not

designed to teach, as asked in question 3). So the time

and effort spent on this experiment appear to have been
well justified, and our new venture towards more advan-

ced work on the Macintosh Plus (Abc2) is proceeding

with confidence. The Arabic word-system has relatively

few irregularities, but cxlensivc rules. Creating a more in-

telligent environment than that of multiple choice is

therefore a feasible proposition.

* File FdU Search Run Windows

wd*-480.mode 1 K-O:mod©2*= 1 \%--0s\r2\=
'

WHILf etr2$o"

str2$-3lrline$(i*.L'n«Numb!«)

PICTURE ON
FOR iS=l TO tEMCstr2t)-1

xSsr1IOSfslr2S.iX.n

yX=ASC(xt)

IF yX= 13 OR ySs7<? OR yXsBb UR yX-Hb UR yX-B/ I HfcN

ELSE wdX*wdX-WIDTH(x$>.CALL TEXTMODE(mofle IX) PRINT PTAB(wdX);x$;
CALL TCXTMODE(mofle2X) PRINT PTABEwldXJ.xt,

NEXT IX

CALL TEXTM0)DE< I ) wdX.wdi* WIDTH(CIIRK32»
PRINT PTAB(>vdX).CMRJt32).

PICTURE OFF
imBg*i$<js.L.n*Numn*)=PiCTi»RFS

Fig. A Subroutine to produce graphic picture
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Fin. 3 Unscambllng e toxt

fig.3 shows a screen-dump of the unscrambling exercise, at first sight

again cun^iMing of two windows The lower "window" however Is In

fact only a frame. This is to laciliiale the descent of the words. Groups
yf two or three words in each line of the text are randomly scrambled
The line to be unscrambled is indicated by another, subsidiary, frame,

and the user dirks once for highlighi ing a group of words and twice to

select and move it to the lower frame. On a correct choice the group of
words descends visibly through ihe text. When ii reaches its correci

position it is displayed in a smaller font size (to lit the smaller area of

the lower frame). On an incorrect choice the group does not descend
and a hiss is heard. In this example two groups have already been
made to descend and a third has been selected by highlighting prior in
descent. Once the whole line has been correctly unscrambled the sub
sidiary upper frame moves down to die next line and the process
begins again. And so on until the whole text has been unscrambled and
is displayed in the lower frame.

T
hree exercises have been created so far - gap
filling, vocalization and unscrambling, and it is now
feasible fur someone to manipulate today's leading

Ihe procedure of highlighting and dehighJighting a group of words on
the screen is done by saving the two pictures of each group in the text,

highlighted and dehighlighicd. This is seen in the extract from the

program in fig.4 in between the statements PICTURE ON and PICTUR1-

OFF. Otic IF statement has been wrapped round). With each single

dick on a group in the line this procedure in the program will be called

and the highlighted picture will be displayed; any group which has

been previously highlighted will be replaced by a dchighlightcd pic-

ture. In this way the user can easily go through selecting each of the

groups in turn before deciding upon the desired one (by a double

dirk), without fear of losing points!

Our year's funding will be up in October, but wc
have hopes for moving Abe out of the multiple

choice and on to a more flexible and responsive

level in the future if we can find support. To the extent

of our success in gaining support, so the hopes should

more or less materialise. Our objectives fall into two

stages:

^ st stage. To design an intelligent environment on
/ Macintosh Plus microcomputers in which users can

JL roam through a library of Arabic texts. The library

of text.s will be created from the Arabic press and placed

in the following "bays":

1 . the oil business

2. wider commerce and industry

3- diplomatic relations

4. economic affairs

5- political events

6. military affairs

7. current religious affairs

8. agriculture

9. medical mailers

10. social and domestic life

11. sport and recreauon
12. humour
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Each of these bays will hold upwards of 100 texts.

By selecting a portion of one of these texts on ihe

screen a student will be able to move (at a click of

the mouse) to another text containing a similar portion

(hypertext). The portions will be thematic (e.g. oil extrac-

tion, oil export, trade agreements, visits of ambassadors)

or phrasal (e.g. grammatical constructions, idioms) or

lexical (e.g. synonyms, antonyms). In this way users will

be able to roam through any bay, looking along the

shelves as it were, and reading here and there at their

own speed, and according to their particular interest.

They will also be able to test themselves on their under-

standing of the material at any point. This "roaming" idea

emerged after seeing some teaching software on the Mac-

intosh designed by M.R.Kibby and T.iMayes of Strathclyde

University for Bio science students (see The CT1SS Fite, 2,

1986, pp.32-36>.

06
^—Mo

Abc2 - Structural plan

VOCA8I IART

i

text;
TIBRARY
(12 BAYS)

ROAMING SYSTEM i

with tests

STUDENT
SCREEN

EXERCISES/TESTS
(gap-filling,

vocalising,
unscrambling,
root-extracting,
comprehending)

1 TUTOR
RECORDS 4 ACCESS

(times, scores, etc)

id stage. The creation of an intelligent storehouse
ror the vocabulary of the text-library. The Macin-

tosh Plus will be "taught" parsing rules, and will

then be able to provide Cagain at a click of the mouse)

sensible answers, prompts

and/or questions to an en-

quiry about a word in a

text. A self-cataloguing (or

authoring) system will be

devised enabling anyone to

place new texts into the

library. These texts will

automatically both become
available for manipulation

by the exercises and the

tests, and have their

vocabulary incorporated

into the storehouse. A major

emphasis in the course

design will be to ensure

that the skill required to

work the computer will be

kept at the most basic level.

This should make comput-

er-assisted Arabic learning

accessible for even the

'computer-terrified*.

These two stages arc

laid out in the Struc-

tural plan, showing
how the main edifice and

then the overarching intel-

ligent storehouse and self-

cataloguing system will be
constructed upon existing

foundations.

'Footnote: The two of us

have written this article, but

we could nol have begun to

do so without David Barber,

the third member of the

team, and the Head of

Department Dr A Shivtiel

whose support we are very

grateful for. David Barber's

address is Dept. of Lin-

guistics and Phonetics.

University of Leeds, and

ours is Dept. of Modern
Arabic Studies. We would

be interested to hear from

vou!

INPUT/EDITTNG

KEY; UGC funded pilot project

new phase - 1st stage

new phase - 2nd stage

Editor's Notes:

Typeset by Irene flaxman, using

JusiText.

Please note that this article may
not be reproduced (in whole or in

pan) without the express written

permission of the authors and the
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XPress Yourself
Derry Thompson arid Jim Panks find that it is now pos:sible to

XPress yourself with precision in the DTP world!

Introduction

XPress is the ilrst of a new
powerful generation of Desktop
Publishing packages to hit the

Macintosh scene. Quark, based
in Denver. Colorado, are a
company which has been well

known for Innovative software on
the Apple ][ and /// range for

many years. They now turn their

and tutorials allow the user to

grasp the fundementars very

quickly.

The copy-protection allows

you to install the program
on your hard disk three

times. You can also just drag
the icon on to the hard disk

but you will be asked for the
master each time you re-boot. It

is not the ideal system but I

must admit it is less hassle

Xpress take Macintosh DTP
well Into the second generation.

in particular to the Desktop
Publishing area.

The packaging and
presentation of XPress is all you
would ask of a top of the range
program. You receive three disks
containing the copy-protected
program, system files and some
tutorial exercises. The manual is

well produced and follows some
of the well known guidelines for

good manuals - including a
tutorial section, reference section
and very helpful quick key
guides. Tne layout of the manual

than some software

protection where it

takes half an hour to

get going.

Features

Tills program
offers many features
which desktop publishers have
been crying out for. Since the
launch of PageMaker some two
years ago the number of real

contenders for it's crown have

been few and until now
PageMaker has ruled

the roost. Now wc find

that the sights have

been raised and the

name of the game
is features.

XPress
has
features

that

make
true

computer
typography
even closer,

these

include

auto &
manual
kerning.

Preferences for Document!

-Measure:—

1

Cg) Inches

O Pices/In.

O Plcot

O Points

OCm w

rfluto Hyphenation:-

<S>off O n«

Smallest Word:

Break After:

Break capitalized mordi

fluto Page Insertion:—

i

QQff

O fit end of story

® ht end or section

ORt end of document

(-Justification Expansion Methori:-

® standard O Uniform

O Spaces only O Other

Spaces: 1 6 Ouerall:

pRuto Kerning:

<S>Off Q°n

-Character Widths:

® Fractional

O Integral

OK Cancel

]

hyphenation,
grey scaled text,

text run round, full control

over line styles, precise control

over spacing and many more.
At present two main met hods

of placing Items on a page exsist.

you have the system used by
PageMaker where you use blinds
to place text in columns and
there is the 'box system* which
uses boxes to specify areas on a
page for text, graphics and other
items.

Xpress uses the 'box' principle

used by such programs as
Ready. Set. Go and MacPubllsher
but lakes this principle a stage
further. Column guides can be
set up within the text boxes
making straight column layouts
very easy. On the other hand

Continued on page 78
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There's no
accounting for

macintosh.

Until now
Even the must enthusiastic Macintosh

owner has been heard to complain about one

thing. Accounting Software.

Indeed, many pundits have decided that

Macintosh is "not an accounts machine".

Omnis Accounting changes all this.

For the first time, you can get an accounts

package for Macintosh that makes sound

business sense.

INTEGRATION
Omnis Accounting offers you five powerful

fully integrated Ledgers. More than that, you

can link your accounts into other Macintosh

programs: from desk top publishing to

databases.

MULTI-USER
Omnis Accounting offers you multi-user

facilities simply and painlessly. Full record

locking and eight-level password protection

allow for data sharing with confidence. Omnis
Accounting supports nine different networks

including Symbiotic and 3Com file servers as

well as Appleshare.

CUSTOMISATION
Our Registered Omnis Accounts Dealers

and Developers can customise practically any

aspect of Omnis Accounting to suit your

business. Menus, screens, mouse commands.

BLYTH
SOFTWARE
For more details of product and a list of

Registered Omnis Accounts Dealers, clip the

coupon or ring Blyth Software today.

To Blyth Software Limited, Mitford House.

Saxmundluim, Suffolk IP 17 1JS.

Please send me details and dealer

list for Omnis Accounts.

dialogue boxes and reports can be specified in

as much detail as you wish, as well as adding

new data fields.

MANAGEMENT REPORTS
Using Omnis 3 Plus you can customise

Omnis Accounting reports, to produce

precisely the information you need for running

your business.

Omnis Accounting has been developed

from Omnis 3 Plus, the world's most widely

used development tool for Macintosh.

What's more Omnis Accounting comes
from the Blyth Omnis team, so you can be

certain that we've made the most of the power

of Omnis and the flexibility of the Macintosh

interface.

If you've been searching for accounting

software to make the most of your Macintosh,

take a look at Omnis Accounting now.

[f you'd like the benefit of some expert

assistance, we have a network of trained

dealers and experienced developers who can

customise Omnis Accounts to your

Blyth Software Ltd. Mitford Mouse, Benhall.

Saxniundham. Suffolk IPI7 1JS

Telephone 0728 3011

\amc

Position

Company

Address
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Continued from page 76

more sophisticated designs can
be made by using several text

boxes linked together and using

the unique method of

Incorporating other boxes in the

main layout page (sisters). Text &
graphics boxes can use the auto
run-round feature which makes
the placing of headlines and
pictures very easy.

One of the key features of

Xpress is the 'modify* command.
This command lets you specify

information about any object on
your layout. For example, in

graphics boxes, you can specify:

a) Horizontal and vertical

reduction percentages.

b) Width and height of the box.

c) Text offset.

d) Vertical and horizontal

starting position of the box.

if the graphics objects is a
frame or a line you can also

specify:

a) Line type.

b) Grey scale

c) Point size.

There are two check boxes
labeled 'transparent* and 'run-

around' in each modify box and
these are used to determine how
text wraps round the object. If a
graphics box is checked with just

run-around the text wraps round
the box, if however, transparent
is also checked the text wraps
round the graphic image In the

box. The text offset feature lets

you determine how far the text is

to the object. This feature also

works with lines.

Data can be imported from a
variety of sources including PICT.

MacPaint. MacWrite, Word 3.

Word 1.05, and EPSF. This gives

a wide choice of graphic and text

input methods, but leaves a few
that would have been useful such
as WriteNow. and TIFF. Perhaps

these will appear in later

versions.

Fonts and styles arc handled
with standard pull-down menus
and this is an improvement over

PageMaker. Major font point size

can be selected from the menu,
the other sizes are made available
through a seperate other sizes*

dialogue box. You can specify the
grey scale of the text In 10%
increments from white (reverse)

to black. Two nice features arc
the horizontal scaling, and letter

spacing/kerning commands. The
horizontal scaling is especially

good for headlines and titled

areas and allows you to fine tune

type into a given space. XPress
excels in the typography

department and you will need to

spend time to make it work for

you. XPress will kern to 0.01 of

an em and ifyou are using a
Linotype or other high resolution

output device the difference will

amaze you

Text Editing

Xpress can be used as a word
processor in it's own right - it has
many of the features of a stand
alone word processor and you
can inport/export text to a word
processor if you wish. The main
features are the automatic new
page generation (which can be
switched on or off), search and
replace (will also find invisible

characters), show invisibles

(which shows returns, spaces,
tabs, etc), and a spelling checker
with a word count and User
Dictionaries. Powerful paragraph
formatting is included and tabs
are handled extremely well

.

anyone familiar with MacWrite or
Word will appreciate the ease of

use of this function. Left, right.

Continued on page 79
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department'



Continued from page 78

centre, and decimal tabs are all

catered for

Automatic DTP

XPress is ideal for automating

DTP. It has a novel feature that

allows the setting up of a

complete layout with all the

titles, graphics and text boxes

together with all text, style and

formatting information. All that

is then required is the text and

pictures to be placed in the boxes

provided. This is the ideal way to

let the typist or other non
technical person complete the

task at hand and allows the

designer to create the templates.

Another feature that I find

indispensable Is the ability to

Trf

XpreSS will allow colour (real on

fato^Ur^H aMacnjandpmtcotour
seperatlons with tick marks. I

haven't managed to try it on a

Macll yet but it will be fun trying

it out in real colour!

3
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Left Indent:

First Line:

Right Indent:

import pages from other XPress

files, imagine you are publishing

a book, you would normally need

the following page layouts -

chapter start page, left page and

right page. In XPress you could

design the chapter page and
name it 'chapter page', you could

then open a new file and design

the left and right text pages.

en you arc ready to import or

type in the text you would use

the left right file and import a

Chapter Page when you require a

chapter
heading,

this system
is better

than the
PageMaker
way of

cutting and
copying the

items from

Lending:

Space Before:

Spnce Bften

[ cancel )

another file.

Automatic 'continued' boxes are

accomodated in XPress - this

allows you to place a column

many pages away from the bulk

of the story and have an
automatic "continued on page #"

and "continued from page #" at

the bottom and top of columns.

i i i I i i

Document!
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LOOKUP

[ Skip
]

Replace with: Keep

Conclussion

Xpress take Macintosh DTP well

into the second generation. It's

certainly the most powerful DTP
package IVe ever seen or used

and well worth the extra you pay

for it. Quark, and distributor

Heyden. are very good on the

support side. One early problem

of incompatability with laser

spoolers was corrected about one

month after launch.

The question many of you will

be asking is should I leave the

PageMaker camp and defect to

XPress ? Our advice Is this:

1) If you have PageMaker 2.0.

have used it for a while and get

along fine with it - stick with it

unless you have unlimited funds.

2) If you need a DTP package

with the features of XPress and

have the money "go for it - you

will not look back".

3) Large publishing Jobs with

standard layouts such as books

are easier with XPress than

PageMaker - therefore Ifyou do

lot's of this type of work you

could save considerable time by

using XPress and thereby recoup

the extra cost of purchase.

XPress is distributed in the

United Kingdom by
Heyden & Son, Spectrum
House, Hillview Gardens.

I^ondon NW4 2JQ. Tel 01 -

203 - 5171
The cost is £695.00 and

you can obtain your copy

from any Apple dealer.

Many thanks to Heyden for

the review copy and for

help when my early

version would not print

documents from the latest

version.

The correct version at the

time of publication is 1.4
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Look out for a bumper
December issue.

We hope to see you at

the Mac User Show - we
have a stand next to

Blyth Software - so you
should find us O.K.

ADVERTISERS INDEX
Apple UK
Bidmuthin Technologies

Blyth Software

Celtip Computers
Cirtech

Comtech
DarkStar Systems

Elite Software Co
Holdens
InPrint

Keyzone
Kolor Software

MacEurope
MacLine
MacSerious Software
MacSoft
MGA Microsystems
MlcroServe

P&P
Radcom Systems

G.Reardon

5

21 &35
77

67
29
31

35

17

49
43
10 & 31

23

Inside Front & Back Cover
57

Back Outside Cover
61

15

17&43
41

10

31

SUPPORT OUR
ADVERTISERS

Advertisers support our group and
enable us to keep the membership
fee down. We ask that our mem-
bers in return support the adver-

tisers.

All advertisers are reliable and
offer a good service. When you
contact an advertiser be proud
and tell them that you are an
Apple2000 member - and that you
saw the advert In our magazine.

Copy Date for the

Christmas Issue

!

Advertisers and contributors

MUST have artwork and contribu-

tions to the Editor by the 23rd
October 1987.
We hope to publish before the end
of November if you all co-operate!
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Then come
and do it

on this.
Now imagineyour Mac running up to 3 times faster

than a Mac SE.

Doing calculations up to 100 times faster. Re-booting

Do something-
anything-

on your Mac.
Remember why you bought your Mac? It was so

friendly and easy to learn, right/

Bui then you realized how slow Mac can be. Slow to

boot, slow to recover from crashes, slow to transfer data, from system crashes in 5 seconds. Transferring a 400K

file in 7 seconds. Opening MacPaint in 2 seconds.

Cricket Draw in 3.

Imagine working with up to 4 times the memory.

Imagine a RAMdisk whose contents are preserved even

through system crashes. And imagine all this from a

product which fits in minutes, without modifying your

Mac in any way, and is completely compatible with all

Mac software.

You're imagining MacEurope's TurboMax, from

MacMemury. The definitive accelerator board.

It's the most important enhancement ever offered tor

the Mac.

So fast it'll spawn a new phenomenon.

The Mac cloud of dust.

slow to redraw graphics, slow to scroll, slow to access

and move between applications, slow to process

spreadsheets, slow to do almost everything you bought

the Mac for.

So slow it spawned a new phenomenon.

The Mac coffee break.

I |erc :ii MacEurojx.' we value long-term

relationships w ith our customers.

So if you already have MacKu rope's

MaxPluS 2MB memory expansion we'll give

you (and install) the new 68881 maths co-

processor free when you buy TurlxxMax! Tills

lets you run calculations at least 60 times

faster; so spreadsheets can really fly...

And. as a registered user of MacEurope's

MaxKAM/MaxPrirrt software we ll credit £50

towards your TurboMax.

Please give us a call lor details of these

special arrangements for valued Macfcurope

customers,

lurboMax costs £-1195 . Expansion to 4MB
costs £690 16MH/ 68881 maths co-processor

costs £280 TurboMax fits to ^12K Enhanced

and Mac Plus (and soon to Mac SE).

These products are made by MacMcmory.

the USA's finest producer of high-quality

enhancements for the Macintosh Every

product comes with its own comprehensive

manufacturer's warranty that

in no way compromises Apple's own

MacEurope is MacMemory's partner in

Europe and provides all the sales and

cngineenng support you would expect from a

major manufacturer.

You must try TurboMax performance for

yoursclt. Ring Colette Fanning now on (01)

965 690$ for the address of the TurboMax

dealer nearest you. and for a data sheet with

benchmark results.

MacMemory from
I uitwMu. MaxMu*. MaxHAM. MwPf.rW arc tudenurk* .... MacMemnry In*'

MacEurope Lid,

Crown House, Abbeydaie Rd, London rVWIO 7PN. England

TeL* (01) 965 6905 Telex 265871 Ref 72:MAC20278



Abaton Technology Corporation
7901 Stoncridge Drive, Suite 500

Pleasanton CA 94566Abaton
Why an Abaton Scan300/SF or Scan300/FB scanner with C Scan 1.6

is the only choice for graphics scanning with the Macintosh.

HALF TONE GREY SCALE • Abaton C-Scan 1.6 software

introduces TRUE grey-scale

scanning for the first time for a
desktop computer.

To see how it differs from the
rest, we've included an example -

an image scanned from a

photograph, like you've never
seen it before!

Picture 1 shows the picture at

full-scale, exactly as scanned.

In the second picture, we've

expanded a small area of the

same image, showing how well

it's appearance is preserved even
when blown up three-fold.

Finally, the third picture blows
up the image twice more, to let

you see the secret of this

magnificent clarity only now
just visible are the individual

pixels that come together to

make the 16-level (4-bit) true
grey-scale image that no other

scanner system can offer.

There are no special tricks here -

the picture is completely
unrctouched, and printed on a
Linotron printer.

And it's the only scanning
system that produces images
that let you use the full power of

Lctraset's Image Studio graphics
software.

Abaton products are distributed

in the UK exclusively by

MacSerious
The MacSerious Company

17 Park Circus Place Glasgow G3 GAH
Phone 041-332-5622 Fax 041-332-3209

Telex 777021 MACSER


